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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 

October – December 2014 
 
Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 
officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 
emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 
 
The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 
newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 
marketing campaigns. 
 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/Labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Immigration 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 
 
 
Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 
issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 
 
 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 
from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 
community leaders, and government officials. 

 
NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 
problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 

 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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0:31 10/1/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news out of  montebello where a mother was  killed when 
she and her children  were hit by a truck on north  garfield at  : 
tonight. the two children both under  the age of ten suffered minor  
injuries. it hasnt been determined if  the driver of the truck was  
under the influence. our assignment desk is  getting more 
information on  this. we will bring it to you when we  get anything 

2:00 10/1/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the nbc i team is  unraveling what might have led  up to the deadly 
fight that  ended with the mayor of bell  garden shot dead in his 
home.  beverly white has new  information for us.  

0:25 10/1/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> tonight while the community  in covina comes together to  
remember jordan corder,  investigators hope that a video  camera 
on his motorcycle will  give them a better idea how this  happened.  
an suv hit officer corder on his  motorcycle.  the police chief says 
that both  vehicles had a green light.  there was no pursuit involved.  

0:42 10/2/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a major water main break right now in the fairfax district. residents 
tell us this is the second one on the same block this year. this is at 
rosewood and curson avenue. the intersection is blocked off and 
traffic is being rerouted.   

0:25 10/2/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
stuck on mickeys fun wheel 

0:31 10/2/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

 working quickly to put out any flames like these in granada hills 
tonight. brush in the back yard of this home caught fire just after :  
this evening, and the homeowners say it spread fast.  it was windy 
and hot, and that thing was just moving.  there was a breeze and it 
was enough to keep it moving.   

0:23 10/3/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news in chino right   now, a deadly crash on pine   
avenue. reports of up to five people   killed.   three cars involved.   
police are on the scene right   now trying to help any   survivors. we 
have no updates on the ages    

2:02 10/3/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

they started off fishing off the   coast of vanderberg air force   base. 
they saw a man who was hit out of his boat by a shark.   he got 
back in his boat.   a few hours later the shark was   back.> 

2:28 10/3/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now firefighters are   on high alert.   this brush fire in 
chatsworth   quickly put out tonight.   kate larson is live in   
chatsworth with more 

0:12 10/3/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back to our breaking news in  chino where there has been a   
deadly car crash involving three cars. as many as five people are 
believed to be dead.   well have more for you on this   in a bit.>>>  

0:32 10/3/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have an update on the breaking news out of chino we told you 
about at the top of the   newscast.   this deadly crash on pine 
avenue. our ground crew got new   information for you.  this 
accident happened just  before  :  . three vehicles involved and two 
engulfed in flames.   one officer on scene said as many as six 
people may have been   killed. one person did morning to walk   
away. well bring you the latest   tomorrow morning on today in    

0:41 10/3/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
community has a message for bears. youre not a match for mom.  
Bear almost attacks two littl reboys at school bus stop 

2:12 10/6/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
investigation into deadly irvine crash. Killed five teens in oramge 
county. Only the driver survived. Driver had no license 

0:14 10/6/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
close call for man in hot air balloon that ran into power lines. He is 
ok 

1:28 10/7/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
new details about air tanker crash in yosemite. Pilot is dead. Air 
tankers grounded 

2:06 10/7/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
beverly white talks to veteran air tanker pilot about the dangers 
involved they take everytime they fly. 
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0:19 10/7/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
surveillance video of gas station crash in east l.a. truck driver only 
person hurt. 

0:30 10/8/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters contunue to battle flames at yosemite. Deadly tanker 
crash. 

0:22 10/8/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
car accident on the 22 fwy. Car landed upside down 

0:11 10/9/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
dog rock fire started by sparks from a vehicle. Burned nearly 250 
acres. Only ten percent contained 

0:36 10/10/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
roof collapse a t astrip mall in fontana 

0:17 10/10/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
port worker trapped in san pedro. Freight container came crashing 
down 

0:45 10/10/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
child fals into zoo jaguar pit in little rock. He was injured 

0:40 10/14/14 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
northern california officer cracks password; app leads crews to 
trapped woman 

0:35 10/16/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
la county sheriffs deputy injured in rollover crash in lancaster just 
about 2hrs ago.  

0:21 10/16/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
two people injured after car crashes into winnetka apt. building. 
Happened around 9:15 

0:35 10/16/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
single engine plane goes down around big bear lake. All survived 

0:20 10/17/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
13yr old boy hit by car in huntington beach 

0:23 10/17/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
black bear eats missing man. Think the man had a heart attack 
before and died beofre the bear came along 

0:28 10/20/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

rico harris is missing while  on a trip up the coast to visit  his 
girlfriend in seattle.  he is  " and weighs nearly  300 pounds.  he left 
his home three days ago.  three days later his car was  found in 
sacramento.  search teams have spent several  days in that area 
as they  continued to look for him but  they have found nothing.  

0:44 10/20/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> a dramatic rescue here on  this screen as a stranger runs  into 
the flames of a burning  home in fresno, risk his life to  say another 
and tonight the two  strangers are reunited.  >> get the dad out of 
there 

0:21 10/21/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a woman is in the hospital with severe injuries after she was 
attacked by this pit bull. she was walking in her neighborhood just 
east of hemet when the dog broke its chain and jumped a four-foot 
fence and went after her. the owner gave it up to authorities to be 
put down.     

0:35 10/21/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we talk with a girlfriend of the missing member of the harlem 
globetrotters. harris moved up to the seattle area and was on his 
way back from alhambra in southern california after grabbing his 
belongings. his abandoned car was found in a park in yolo county 
near sacramento.   

2:06 10/22/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

robert kovacik is also following breaking news out of south l.a.   
police say a boy hit by the   driver of an ice cream truck. you spoke 
with if uncle out   there? reporter: we did.   the lapd follows this an  
accident followed by an angry   aftermath.  the uncle says that the 
ice cream truck should not have been on the street in the dark. his 
nephew was trying to walk his bike and brother back home. 
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0:23 10/22/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> a woman missing for than a  week was spotted but disappeared  
ago. she sent a text on october  13th  and hasnt been heard from 
until  someone saw her at a san diego  soccer field.  she has been 
having issues with  her husband. hes in the navy 

0:54 10/24/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> breaking news right now in  hawthorne. a ten-car crash down 
there.  you can see what happened.  look at all the headlights on  
the  freeway.  reporter: what a night on the looking at the 
northbound  lanes of the  right at el  segundo boulevard.  this was a 
ten-car pile up that  happened an hour ago.  one person is in critical  
condition.  you can see they are starting to  clear away the 
wreckage but the is down to one lane.  now they are shutting it 
down  altogether. this will be this way for some  time. probably 
another half hour to an  hour before they can open up  more lanes.  
maybe you are going home or  heading out for the night,  either 
way expect a slow ride.  back to you 

0:34 10/24/14 11:20p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back to the scene of the  breaking news out of hawthorne.  a ten-
car crash on the .  news chopper is out there.  are cars beginning to 
move at  all? a glimmer of hope if you know  someone stuck.  the 
chp just reopened the  freeway after this ten-car  crash.  they 
reopened all lanes.  good news here if you know  somebody stuck 
here they are starting to move once again 

1:55 10/27/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the busiest  intersections in los angeles is  no longer under 
water.  crews are cleaning up a water  main break.  that pipe is 
almost 90 years old 

0:25 10/27/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman hits a mother and  two children waiting at bus  stop. this 
happened near the usc  campus. the driver told police she just  lost 
control of her car.  the mother and one child were  rushed to the 
hospital in  critical condition. and we learned that both will  survive. 
police say that alcohol was not  a factor.   

0:15 10/28/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a hang glider is dead after crashing into a mountainside in riverside 
county. the call was made at : this morning. no word on what 
caused the accident. a sheriffs helicopter was called in to help 
remove the mans body from the area 

0:29 10/28/14 11:12p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, friends and family and co-workers mourning the loss of a 
ventura county sheriffs deputy. he was killed early this morning 
during a traffic stop on the   freeway. his colleagues carries a flag-
draped coffin with his body from the scene. according to police the 
hit and run driver was arrested later. colleagues say it was his 
dream to be a sheriffs deputy 

0:20 10/28/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a denver bronco fan missing five days has been found safe. he 
disappeared during a bronco-charger game. he was found   miles 
away in colorado. neither police nor his family have said why he 
disappeared only that they dont believe a crime was committed.   

0:43 10/28/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> jose conseco accidentally shot himself in the hand. he was at his 
home in las vegas when it happened. police say he was cleaning a 
large caliber gun he owns but didnt check to see if it was loaded. 
we checked with his fiance who was there when the shot was fired 

2:06 10/29/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

were getting more information on a pilot who was killed in the crash 
of a military jet that happened at point mugu naval air base.   the jet 
fighter was returning from a mission when it went down just about a 
mile short of the runway there. one person was killed. this is in the 
point mugu area near oxnard. patrick healy talked with a witness 
about what they saw just before that deadly crash.  
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1:58 10/29/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

dramatic video you will only see right here after a car crashes into 
an above ground water main. its really how the other drivers race in 
to help out that makes this an extraordinary story. nbc  s tony shin 
is in the town of homeland with a story you will see here for the first 
time 

2:04 10/30/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man is in critical  condition right now after  crashing into a watter 
main just  west of hemet.  in fact, you may remember we  showed 
you this dramatic video  last night here. 

0:54 10/31/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

about   120  firefighters got a  burning tanker truck under  control 
that exploded.  one of the two tanks tipped over  and burst into 
flames.  foam had to be used to suffocate  the fire. now its time to 
clean up the  mess. and its a tricky situation out  there tonight.  
transferring the spilled gas to  a vacuum truck and tonight of  
course we have the rain to  contend with as well.  nbc   found the 
person who  called in the explosion 

0:31 11/3/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new developments tonight in  the crash of spaceshiptwo.  the 
debris field is much larger  than expected.  tiny pieces of the ship 
were  found  miles away from the  main wreckage site.  the ntsb 
says the parts may have  been blown by the wind.  but 
investigators have not  figured out what caused the ship  to break 
apart in the first  place. the co-pilot was killed and the  other pilot 
injured in the  crash. >  

0:21 11/3/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> investigators in hawthorne  are at the scene of a trailer  park fire.  
we showed you this video today. flames shooting from an  
abandoned trailer park.  no one was hurt but firefighters  do 
consider it suspicious  because a witness told them they  saw a 
man jumping the fence  there.  

0:26 11/3/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new information on the fuel  truck that ran into an american  airlines 
jet parked at the gate  at l.a.x. the driver of the  truck was wheeled 
off on a  stretcher.  the firefighters had to cut the  steering wheel to 
free the man.  he is now listed in fair  condition. the cause is still 
under  investigation.    

0:24 11/5/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

.>>> an older man and woman hit by a bus are in the hospital 
tonight. the bus was operated by orange county transit authorities. 
he is critical and she is listed in serious condition and police are 
investing what may have caused this accident. 

0:31 11/5/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

accidentally hitting the gas   instead of the brake and this is   what 
happened.   the driver of this suv says   thats what she did when 
she   plowed into a restaurant in   houston. several of the 
customers were   pushed into the buffet line   there. the suv 
stopped but then take a   look at this.   the driver put in the reverse,   
backed up and went forward   again.   nine people were taken to 
the   hospital. amazingly, they all suffered   minor injuries 

0:24 11/7/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

talk about an extreme commute. check this out. this is the   freeway 
tonight as photographed by news chopper  . arent you glad you 
werent down there? six cars collided on the eastbound side. it 
created a sizable bottle neck. three people were injured in the 
accident. traffic is running smoothly again.  

0:49 11/7/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is one of those friday nights we have a lot of breaking news. 
apparently this is a christian bookstore. chris is overhead. this is a 
christian bookstore going up in flames. they had the building 
surrounded, but you see theyre not putting a lot of water on it. 
pretty much taking a defensive posture here. you can see the 
building is well involved. and fire through the roof.  
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0:51 11/7/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back out to breaking news. a bookstore on fire. what a difference 
five minutes makes here, chris. >> yeah,  8th and alvarado to be 
exact. the fire has died down a little bit. we understand there may 
be concern of flammable materials that are actually stored in this 
building. theres no major exposure. theres not a lot around here. its 
isolated in that parking lot. theres no neighboring buildings in 
danger of catching fire. not a lot of water on this fire. it seems to be 
burning itself out slowly. a lot more white smoke than we saw just a 
few minutes ago. 

0:35 11/7/14 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

were still tracking a fire in mcarthur park. a christian bookstore was 
engulfed in flames. there have been no injuries. we have been over 
the scene for some time now.>> the video youre seeing is the small 
box is what it looked like at the top of the hour. a huge difference in  
minutes. we can tell you the roof collapsed out there. theres not 
much around the area, though, and thats the good news. some of 
the firefighters will remain on scene over night. 

0:37 11/10/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

hundreds of people gathered at west valley high school to 
remember two young men killed over the weekend. a popular 
student who graduated last year and a star athlete, the former 
student christian griffith was celebrating his  20 th birthday on 
saturday. his girlfriend was speeding when she lost control. the 
night before he played his last game as part of the high school 
football team. police are look to see if drug or alcohol played a role 
in the crash. 

0:44 11/10/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are getting a new look at the rescue of hikers stranded in a 
remote part of a canyon north of pasadena. this is what it looked 
like as they pulled out the hikers one by one and took them to 
safety. the group underestimated the time it would take to finish the 
hike and not everyone was experienced in hiking 

0:31 11/10/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the lava flowing from a volcano in the big island of hawaii in june 
has destroyed its first home. after weeks of not knowing when it 
would happen, today it did and there is nothing that the residents 
can do to stop or divert the  , degree lava as it makes its way to the 
ocean. the people were renting that house that was destroyed. they 
moved out long ago. the next closest one is a half mile away 

0:40 11/11/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is a three-car crash on western   st street. l.a. fire just departing 
the scene here. one person was transported from this church. you 
see the jerusalem baptist church. one car smashing into the front 
window. no one was inside that church. good news here where 
they are cleaning this mess up 

0:23 11/11/14 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we want to show you a video of that lava flow on the big island of 
hawaii.   plumes of smoke can be seen for miles and miles. people 
are being urged not to   stick around for the show.  the next home 
to go is only a  half mile away 

0:24 11/12/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and pch just reopened in  malibu after a commercial fire  out there. 
and as you can see it caused a  major backup.  both sides of the 
pch closed for  a while.  while firefighters are still  investigating they 
tell us it  does not look suspicious 

0:40 11/12/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this has to be a window  washers worst nightmare.  dangling 
sideways on the side of  one world trade center.  a cable that was 
holding the rig  snapped which left them at a  very odd angle.  fire 
crews had to use a diamond  cutter to saw through three  layers of 
glass to pull the men  to safety 
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1:46 11/13/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

but tonight something terrifying happened, something beyond his 
control. he nearly drowned and was sent to the hospital in critical 
condition. he is nogales high school water polos team star guard 
but tonight just after halftime it was alejandro camachos teammates 
who jumped in to save him.  

0:21 11/13/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> while were still on the subject of rain, a reminder to slow down 
on the slick pavement. news chopper live. this is the ka wepga 
pass at barham right now where police have been clearing the road 
on the northbound side. you can just take a look at the backup here 
on the pass. even at this hour the traffic there goes back, as you 
can see, as we widen out, several miles.  

0:20 11/13/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two people in the hospital after a big-rig overturned in the cajon 
pass. this crash happened tonight on the southbound side of the  
freeway. a sigalert was in effect for about two hours out there. but 
as you can see, everything is back open tonight. the chp still 
investigating the cause of this crash. 

0:44 11/14/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an alaska airlines flight forced to turn back tonight and make an 
emergency landing after a bird strike. with  people on board, it was 
hit shortly after takeoff around :  . passengers quickly turned the 
flight into a hash tag. heard flight crew just say that pilots panel 
went dark. the same passenger tweeted out this photo of the 
planes approach during the emergency landing. close to , bird 
strikes happen every year across the country and that number is 
growing 

0:20 11/17/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have more developing  news, high wind and high fire  danger 
firefighters wrapping up  this fire.  crews were able to contain this  
fire. it burned less than one acre. 

2:04 11/17/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a fire that could be seen  for miles rips through a  building that 
holds millions of  dollars in landscaping equipment  and the cleanup 
begins.  beverly white is live right now.  this seems to be a worst-
case  scenario for the landscaping  company 

0:03 11/18/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
canyon rescue and brush fire 

0:17 11/18/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
electrical fire in hollywood. Fire started from down fire poll. 

2:28 11/18/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a former immigration attorney chelanishes shortly after touchdown. 
his family is trying to find  him. we know because  this was an 
international  flight. he went through customs and we  know that he 
walked out of tom  bradley terminal behind me but  without claiming 
his luggage or  being reunited with his family 

2:29 11/18/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an explosive situation is  unfolding in santa paula tonight  after a 
tanker exploded.  an evacuation order was lifted  for many people 
who live nearby.  but there is concern about an  animal shelter that 
is right in  the heart of the disaster zone 

0:37 11/18/14 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a sunday school song and  great instincts got a mom and  her 
toddler out of a speeding  car today.  nbc was there when they took 
a  driver into custody.  a good samaritan jumped in to  help the 
mom and her son get out  of the way. grabbed the boy and 
checked  him out and mom was screaming.   

0:38 11/18/14 11:21p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking news and  what could be great news here.  
possibly found.  you may remember  minutes ago,  robert kovacik 
telling us about  the mystery of this manú(  disappeared after 
landing at  l.a.x. he is a former  immigration attorney. just a few 
minutes ago, staff  members from county usc called  the 
assignment desk.  an off duty nurse was watching  the newscast 
and recognized him  as a patient there.  they are waiting for the 
family  to come in and positively i.d.  him 
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0:19 11/18/14 11:34p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have a couple of quick  updates.  number one, the attorney who 
was  missing from l.a.x., flew in  from asia, we believe he has  been 
found at county usc medical  center. a nurse called the assignment  
desk here.  his family is on the way to the  hospital right now 

0:16 11/19/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman injured in a house  fire in glendale is suffering  from burns 
and smoke inhalation.  news chopper was over the  scene at  8:00p 
tonight on justin  avenue. it took  minutes to knock down  the 
flames.  no word on what sparked the  fire 

0:26 11/19/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> tonight there are still  people who have not been allowed  to 
return to their homes in  santa paula.  a truck fire evacuated them.  
and the rescued dogsthatwe  told you about this last night  they 
have now been moved to  safety. one of the dogs showed signs of  
respiratory distress.  tonight, the vet tells us shes  doing well 

2:01 11/20/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

even for the most hardened firefighter, what happened in san 
bernardino is hard to shake. two children at home with their father 
when a fire started. the children died huddled together waiting for 
help, and their dad is now fighting for his life. all of this while their 
mother is in the hospital giving birth.  

0:31 11/21/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a car crash leave theres dead and three hurt and wreckage from 
the car scattered in all directions. this happened around  6:00 at 
avenue k and th. the jeep cherokee went end over end. two peopler 
ejected and died instantly and a third died at the hospital. our 
beverly white is on scene talking to witnesses there. well have her 
live report in a couple of minutes 

0:31 11/21/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

shuttle bus collides with an american airlines flight in atlanta, 
georgia tonight. passengers on board that flight from dallas to 
atlanta felt a sudden and sharp bump tonight. an airport shuttle bus 
ran into the right wing of the plane. two weeks ago, a fuel truck did 
virtually the same thing at l.a.x. number one was injured in the 
collision but the plane will be out of service for some time.  

1:05 11/21/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new tonight, a window washer fell about stories from a building 
in san franciscos financial district. and amazingly, will live to tell 
about it because of the car he hit below. the man landed on a car in 
the middle of a busy street. there he suffered critical injuries but 
was conscious. the roof of the car was smashed in but it cushioned 
his fall and some say saved his life. the driver had no idea what 
happened. 

2:14 11/21/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back to lancaster. that violent car crash that left three people dead, 
another three people hurt. nbc  s beverly white live in lancaster with 
what witnesses saw and how apparently this area is no stranger to 
speed and bad accidents. beverly?  

4:01 11/25/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family says a faulty airbag is to blams for the death of a loved 
one. now tonight for the first time we investigate that deadly crash 
and show you never before seen video of how it all unfolded. were 
live in alhambra where the story begins 

0:32 11/26/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one l.a. hiker will be celebrating thanksgiving with a new 
appreciation for l.a. firefighters. she is safe after a two-hour rescue 
from a steep cliff. two rescue helicopters were called in to griffith 
park. the woman is stuck on a ledge in rugged terrain. a firefighter 
helped to hoist her out 

0:23 11/27/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we begin with breaking news in fontana, where a pallet yard is on 
fire. this is near the intersection of santa ana and mulberry avenue. 
this is a two-alarm fire and crews are in defensive mode but no 
word of any injuries or how long it will take them to put this out. well 
keep checking in with the san bernardino fire department, bring you 
any updates throughout the newscast. 
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2:09 11/27/14 11:01p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

were also following a developing story from malibu, where a water 
main break shut down a section of the pacific coast highway. now, 
we were first told the road would be reopened about an hour ago 
but right now crews are still trying to fix a pretty sizable sinkhole 

0:19 11/27/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

within the past hour were hearing that a child was killed in a car 
accident in huntington beach. this picture was tweeted out by the 
huntington beach police captain. investigators say a mother of two 
was driving when another car hit her. that caused her car to spin 
out and hit this pole, killing one of the children. everyone else 
involved suffered minor injuries. 

0:20 11/27/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman is dead tonight after getting hit by a car while riding her 
bike near venice beach. the lapd says the 39-year-old was hit and 
killed after she went the wrong way on the speedway near venice 
boulevard. the speedway is a one-way street along the beach. 
police say a car was turning from venice onto the speedway when it 
hit the woman.  

0:20 11/27/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a family of four is thankful to be alive tonight after their house 
catches fire. we have new video just into our newsroom of the 
scene. take a look. this all happened in irvine on half moon trail just 
a few hours ago. were told the family was in the middle of 
thanksgiving dinner when the fire broke out in the attic. the father 
suffered minor burns. the familys now staying with friends during 
the investigation 

0:26 11/27/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the san francisco zoo will retrofit their gorilla enclosure following the 
death of a   -month-old gorilla. according to the "san francisco 
chronicle" changes include updating doors and having two keepers 
in the enclosure when the gorillas are moving. earlier this month 
kabibi was killed when she darted underneath an electric door as it 
was closing. kabibi was born there at the zoo and management 
says her death has struck them in the deepest way imaginable 

0:18 11/27/14 11:20p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this just in a new video taken just minutes agove a fire in eagle rock 
tonight. this small brush fire broke out in a recreation center just off 
the   freeway but we just checked in with the l.a. fire department 
and theyre telling us they just knocked down those flames. despite 
the dry conditions out there tonigh 

0:19 11/28/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have learned that service has been restored to malibu 
customers after this water main break we told you about last night. 
but we are being told that one of the southbound lanes of the 
pacific coast highway will be closed so the crews can repair the 
sinkhole left behind 

0:24 12/1/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

then theres this video from florida. a man air lifted from a cruise 
ship over the weekend after choking on a piece of meat. the cruise 
ship was near miami beach when the man started to choke but the 
sea conditions were too rough to take him off the boat. a chopper 
was brought in and the passenger was flown to the hospital. his 
condition is not known 

0:32 12/2/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

pacific coast highway has  just reopened to traffic after  being shut 
down for several  hours this evening because of a  deadly crash 
there.  the driver of a red ford focus  was killed after crashing to a  
utility truck.  the driver appears to have lost  control and crossed 
into  oncoming traffic.  deputies say the car was  literally ripped 
open when it  crashed over the side of the  steep canyon road 
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0:19 12/2/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> and you may have seen this  amazing photo of a big rig  
accident during the news today. this happened around :  this  
afternoon just east of anaheim  on the eastbound  at the   freeway. 
we made some calls.  the driver did make it out okay  and there 
were no injuries.   

0:20 12/2/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman in atlanta is  recovering after she was  attacked by a lynx 
that she was  trying to take care of.  police say the cats owner is  
out of town and the woman was  there to feed it.  the lynx bit her on 
the head.  the animals owner has a state  wild animal breeding 
license and  is in compliance with state law.   

0:22 12/2/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and so many things to say  about this.  it may work for santa but not  
for a  13-year-old boy in  arizona.  the teenager was trying to get  in 
his house after he found the  doors were locked.  rescue crews say 
he was caught  hat half way down and it took an  hour to get him 
out.   

0:22 12/4/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman desperate to get out of a burning building in critical 
condition after jumping from a third-story balcony. this is -- 
apartment complex is located in inglewood. in the block of venice 
way. the -year-old woman is the only person who was hurt. crews 
knocked down this fire  

0:18 12/5/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

two drivers killed in lancaster. this video just in from the scene at 
east avenue k and th street. there were no passengers in either 
car. an investigation hasnt determined what led up to this fatal head 
on. 

2:58 12/8/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

all right. right now, new information on that towering inferno in l.a. 
trying to figure out if someone deliberately set the fire. off awe is it 
deliberate? we will find out. federal agents set to arrive as early as 
tomorrow 

0:26 12/8/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

unbelievable pictures here inside a studio city parking lot. this 
accident outside the grocery store. witnesses say they thought the 
driver might have had a medical issue. some how police say, he 
mistake the gas pedal for the break. ended up driving over a 
concrete island. there you see cam to rest right on top of a 
mercedes. fortunately no one was inside.  

0:21 12/8/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>> in garden grove. three people recovering after a car crashed 
into a vietnamese restaurant there. this happened in a strip mall at 
grove boulevard and magnolia. were told one victim is a 10-year-
old girl. all taken to the nearby hospitals. police say the driver in this 
situation also apparently stepped on the gas. instead of the break 

1:00 12/8/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an investigation into who was at the controls of a private jet that 
crashed into the home in maryland killing six people. pilots were 
being warned of bird around the airport in maryland. while bird 
strikes are not uncommon in a jet engine it can be critical. dr. 
rosenberg may have been flying the jet when it crashed a mile from 
the airport. rosenberg was the pilot in command of another jet in 
which also crashed. early indications suggest that this plane was 
flying too low and too slow for an attempted landing. 

0:29 12/9/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators now ruling out a bird strike in that tragic plane crash in 
maryland. six people died when the small twin engine plane hit a 
two-story home. those new details coming in tonight from 
investigators at the scene. pilots had reported a lot of birds in the 
area. but what investigators do know tonight is that the stall 
warning went off in the cockpit just a few moments before the 
crash. six people died, including a mother and her two young sons, 
when that small plane hit that home in maryland. 
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2:22 12/12/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> this is ventura county tonight. the aftermath seen here after 
mud and debris came rushing down a hillside overnight. ten homes 
red tagged of several others damaged. we are life in camrio with 
what the neighborhood looks like. many of those houses a total 
loss  

0:36 12/12/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this was a day for dramatic images and dramatic rescues like this 
one along the l.a. river. dusty clark, a veteran of the firefighter dove 
through the rapids after a maintenance worker making rounds 
along the river bank spotted a man clinging to a tree 

0:25 12/12/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a well timed lunch break may have saved a home in alta dina from 
going up in flames. here is cell phone video of that fire that started 
in a garage on lincoln avenue this afternoon. the fire then spread to 
the house but a neighbor who stopped home for a lunch break 
smelled the smoke and dialed  

0:35 12/12/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

technology may have saved the day. a seattle driver suffered a 
heart attack behind the wheel. he called for help but neither he nor 
his 91-year-old mother knew exactly where they were. dispatchers 
used technology to track down the car 

0:44 12/12/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is going ab a long road ahead for some long beach business 
owners. the storm literally took them down. two expenditures 
severely damaged two miles apart. one it was was a shoe shop. 
the weight of all the water was too much for the roof. the other is a 
family owned business. 

0:56 12/12/14 11:18p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

 a dog was trapped in a wash. thanks to one woman, hamburger 
ooetd meat and an alert neighbor that dog is safe. vicky wagner 
told us about the trapped husband kyi on wed. she spent a week 
trying o get the dog out of the wash before the storm last night. last 
night she laid out hamburger  

1:27 12/15/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly accident in sunland. watching some of the first responders 
moving into action. nbc  s beverly white is live at the scene right 
now with new information  

0:28 12/15/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a wakeup call for parents about the potential dangers 
at theme parks. a four-year-old boy suffered a stroke after riding on 
a roller coaster. doctors say the jerky motion apparently ripped an 
artery, a clot formed and the next day that clot travelled to his brain. 
researchers say that children are at risk for this type of injury 
because they have weak neck muscles and large heads 

0:24 12/16/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new tonight, a woman sweeping the sidewalk in front of her 
home is in critical condition after she was hit by a minivan. this 
happened in the afternoon. visibility was not an issue or didnt 
appear to be. the driver crashed into the back of a parked toyota 
which hit another parked car, an suv. l.a. county sheriffs detectives 
are questioning the driver of the minivan tonight. 

2:06 12/17/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

family in hemet fighting for  change and speak out after two  
relatives died while they were  crossing the street there.  gadi 
schwartz has the fight to  bring a crosswalk to that  community 

0:42 12/18/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you probably havent heard this one before. a man is lucky to be 
alive after he was hit by a rogue tire. thats right. a tire. and its all 
caught on camera. the tire apparently came off a semi on a nearby 
freeway. you can see it come flying into the parking lot, smashes 
through a clinic window. yes, to make it even more bizarre, this 
happened at a clinic. the victim,  77 -year-old manuel mendoza, 
was standing right in front of the window when the tire came 
smashing through.  
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0:20 12/19/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

arson investigators trying  to figure out the cause of a  fire at a 
senior care facility  and whether any staff members  were inside 
when it started.  flames were tracked down to a  trash can on the 
east side of  the house.  emergency crews evacuated three  people 
from inside the facility  located in anaheim.   

1:49 12/22/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a warning for anyone trying to get in the water. investigators 
are trying to figure out if weather conditions caused a boat to 
capsize.  

0:15 12/22/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a developing story unfolding in torrance right now. a driver hit and 
killed an elderly woman using a walker to cross the street just 
before  9:00 tonight. the driver stopped and were told is 
cooperating with police 

0:43 12/22/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> the christmas lights are coming back on for thousands of 
people in san bernardino as homes plunged into darkness because 
of a fire at a power station. a viewer sent us these photos of the fire 
that started this afternoon. at one point, ,  people lost power in the 
highland area. crews are out there on the scene trying to restore 
service.  

0:26 12/23/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a lot of damage here. four people are dead. widespread damage 
from a pierce winter storm. this one is extending from the gulf all if 
way up to new england. the worst of it in mississippi. with a town of 
columbia took a direct hit from a rare december tornado with 
widespread damage to homes and businesses throughout the 
state.  

0:42 12/23/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

> you might call this the miracle on  34 th street. two women 
jumped on to a neighboring rooftop to escape flames. the 
neighbors say it started when a christmas tree caught fire. it had 
been placed near a fireplace inside the home.   when we were 
running out all the windows were popping. it felt like the house was 
going to blow.firefighters are investigating the cause here but they 
estimate the damage to $2  million to the building that caught fire 
and two condos next door 

0:30 12/24/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a man is dead after falling 30 feet from a zip line attraction at a mall 
in orlando. the victim landed on a concrete floor and later died at 
the hospital.>> a couple people in line and all of a sudden we just 
heard everybody in the mall screaming 

2:18 12/25/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

cell phone video shows neighbors rescuing neighbors t the second 
story. >> tonight families left stranded  in the cold on christmas. all 
of everybody worked together to get people out the window 

0:23 12/25/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new at people hospitalized tonight after a crash in woodland hills. 
three cars came together in the eastbound lanes near winnetka 
avenue 

0:40 12/25/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
this morning, one family woke up to a tree crashing down on top of 
cars and power lines 

2:22 12/26/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a christmas gift has two families heart broken. unable to stop in 
time, a driver hits and kills a 12-year-old riding his new scooter. 
mourners held a vigil outside the family home. killed outside his 
family home at around noon today 

0:38 12/26/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> the death of a woman on a southern california freeway is a 
grim reminder of whatnot to do. the highway patrol says if you have 
to stop on a freeway stay in your car. kathleen cook last night didnt. 
she got out of her car on the  freeway in south los angeles and she 
was killed in a hit and run. a neighbor in south gate remembers 
seeing her leave the home for the last time 
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0:32 12/26/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the two people who were in critical condition after a fire in a west 
lake district motel that we told you about at 11:00p  , we have video 
showing people being pulled to safety at the j.j. park motel on third 
street. is it a long-term residential motel. the fire broke out a little 
after  6:00p  . the fire may have started with a small heater. we 
learned that three others suffered minor injuries 

2:12 12/29/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

scary moments in ontario  tonight.  the wall of a sewer line caved  
in and he was stuck.  he had to be rescued and spoke  to our crew 
for the first time.  gadi schwartz is live in  ontario. he said this 
started as a do it  yourself home project 

0:18 12/29/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a teenager is killed in what  appears to be a tragic accident.  police 
tell us that the teen who  was on his bicycle was hit by a  car on 
riverside and south  street around :  tonight.  it was still dark out 
there.  the driver stayed at the scene  and is cooperating with the  
police 

0:29 12/29/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> the man was attacked by a  great white shark after the  central 
california coast will  survive. the attack happened on sunday.  
witnesses say the shark bit the  man on the right hip and let him go.  
it was described as an eight to  ten foot shark.  the surfer paddled 
back to shore  and applied a turn yet 

0:34 10/1/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

> necessity is the mother of  invention.  does your iphone fit in your  
pocket? these guys are -- mine does. a solution may be on the 
way.  maybe you have deep pockets,  fred. five fashion brands are 
eyeing  pants designs that have pockets  big enough to fit your 
iphone.  they consider customer needs  when they design their new  
lines 

0:27 10/3/14 11:10p 
business & 

industry 
fund to help small businesses with financial setbacks due to light 
rail construction.  

0:28 10/8/14 11:10p 
business & 

industry 
company has agreed to pay more $100 milion dollars in settlement. 
Go to the ftc website on how to get refund 

0:25 10/9/14 11:08p 
business & 

industry 
final approval for 6 month extension for aeg in order to find a team 

0:20 10/9/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 
time warner shareholders gave approval for comcast acquisition 

2:12 10/9/14 11:12p 
business & 

industry 
tesla big announcement. New auto pilot. Dual motor. Adjust to road 
conditions. 

0:20 10/9/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 
gates buys jenny craig property 

0:30 10/14/14 11:15p 
business & 

industry 
man raising funds to sue newsweek, says hes not the founder of 
bitcoin. 

0:17 10/15/14 11:32p 
business & 

industry 
hbo to start streaming service next year 

0:38 10/21/14 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

tomorrow on the "today" show, peter alexander will talk to the nfls 
social responsibility team adviser about the ray rice incident. ray 
rice is now going after the team for cutting him.    

0:20 10/22/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

jetblue wants to step up  service from l.a.x. to jfk for a  price.  the 
plane has free wi-fi, seats  that recline and fresh food  options and 
preferred baggage  claim.  the tickets start at $599 one way 

0:22 10/23/14 11:17p 
business & 

industry 

two entertainment titans  clash over the greek theater and  round 
one goes to live nation.  the l.a. recreation and parks  commission 
voted to have live  nation take over operations.  the board says live 
nation  actually provided a better  financial deal. this proposal now 
goes to the  full city council.     
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2:08 11/5/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 

new tonight, its a nursery versus the power company. a moore park 
man fighting to extend his lease on property owned by socal 
edison. nbc  s beverly white is live with both sides of the story for 
us. >> reporter: from  days to seven months, edison says it has 
offered extensions to this businessman. but tonight he says he is 
not gone yet. performance nursery currently rents  acres below 
power transmission lines. but after  years he is getting the boot 

4:29 11/10/14 11:14p 
business & 

industry 

>>> it is a moneymaker all around the world but it is causing 
controversy here at home. it begins with a popular website that 
allows homeowners to make money on the side renting to tourists 
for profit. no hotels. and what about the neighbors fed up with the 
constant turnover? watch as the i team reveals what is becoming 
the nightmare next door 

0:27 11/19/14 11:14p 
business & 

industry 

a good deal was too much of  a temptation for some.  wal-mart is 
going to change its  price matching policy after a  number of people 
took advantage  of it.  the promise was to match prices  from select 
retailers like  amazon. but some people created fake ads  and 
managed to get a $ 400  playstation for less than 100 bucks. wal-
mart has updated their  policy to close this loophole.   

0:29 11/25/14 11:12p 
business & 

industry 

honda admits yo not reporting 1,700 injury and death claims. honda 
is admitting it failed to report more than injury and death claims 
related to its vehicle thats a violation of federal law 

0:45 11/28/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 

ray rice is now free to sign with any nfl team after a judge ruled his 
indefinite suspension is null and void. rice appealed the suspension 
and a new york city district judge said the nfl overstepped its 
authority after a video of him striking his fiance was made public. in 
an interview you can see this monday and tuesday, "today" shows 
matt lauer sat down with janay rice 

0:26 11/28/14 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

one of hollywoods all time deal makers is trying to get an nfl team 
back to los angeles. michael eisner is an unofficial unpaid adviser 
to the mayor on the project. in an interview isner says he is on the 
phone with the nfl often working behind the scenes to bring pro 
football back to l.a. but at the end of the day its up to the league 
owners 

0:25 11/28/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

the popular mall was the second busiest mall in the nation today. it 
sure looked like it lived up to be that with a lot of parking lots 
jammed and traffic slow in and around the million square foot mall. 

0:23 11/28/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

small businesses in california and across the u.s. are hoping to 
draw a lot of shoppers for small business saturday. a new survey 
shows that consumer support for smaller in dependently owned 
businesses is increasing 

0:37 12/1/14 11:08p 
business & 

industry 

.>>> we are hearing more from ray rice. he was caught on camera 
hitting his fiance. rice and his now wife janay broke their silence in 
an interswru matt lawyer. the nfl has reinstated rice. he can play 
football but he has not found a team to sign him. you hear more of 
the interview with our today in l.a. morning team at followed by the 
"today" show. 

0:22 12/1/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 

a scare for passengers on a disney cruise ship. the disney magic 
lost all power off the coast of cuba. apparently the ship didnt have 
the backup systems to rely on. it was short lived and people on the 
ship had to wait ten minutes before power was restored again 
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0:39 12/9/14 11:06p 
business & 

industry 

uber has been ordered to cease operations in thailand and spain 
while here in california theres a new lawsuit that claims the ride 
share company puts you at risk. district attorney for los angeles, 
jackie lacy, says that uber is misleading the public about drivers 
background checks and is unwilling to ensure that they chargeout 
right amount. you recall that back in april, joel grover and the nbc 
iteam uncovered problems with the companys background checks 
exposing how uber hired convicted felons as drivers. the district 
attorney gave a much different report on a competing company lyft 
saying they are working to follow the laws to protect their 
customers 

0:29 12/29/14 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

a major airline is suing a   22-year-old for a website that  he created 
to help people buy  cheaper tickets.  it helps you find flights that  
have a layover at your  destination. you get off at the layover and  
dont take the last leg of the  flight. united airlines wants $ 75,000   
in lost revenue 

0:27 10/1/14 11:04p Children & Youth  
long beach school district declares minimum days Thursday and 
Friday 

0:25 10/1/14 11:15p Children & Youth  

we have a lot of kids  camping out in downtown los  angeles to get 
cool stuff,  including free athletic shoes  and clothing tomorrow 
morning.  about  , underprivileged kids  will take part in the annual 
back to school give away  presented by foot locker.  they will get 
school supplies  and a haircut.   

0:25 10/7/14 11:32p Children & Youth  all 11 ocean view campuses are being tested for asbestos.  

2:01 10/8/14 11:04p Children & Youth  
school asbestos concern in huntington beach. Parents are 
demanding answers. Oak view and hope view schools closed. 

0:24 10/9/14 11:06p Children & Youth  
students moving to harbour view and westmont schools as district 
works on asbestos scare 

0:37 10/10/14 11:10p Children & Youth  two o.c schools are in the middle of being tested for asbestos. 

0:41 10/13/14 11:09p Children & Youth  
brea school officials vote to fund repairs to fanning elementary. 
school board president couldnt say when the repairs would be 
finished but he said it would take longer than the end of the year 

0:24 10/13/14 11:09p Children & Youth  

the ocean view school district will announce a plan for relocating 
students over an asbestos concern. the students could be in 
temporary classrooms as early as thursday. they will answer 
questions and concerns from parents tomorrow afternoon.  

0:23 10/15/14 11:07p Children & Youth  
two cleveland schools closing after teacher revealed she may have 
been on same plane as ebola victim 

0:22 10/16/14 11:16p Children & Youth  police warn parents about marijuana-laced halloween candy 

1:51 10/22/14 11:12p Children & Youth  

a group of students chasing,  punching and tackling another  
student at high school.  the video posted on social media  and the 
sheriffs department is  getting involved in this.  nbc s gadi schwartz 
is live  where he talked with school  officials about this.  reporter: 
this has turned  into a lot more than just a high  school fight.  now 
there is a petition  circulating with signatures.  that is people now 
asking  for baseball players to be  booted off the team all because  
of one video 

0:25 10/24/14 11:33p Children & Youth  

we are a week away from  halloween and a company in  colorado 
is selling a home  testing kit to screen your kids  candy for pot.  this 
detection kit will turn the  candy pink if it contains thc  which is the 
ingredient in marijuana.  the kit runs about $ 15 

0:24 10/24/14 11:33p Children & Youth  

need help taking your kids  to soccer practice?  theres an app for 
that.  its called shuttle.  its like uber just for kids.  each driver is 
company trained,  background checked.  parents are sent the 
name, photo  and car description.  it launched this week in san  
francisco 
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2:16 10/30/14 11:04p Children & Youth  

new surveillance video of  two toddlers two, little boys  found 
wandering alone and  wandering on very busy streets  in long 
beach.  a good samaritan spotted them  and called .  nbc  s hetty 
chang spoke with  the woman who found them  tonight 

0:34 11/10/14 11:11p Children & Youth  

an instagram post touched off fears that a high school might be the 
scene of the next school shooting. a teenager posted photos online 
of guns. officer launched an investigation and stepped up their 
security at summit high school. now they say this was all just a 
misunderstanding. that line about what im doing tomorrow was 
merely a reference to plans that the teen had to go to a shooting 
range with his family the following day and nothing more.  

2:19 11/17/14 11:00p Children & Youth  

>>> classes called off tomorrow  at a south bay high school.  >> 
that decision made in the  past few minutes after three  threats 
surfaced on a popular  app.  hetty chang is live with more on  what 
police are telling her. we just received  confirmation about ten to  
minutes ago from the principal  himself.  he told us that after 
extensive  conversations with the police department tonight, 
together  they made a collective decision  to cancel school for 
tomorrow at  mira costa high school.  someone posted on a social 
media  app, the first reading if you go  to costa, well be watching  
closely at school today that  prompted what is called a lock  in at 
school this afternoon and  a second post on that app,  something to 
the effect that  today was just a drill.  lets take a listen to what the  
principal had to tell us just a  few moments ago.  

1:42 11/17/14 11:08p Children & Youth  
a coach takes on a parent at  west lake village for $ million. a high 
school basketball coach  is suing for libel claiming that  a father 
tried to ruin his  reputation for a personal  vendetta 

0:26 11/18/14 11:05p Children & Youth  

mira costa high school will  be closed again after an  anonymous 
threat.  the high school and manhattan  montessori school were 
both  closed today.  police are treating the case as  if it is a criminal 
threat.  the staff is putting together a  plan to facilitate a calm and 
orderly return and hoping that  will be on thursday 

0:34 11/20/14 11:10p Children & Youth  

in breaking up a high school brawl, the parents of the school are 
now asking if a santa barbara deputy used too much force. heres 
the video. what youre seeing happened yesterday at righetti high 
school in santa maria. deputies say a show of force was justified 
and they say this cell phone video proves it. the fight apparently 
began as an argument between two teenage girls and that 
escalated quickly from there. before it was over nine students were 
arrested. nobody was seriously hurt.  

0:32 11/11/14 11:15p consumer 

just when you were getting   used to lower gas prices a  hidden tax 
is about to kick in.   its part of a tax not approved   by california 
voters.   in the state legislature   passed a law forcing oil   
companies to pay a fee for   emissions. that is expanded to include 
gas   and diesel fuels.   it will increase the price we   pay anywhere 
from 16 to 17 cents a gallon over the next several   years and it 
begins january 1 st.    

0:27 11/11/14 11:16p consumer 

talk about wanting a bargain   we are still more than two weeks   
from black friday but that is   not stopping two women from   
camping out in front of a best   buy store in the inland empire. here 
they are. the two women started their camp   out last wednesday.  
days before the black friday   deals are scheduled to begin.   one of 
them just wants a good   deal on a television this year.    

0:22 11/12/14 11:34p consumer 
is black firiday reallt the best deals. 50in tv 399 same price as sept 
28th  
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0:32 11/14/14 11:16p consumer 

if you have pulled into a gas station lately to fill up, no doubt youve 
noticed that the prices at the pump are way down. that however is 
not good news for some. industry analysts say the cheaper prices 
are now causing demand for fuel efficient cars to plummet. theyre 
now noticing an increase in demand for light trucks. right now the 
average price is . here in los angeles 

0:55 11/20/14 11:15p consumer 

your smartphone makes life a lot easier, but its also being used to 
reveal a lot of personal private information to total strangers. if 
youre loading applications, our iteam discovered youre probably at 
risk. it turns out that many apps can tap into your personal data, 
your phone numbers, addresses, even your text messages. and 
that information can be sold to advertisers or stolen by hackers. 
and you could be allowing it to happen by failing just to check the 
little no box when the application asks for permission to access 
your data and location.  

0:52 11/21/14 11:17p consumer 

deals, we all would like to get a deal and if you want a great one on 
black friday be warned, you might not find the seasons best deals. 
black friday has turned into more of a marketing event than an 
opportunity to save money. retail numbers from previous years 
suggest you will see better deals this weekend and prices should 
drop more right before thanksgiving and in the days right after black 
friday. our i team consumer investigator randy mac told a woman at 
the glendale galleria and she said she is planning to line up at the 
mall on friday 

0:34 11/26/14 11:10p consumer 

that leads us to early shoppers with black friday sales beckoning, 
some cant resist the idea of being the first in line. even though 
economists say that black friday is more of an event than an 
opportunity to save money that is not stopping some from waiting in 
line. >>  

2:18 11/27/14 11:03p consumer 

right now thousands of people lining up at stores all over southern 
california to grab door buster deals ahead of black friday. nbc  
vanessa ruiz live at the citadel outlet mall. smoke rising from her 
credit cards. vanessa, youre talking to shoppers. what are they 
saying. we arrived a couple of hours ago in the afternoon, and 
definitely as the hours have progressed the crowds have gotten 
bigger. lets go ahead and show you video we shot of the lines out 
here earlier today. again, were here at the citadel shopping center. 
people waiting for hours in front of the many stores out here. they 
were just, again, waiting for them to hope and take advantage of 
those deals. many of them telling nbc news they decided to hit the 
stores today versus tomorrow because they believe the sales are 
actually better on thanksgiving than on black friday.  

0:46 11/27/14 11:33p consumer 

$10,000 off list price. the black friday deal is only good until  
tomorrow night. mary allen says shes in a hurry to sell the house 
because shes moving to wisconsin to care for her mother and she 
thinks its the best black friday deal out there 

2:15 11/28/14 11:06p consumer 

shoppers have more money this season. the savings at the pump 
expected to total in billions of dollars nationwide. kate larson is at a 
gas station where the prices are dropping again. they dropped to $ 
2.95 for a gallon of regular today. it is a reflection of the  %7 decline 
in oil prices. that is the biggest one-day drop in more than three 
years. this black friday big box stores arent the only retailers with 
door buster deals. gas stations here in southern california and 
across the country are selling fuel for some of the lowest prices in 
four years 
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1:56 12/3/14 11:09p consumer 

the ladwp is offering   apologies and acknowledging   there were 
failures in the   customer service and billing   system, and led to 
thousands of complaints.   Nbc's consumer investigator, randy mac 
with more. there were failures in  transitioning to a new billing  
system, citing managers for poor  decisions and critical of  vendors 
and consultants.  the project manager was  inexperienced and 
failed to keep  consistent team quality  throughout the project, 
problems  that ladwp management failed to  address. and dwp 
didnt have enough  trained staff to run the billing  system and there 
was a lack of  testing before it was brought  online. the report boils 
down to three  failures 

0:51 12/4/14 11:15p consumer 

well, gas prices may be at their lowest level in four years, but 
finding a good deal is becoming a little confusing for a lot of drivers 
here in southern california. and thats because take a look at this, 
the price cans vary in a big way from station to station. iteam 
consumer investigator randy mack found one station here in 
burbank charging a reasonable $ 2.85 per gallon for unleaded 

2:28 12/11/14 11:14p consumer 

>>> now, as l.a. prepares for more rain, get ready to possibly lose 
your home phone service. after last weeks rain the nbc iteam heard 
from viewers who lost their land line service and at this point they 
still dont have it back. our investigative reporter joel grover has 
been exposing phone company problems for years. tonight joel has 
the inside story on those rainstorm outages 

0:47 12/18/14 11:16p consumer 

the ladwp is taking heat tonight for the way its running its solar 
panel rebate program. customers say delays in the system are 
costing thousands of dollars in potential savings. the dwp gives 
qualifying homeowners several thousand dollars for installing the 
solar panels. and the other perk, much lower electric bills. once the 
utility switches the system on. and the trouble is in many cases its 
taking months to get inspectors to power up these panels. >> you 
have this beautiful jewelry on my roof, and its doing nothing 

0:56 12/19/14 11:13p consumer 

the los angeles department  of water and power is dealing  with 
more criticism tonight.  this time over its grass removal  rebate 
program.  the utility is offering $3.75 for every square foot of grass  
replaced with drought resistant  landscape. the dwp is not making 
good on  its promise to reimburse  customers in six weeks.  this 
man says it took hours on  the phone and months 

1:10 12/23/14 11:15p consumer 

if you in the market for a new car here is important news. one week 
from tomorrow, thats new years eve, is the best day to get a terrific 
deal on a new vehicle. experts and dealerships are in agreement 
between december   26th and new years eve you is a best chance 
to save   10% in buyer in sentives before discussing the price. 
dealerships are anxious to move out the new  2014's to make room 
for the cars, suvs and trucks.  

1:58 12/25/14 11:16p consumer 

flying off store shelves drones have become a hot christmas gift 
this year from personal to professional use, thousands of people 
are getting trained while they wait for the government to give the 
official go ahead to use them 

1:06 12/26/14 11:15p consumer 

residents at hollywoods villa carlotta received eviction notices and 
have  days to get out. the new owner plans to turn the complex into 
extended stay apartments. although there is no hope, there is 
something that might be done.  
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0:42 12/26/14 11:18p consumer 

this day after christmas means plenty of gift returns and exchanges 
and a round of new shopping and the store owners are happy 
about that. there were plenty of deals to be found. retailers slashing 
prices as they usually do. they are hoping to cash in on all the 
people who want to return unwanted presents and those using the 
gift cards they got for christmas 

2:23 10/1/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> a witness is and credited  with stopping a hit and run driver.  
tonight we spoke with a man. nbc  s gadi schwartz is live  with the 
story. every morning at  : a.m.,   jose noriega would  cross this 
street and go to this  bakery where he would order  sweet bread 
and coffee and have  a chat with one of his closest  to tonight says 
this crosswalk  is a huge problem.   

0:27 10/1/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother taken as a  hostage this afternoon has died.  this picture 
shows the officers  rescuing the womans infant  child.  one of two 
children taken  hostage. police say a relative was  threatening the 
family with a  shotgun. after a three-hour standoff the  suspect was 
shot and killed.  the woman died from a gunshot  wound. it is 
believed that was fired by  the suspect.   

0:22 10/1/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parents.  the student was arrested on  tuesday for possession of  
marijuana and later released.  the p pot-laced pops look like  
standard lollipops 

0:23 10/1/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

organizations that has been at  war with other groups in mexico.  
he was tracked down as part of  an 11-month operation 

0:24 10/1/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman caught on camera  taking a package from a porch  has 
been arrested.  they were able to locate and  identify the woman 
after they  released the photos to the  public.  the threat came to 
light in  august when a man noticed a  package he was expecting 
from  amazon had not shown up on time.  he checked and realized 
it had  been delivered 

0:45 10/2/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bodies found of a married couple in thousand oaks 

1:55 10/2/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

, youre looking at surveillance video that captured a deadly 
confrontation as it unfolded. a transgender woman shot in the 
street. the motive unclear. nbc s beverly white joins us with what 
weve learned since breaking this story on "today in l.a." beverly.  it 
was early this morning just east of the freeway, which is very noisy, 
when the shots rang out. and tonight theres fresh evidence from 
local cameras that may help close this case. surveillance video 
seen here for the first time shows the men still being sought by the 
lapd huddled under a tree around  

0:23 10/2/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details just in on rapper too short caught with a handgun at 
burbank airport. police tell us the rapper, whose real name is todd 
shaw, was passing through a security checkpoint on wednesday 
when a tsa worker noticed the gun in a carry-on bag. too short left 
the airport before he could be detained, but he did return to the 
airport today with his attorney and was cited 

0:22 10/2/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the nations largest banks says a data breach affected million 
households and  million small businesses. Jpmorgan chase says 
information including names, e-mail, and home addresses and 
phone numbers were stolen but the bank says theres no evidence 
actual account information was compromised and that it hasnt seen 
any unusual customer fraud related to the hack 
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2:40 10/2/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc s tony shin on the ground first at the end of a wild chase we 
brought you live. a driver refusing to stop. and tonight police believe 
they know why. they say the man behind the wheel is linked to at 
least a dozen robberies from orange county to san diego. nbc s 
gadi schwartz tonight with what happened after police pulled him 
out of the car.  

0:23 10/2/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sterling and stiviano back in the headlines. this time police got a 
call out to donald sterlings home for a reported burglary in progress 
but turns out there was no crime. instead, they found v. stiviano 
there. the woman behind the recordings that led to his downfall. 
published reports say sterlings wife shelley called the cops 
because she thought stiviano had broken in but turns out police say 
she was invited.  

0:22 10/2/14 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives in palmdale want you to take a good look at these 
surveillance photos they just released. three men are wanted for a 
home invasion robbery in august. the victim says the men pushed 
their way into his apartment, knocking him out of his wheelchair. 
they got away with his cell phone, mini safe, and cash. if you 
recognize any of them, youre asked to call the l.a. county sheriffs 
department 

0:22 10/2/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, that stolen statue of tv legend ed sullivan has been found, and 
authorities say it is in good condition. the case, though, is not yet 
closed. north hollywood detectives still looking for the thieves who 
took it from its pedestal at the academy of television arts and 
sciences hall of fame plaza on sunday. 

0:42 10/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a moment of silence to remember a transgender woman killed in a 
shooting in   hollywood. a small vigil gathered to remember that 
shooting, many trying to understand what happened and why 

0:31 10/3/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

dorner autopsy confirms suicide as cabin burned above him 

0:23 10/3/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murder for the crash and death of a toddler. in april, marvin hicks 
was found   guilty of several felony counts. hicks faces  years to life 
in state prison 

0:21 10/3/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an investigation is underway   into a fire at the flight    memorial that 
may have damaged   some artifacts from the  September  11th 
tragedy.   the fire started in the kitchen and destroyed three what 
happened.    

0:50 10/3/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lessons learned and justice   served in the death of a woman   
mauled to death by a pack of pit   bulls last year. donald alan 
jackson was sentenced to  years to life in   prison. the judge was 
taking into account the mans attempt to hide the dogs from the 
police 

2:03 10/6/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man attacked in hollywood. Victim spent last 16days on life support 
now dead. Suspect punched victim in head. 

0:18 10/6/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspect in custody in south l.a. possible kidnaping victim still 
missing 

0:32 10/6/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stadium beating at angels stadium. Former lapd officer in serious 
condition 

0:23 10/6/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tutor arrested at lax for grade changing scandal. Now face 5 felony 
charges 

1:29 10/6/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

missing police dog found. Escaped from handler. 

0:26 10/6/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

barricaded suspect in custody after standoff. Domestic abuse call 

1:27 10/7/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pursuit ends in crash. Suspect stuck under his car. Ended in 
whittier. Woman with him in custody.  
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0:53 10/7/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mother accused of leaving her kids in a hot car while abusing her 
dog. 

0:19 10/7/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

robbery in hollywood. All three robberies the two women used force 
to steal property 

0:42 10/7/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fbi asking for public's help, thinks isis militant may be american or 
canadian 

0:25 10/7/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

teacher arrested on felony drug charges in colton 

0:50 10/7/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sexual assault investigation. Woman sexually assaulted and killed 

0:42 10/7/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

family suing for excessive force near chicago. All caught on video. 

1:14 10/8/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man in a wheelchair shot at car show in anaheim. He was 30. 
possibly shot in face or neck.  

1:19 10/8/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

possible kiddnapping. Call came in at 8:40p. Two victims. Suspect 
wanted 8 gransd per person 

0:23 10/8/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

student arrested for threatening school staff. 18yr old. Found a 
loaded rifle at his home. 

0:29 10/8/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

fire captain accused of child sex ause returned to la tonight. Faces 
6 felonies 

0:51 10/8/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

stolen wheelchair recovered. Suspect also had meth on him. 

0:37 10/8/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man in wheelchair shot at car show 

2:09 10/8/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Stopping u.s citizens form becoming terrorist. At least a dozen 
americans are fighting with isis. 

0:44 10/8/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police impersonator. Warning from corona police. Pulled over 
woman and assaulted her. 

0:42 10/8/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

teens stealing tips from philie b's restaurant . 

0:13 10/8/14 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

suspect is driving a 1980's bmw may be headed to san diego 

0:13 10/8/14 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man in wheelchair shot at car show. Still looking for suspect 

1:06 10/9/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deadly shooting in north hollywood. The shooting happened on 
laurel canyon and victory blvd. In front of a tattoo shop 

0:23 10/9/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

burbank police take student into custody after making threats on 
twitter 

0:44 10/9/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

standoff tweeted live in mission viejo. Mma fighter sent out tweets 
of the situation even telling people to come watch 

0:24 10/9/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

city leaders to announce $50,000 reward in transgender woman's 
murder. Motive might have been robbery 

0:20 10/9/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man caught on camera walking into a wedding venue and then 
taking off with gifts for the bride and groom 

0:24 10/9/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man targeting high-end boutiquesin beverly hills 

0:55 10/10/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

driver in south l.a hit a 63 year old woman. She was killed. Still 
loooking for the driver 

2:29 10/10/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

local mom spending forst night of freedom with family. Served 17 
yrs in prison for a murder she didn’t commit 

0:38 10/10/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

vigil for angels beating victim. Beat in the stadium parking lot. 
Police believe the attack was random 

0:23 10/10/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

memorial held tonight for tattoo artist shot and killed in north 
hollywood smoke shop 

1:46 10/10/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reward to track down person killing animals in echo park. Animals 
we in a specific position. 
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0:22 10/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tires slashed in silver lake.  

0:35 10/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reward offered for any info on the death of a transgender woman 

0:28 10/10/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

kmart investigating data breach 

0:25 10/10/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nanny arrested for abusing twins. Posted bail 

0:33 10/10/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

armed men storm chukchansi casino. North of fresno. 

0:31 10/10/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

explicit snapchat images posted 

0:19 10/10/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

driver in south l.a hit a 63 year old woman. She was killed. Still 
loooking for the driver 

0:23 10/13/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

man killed after metro bus runs him over 

2:06 10/13/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd and the man who tells us he was picking up his daughter 
from her babysitter and tonight he says he is the victim here. lapd 
newton division tells us a female officer injured her back during the 
arrest of brandon dawson. the  -26year-old dental assistant is 
wondering why he was stopped in the first place 

0:28 10/13/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight while investigators have arrested a suspect they are trying 
to figure out a motive for the deadly stabbing of a popular chef and 
his wife. larry and denise bressler were found dead in their 
apartment this morning a few blocks from the fuller seminary. he 
was the general manager 

0:33 10/13/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

that was a teacher on board this bus in utah. the driver, the woman 
on the screen there was arrested on suspicion of driving under the 
influence. she failed a sobriety test and had prescription medication 
that warned of drowsiness. investigators are trying to determine 
how much of the drug was in her system at the time. there 75 were 
students and teachers aboard the bus 

0:35 10/13/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd investigate building the attack on a two-year-old pit bull may 
have been a case of self-defense because several witnesses have 
come forward tonight saying it was not a case of animal cruelty. 
you can see where the dog was cut. two-year-old spark kus had 
injuries to his head, neck, ears, and chest. it took more than 1000 
stitches to put him together. initial reports of animal cruelty are not 
accurate based on their investigation so far. and the neighbor might 
not be charged. 

0:38 10/13/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a homeless man is in jail accused of attacking a real estate agent in 
orange county.he attacked the the woman while she was putting a 
lock box on a house saturday afternoon. investigators think this 
was a crime of opportunity. glenn said he wanted to just steal 
something.  she was being choked and he was hitting her over the 
head and she was screaming. so luckily the workers heard her and 
came running to her rescue 

0:29 10/13/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bakersfield police are looking for people who are armed and 
dressed up as clowns. it started as a photographer project between 
husbands and wife in wasco. some of the people are seeing clowns 
with guns and machetes. a juvenile was arrested after chasing 
people down dressed as a clown. so far there have been no other 
arrests 

1:33 10/14/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

freeway shutdown. Standoff creates traffic. People stuck in traffic 
for 5hrs. Man wanted to jump off a bridge 
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0:25 10/14/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

targets s=kindness of strangers. Panhandlers are asking for money 
for baby funerals but using the money for motel rooms 

0:21 10/14/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

peta doubles reward to $5,000 in possible animal sacrifice in echo 
park. A cat and 6 brids were found dead and arranged in a circle on 
sunset blvd. 

1:55 10/14/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

burglar targets homes for sale in the west l.a area. Could have 
close ties to the real estate business.  

0:20 10/14/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

pulling the plug on anaheim shops. Cutting off power and water if 
they don’t close there doors 

0:28 10/15/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

metro bus stabbing in beverly hills. Fight on the back of the bus.  

0:41 10/15/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

la sheriff's deputy department launches investigation into stephen 
collins 

0:15 10/15/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ucla want you to look out for this man. Police release sketch of hot 
prowl burglar 

0:32 10/15/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd offering $50,000 reward for information in fatal hollywood 
attack 

0:27 10/15/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

eagle scouts settle with manhattan beach over false arrest during 
sex sting. 

1:53 10/15/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

reccording studio robbery. Stole equipment. Each man had a gun.  

0:25 10/15/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

parent prosecuted after her son brought a gun to school. The guns 
were unsafely stored. 

2:04 10/16/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former student threatens pierce college. Found weapons, loose 
ammunition, and high capacity magazines 

2:05 10/16/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

burglar targets homes for sale in the west l.a area. Could have 
close ties to the real estate business. Linked to about 9 cases 

0:51 10/16/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

opening statements in usc student murders. Wire tap and tapped 
confessions 

2:19 10/16/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police aknowledge eagle scout did nothing wrong.  He will get a six 
figure settlement. 

2:02 10/17/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cla state northridge student found dead. Family has limited info. 
Victim sold his car before he went missing but new owner was 
cleared 

0:21 10/17/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

triple shooting in san pedro at an in-n-out. News chopper is on its 
way 

0:20 10/17/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

woman stabbed in exposition park. Happened west of usc campus. 
She was not a student 

2:40 10/17/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mayor of murrieta arrested in for drunk driving. Injures 4 h.s 
cheerleaders. Mayor seeking reelection in two weeks 

0:36 10/17/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hate crime investogations in lakewood at two high schools 

0:58 10/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

patient part of lawsuit for counterfeit screws put in body 

0:18 10/17/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

triple shooting in san pedro at an in-n-out. News chopper is on its 
way 

0:50 10/17/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

triple shooting in san pedro at an in-n-out. Off of western and 
capital. Big scene in the parking lot after bis san pedro win. Looking 
for bullet casings 

0:39 10/17/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

find my iphone app helps deputies bust possible burglary ring 

0:29 10/17/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

triple shooting in san pedro at an in-n-out. Off of western and 
capital. Big scene in the parking lot after bis san pedro win. Looking 
for bullet casings 
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1:18 10/20/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing story, homicide  detectives at a womans home  after 
she does not show up for a work.>> police were called by worried  
family members who wanted  officers to make a welfare  check. 
gadi schwartz is live where the  coroner just arrived.  

0:39 10/20/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details on a police  pursuit that ended with three  crashes 
involving at least six  cars.  the driver is in custody after  police 
found him near echo park.  this was the scene at : tonight and thats 
where police  say he hit one car.  

2:04 10/20/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> an accused killer is in jail  nearly a month after he met a  cal 
state student on craigslist.  nbc s beverly white joins us  with why 
investigators waited  weeks to make the arrest.  >> jailed on $ 
million bail,  the local man whom police  accomplice say killed a 
college  student from saudi arabia over a  $30,000 car.  the 
discovery of the body on  thursday stunned loved ones at  the 
home he shared and at cal  state nearby where he studied  
engineering. they arrested a man the day they  found the body.  he 
posted a luxury car on  craigslist and the suspect  posing as a 
buyer stabbed him to  death.   

0:22 10/20/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san bernardino investigators  look for more victims after  arresting a 
man for sex crimes  against a child.  he was arrested after police  
responded to a call. they found at least two juvenile  victims but 
there may be more.  the  37-year-old is being held on  $ 250,000 
bail tonight.  

0:35 10/20/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in riverside county  are seeing a spike in illegal  pot farms. it 
could be connected to the  mexican mafia.  investigators took us to 
some of  the most problematic areas.  they found a marijuana field  
growing less than yards from  a playground.  at other grows, officer 
found  ak47- s 

0:33 10/20/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.>>> the high-end escort accused  of injecting a google executive  
with a deadly dose of heroin was  in court for a hearing today.  she 
is facing felony  manslaughter charges for leaving  a yacht in santa 
cruz as forrest  hayes was dying.  video from the yacht allegedly  
shows her injecting hayes,  finishing her wine and walk over  his 
body. her attorney says she was just  doing what she was asked to 
do 

0:42 10/20/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the mother of a teenager  allegedly murdered by a serial  killer 
in indiana says she is in  a state of shock.  the body of africa hardy 
was  found at a motel on friday, one  of six women who darren van  
confessed to killing.  he was her last customer.  her mom says she 
did not see  this coming.   

0:24 10/20/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.  the kids who are between the  ages of four and six years old  
punched each other repeatedly in  the head.  police are trying to 
identify  the adults seen laughing in this  video while the children 
were  out on the street fighting 

0:31 10/20/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you are going to get hacked.  you better have a plan.  thats what 
the fbi is saying  tonight.  we learned that nearly  million records 
were stolen  online over the past year.  this of course comes in the 
wake  of the mass hacking attacks  against companies like target  
and home depot.  many are calling on congress to  pass 
cybersecurity legislation  to update surveillance laws and  give 
agents great authority to  go after cybercriminals 

0:18 10/20/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

grandson arrested in womans murder. Man being held on a millions 
dollar bail 
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1:31 10/21/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a deadly confrontation as a gunman pulls up to a 
couples car and opens fire.  nbc  s beverly white is live where a 
good Samaritan tried to help save a mans life there. its a busy 
intersection and the driver of the black car was mortally wounded. a 
female passenger left her job to try to render aid. and she kept 
saying hes my boyfriend. i was trying to calm her down. but i didnt 
know everything until she started just spilling it to me.  

0:31 10/21/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.   a stolen car and a police pursuit that ended in anaheim a few 
minutes ago. news chopper   is over the scene.  this is euclid 
avenue and orange avenue. the suspect led them on a high speed 
pursuit. this is down the street from california adventure. the cops 
going through this white lexus. the suspect has been taken into 
custody. that is the latest from anaheim. 

0:17 10/21/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l.a. partnership veteran is behind bars for submitting fake 
military leave papers. she took paid time off she was not entitled to 

0:19 10/21/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the riverside county sergeant here is arrested for assaulting a 
woman at his home in temecula. the woman says that terry jones 
attacked one of her friends after getting in a physical fight with his 
girlfriend. he is on administrative leave. 

0:22 10/21/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man arrested for making threats to el camino college 
employees and students there is behind bars and his bail has been 
increased. he is being held on $ 1.2  million bail. he entered a not 
guilty plea to making the threats. the judge ordered him to stay   
1000  yards away from the campus. he is expected in court next 
month. 

2:41 10/21/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an nbc viewer told us that someone is calling him claiming to be 
with socal edison. tonight we call that number back to track them 
down for you. nbc  s gadi schwartz is live in santa fe springs with 
what he found out. i understand you have been on the phone a lot 
tonight.   thats right. scams like this have cost people $   250,000. 
we have been hearing about these scams for years. but we've 
never had a chance to confront those scammers until tonight 

0:23 10/21/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.    a smash-and-grab burglary in orange county. this is video scene 
this morning. the tens of thousands of iphones and ipads. the 
thieves are going at it here, breaking into this electronics store in 
garden grove. police believe the group may be connected to other 
similar crimes in the area. 

1:50 10/22/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the other breaking story, a child shot playing on the sidewalk in 
anaheim. the murdered child lived right   here. paramedics rushed 
the nine-year-old shooting victim into the uc irvine medical center 
where she was pronounced dead. she was playing on the sidewalk   
when cut down by gunfire in   front of the apartment next to   brook 
hurst park.   there were no calls of people   congregating or fights 
or   disturbances 

0:26 10/22/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man froms he peria is  accused of raping a 16-year-old  girl and it 
should serve as a  warning to all parents.  the sheriffs department 
says  that pedro cruz met the girl on  facebook and picked her up 
for a  party over the weekend.  instead of going to the party he  
raped her and drove her back  home.  she did not tell her 
grandfather  about the meeting or the rape  until the next day 

0:35 10/22/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a. county d.a.s office is  asking redondo police to do more  
investing before charging the  l.a. kings defenseman.  it was more 
of an accident  than it was any sort of an  intentional injury.  the 
attorney says there was  confusion because he and his  girlfriend 
speak russian.  he was arrested for domestic  violence and 
suspended  indefinitely.  he is expected in court on  december 1st 
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0:22 10/22/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> police in las vegas  investigating a complaint about  blake griffin. 
a man claims that griffin  attacked him during an argument  at a 
club on the strip.  it had to do with a photo that  was taken while he 
was partying  with players on the clippers.  coach doc rivers says 
he trusts  griffin and the incident should  not distract the team 

0:39 10/22/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a costume  fight on hollywood boulevard.  mr. 
incredible throws down  someone dressed up as cat woman.  it is 
unclear what started this  fight yesterday in front of the  tcl chinese 
theater.  and by the time police got  there, there were no witnesses  
or victimed.  a man dressed as spider-man  tolds how competitive it 
gets.  no one has respect for anyone  out here.  there has been no 
arrest so  far as the lapd continues its  investigation 

0:41 10/22/14 11:31p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc news has video and  pictures of a brawl involving  sarah palins 
family. witnesses told police that  bristol palin may have been with  
one out of control.  she may have sparked the  20-person fight. 
police say it is an active  investigation 

0:26 10/22/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a thief with an eye  for footwear.  a man was seen on 
photos  stealing nike running shoes.  he went to the mens sneaker  
section of the designer shoe  warehouse on south brandy and  
glendale. he is the same person who set a  dsw store in pasadena 
in july 

2:09 10/23/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

search tonight for a shooter  in anaheim.  the person who shot and 
killed a  little girl playing in front of  her house, a family, a 
community  and the police there want answers.  beverly white was 
there for a  large gathering of the community  tonight. shes live in 
anaheim where  hours from now a fund-raiser  will be held 

0:27 10/23/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also new tonight, a menifee  city councilman charged with  eight 
counts of misusing his  power.  investigators arrested thomas  
fuhrman at this park.  he is facing a felony charge of  conflict of 
interest as well as  seven misdemeanor charges.  fuhrman was 
booked and so far  has not been released 

1:49 10/23/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

flowers and candles tonight  as upland mourns another child  killed 
in a hit and run.  11 year-old boy was hit and  killed while walking to 
school  this morning, the man accused of  hitting him and driving off 
his   jason fuhr.  there is another element of this  story. the story of 
a young man who  held that dying sixth grader in  his arms.  his 
experience is a testimony to  just how special this little     boy was 

0:34 10/23/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd says spray painted  graffiti at our lady of lords  catholic church 
is van de lichl,  not a hate crime.  last week someone tagged the  
church property, then this  morning, parents noticed the  swas ti ka 
and a star of david  with a circle around it spray  painted again. 
church members thought it was a  hate crime.     

0:22 10/23/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.police have made an arrest in  the overnight murder of a father  
and his  12-year-old son, this  happened in hemet.  the bodies were 
found inside  their home, they had been  stabbed to death.  the 
fathers  23 -year-old stepson  is the one who did it,  police arrested 
him during a  traffic stop early this morning.  hes expected to be 
charged with  two counts of murder.   
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0:26 10/23/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd trying to track down  the man who they say robbed six  stores 
in the Sylmar and Pacoima area. this is new surveillance video  
from the most recent one on  september  th. the suspect pointed a 
gun at the  clerk.  demanded money, apparently the  clerk 
recognized him from a  robbery just ten days before.  they 
exchanged gunfire, the  clerk was hurt.  now, if you recognize the  
robber, you are asked to call  the lapd 

0:19 10/23/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and these two men are  accused of identity theft.  police say they 
used homemade  credit cards to withdraw $7,000,  from several 
atm accounts.  all withdrawals were made this  week, the majority 
from state  casinos.  its a reminder to be careful  when and where 
you use your  credit and debit card.  

1:00 10/23/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new york city police officer remains in critical  condition at this 
hour, with a  hatchet wound to his head.  we have surveillance 
video that  shows the   -year-old running  down the street.  
witnesses say it looked like it  was thompson who was stalking  the 
officers.  and a partner who was also  injured in the gunfire.  two 
nearby officers shot and  killed thompson they also hit a  by stander 
who is expected to be  okay. the attack may have been  motivated 
by his concern over  racial equality.  police say there are no known  
ties to terrorism.    recent events in israel.  certainly one of the 
things that  comes to mind.  thats what the investigation will attempt 
to determine.    we also did some checking  here, and we found 
that a man  with the same name and birthday  was arrested in 
ventura county  more than a decade ago.  were working to confirm 
any  kind of possible connection to  the shooting in new york 

2:16 10/23/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> two southern california  murders unsolved for more than  three 
decades.  tonight there is a break in in  those three cases.  nbc  s 
kim baldonado has more  reaction from the riverside  county man.    
they were camping on the  beach, he was attacked, she was  killed. 
a few years later, another  teenager killed in nearly the  same spot.  
and in a very similar way. 

0:32 10/23/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer suspected of  sending himself nude photos of a  dui 
suspect.  the officer forwarded six  explicit photos from the  
suspects phone while he was  booking him two months ago.  
investigators believe he tried  to cover his tracks by erasing  those 
forwarded messages.  not knowing that phone had been  si synced 
to her ipad.  the dui case against the woman  was dropped 

2:55 10/24/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight another school  tragedy. a high school homecoming prince  
opens fire on his classmates and  we have new details on what 
may  have set him off and the teacher  that tried to stop him.  the 
shooter has been identified  as jaylen fryberg.  police say he killed 
one  others and shot four others,  include two of his cousins 

0:59 10/24/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a father and son both  deputies, killed in the line of  duty on the 
same day years  apart.  its a new development and a  tragic 
coincidence in this story  we are following since noon  today. two 
deputies killed in a  shooting rampage.  michael davis jr. is from a 
law  enforcement family.  his father was a riverside  county sheriffs 
deputy killed  in a helicopter crash on this  day in  .  this afternoon, 
investigators  arrested a man for shooting  deputy davis jr. and 
danny  oliver. the manhunt for marquez was  extensive and 
crossed two  counties 
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2:37 10/24/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, this is the man  on your screen that police are  look for right 
now.  he followed an -old man  five blocks from his home and an  
assault was caught on  surveillance video that we got a  few hours 
ago.  kate larson is live tonight with  the victims story.  kate? 
reporter: he will be  introduced to john in a moment,  a sweet and 
brave man who lives  in this apartment building which  now has a 
security detail after  he was attacked two months ago.   

0:26 10/24/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now, police  are searching for a vehicle that  hit a 
motorcyclist on washington  boulevard and then took off.  the crash 
propelled the driver  and rider into a pole, killing  him. officers are 
still on scene  hours after it happened.  the vehicle was headed 
toward  pico rivera after the crash.  but the only description is that  
it is tan in color.  

0:22 10/24/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is investigating  excessive force in the arrest of  a suspect 
on october 16th.  sources close to the  investigation say that an  
officer kicked and beat 22-year-old clinton alford, a  suspected drug 
offender.  police launched an investigation  when the issues came 
to the  departments attention 

0:19 10/24/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> simi valley police arrested  a man who was selling heroin  inside 
the public library.  officers arrested him for  possession of narcotics 
for  sale.  he had more than six grams of  heroin and $  in cash on 
him.  he is booked into the ventura  county jail without bail. 

0:27 10/24/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is behind bars for  sexually assaulting a  ten-year-old girl.  
this is -year-old victor  martinez.  police say he knew the victim.  
they knew each other but while  he was driving her around on  
wednesday he stopped behind a  shopping center and allegedly  
abused her and told her he would  hurt her or her family if she  told 
anyone.  she eventually told her mom who  called police 

0:40 10/24/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chp is trying to track down  reckless bikers who taunted a  chp 
officer who tried to pull  them over in san jose.  it was caught on a 
helmet cam.  bikers were going miles an  hour, popping wheelies 
and  weaving in and out of traffic.  when the officer tried to pull  
them over, they laughed and  waved him away.  the chp hopes that 
witnesses  with track them down 

0:32 10/24/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more about  zale thompson, the suspect in  the 
hatchet attack on two new  york city police officers.  after look 
through the hard  drive on his computer, the -year-old had visited 
isis and  al qaeda websites but before we  learned about his 
computer, the  new york city police  commissioner, william bratton  
called it an act of terrorism.  the office who is in critical  condition 
was slashed in the  head with a hatchet. >  

0:16 10/24/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a possible  connection to ventura county.  police say he 
had a history of  domestic violence including an  arrest in oxnard in  
.  ventura county sheriffs  department gave us this mug shot  from 
that arrest 

0:48 10/24/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man from san diego accused  of having a foot fetish and  were 
hearing from the man  himself about his charges.  police arrested 
the man for  going around two college  campuses and 
inappropriately  touching womens feet.  police say he convinced 
them to  caress and massage their feet  and in some cases it went  
further.  our sister station in san diego  caught up with him.  and he 
said he didnt do it.  it is dumb they are making  these rumors.  they 
are trying to damage me.  but im not from here. 
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0:23 10/27/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a police car,  you can see it in the darkness  down 
there, crashes.  the two officers suffer minor  injuries. we dont know 
the condition of  the driver of that dark small  suv and the streets 
around the  intersection of crenshaw and st.  charles are closed to 
traffic  while investigators continue to  gather evidence.  > 

1:48 10/27/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> just in, new video that is  hard to watch.  a hit and run caught 
on camera  here. a driver tried to kill a man  with their car in a 
parking lot.  but its what happened seconds  before this scene that 
could  help make an arrest 

1:50 10/27/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

joins  us live with a developing story.  she is at a deputy involved  
shootin. we are live in paramount park  near paramount high 
school.  they are securing the scene and  the body.  and as you 
indicates they are  searching for a weapon.  a possible weapon that 
the dead  man may have had. 

0:24 10/27/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the open house bandit  busted. we confirm police arrested a man  
who they say robbed homes from  west l.a. to orange county.  
detectives released this video  that they say shows the thief in  
action. he targeted homes for sale  during open houses.  we will 
continue to follow this  story and bring you the latest  information 
tomorrow morning on  today in l.a.  

0:22 10/27/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a jury found a man in the  murder of two usc graduate  students.  
his accomplice was convicted  last february of two counts of  
murder of usc graduate students 

0:33 10/27/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

gloria allred confirmed the  new social responsibility  adviser for the 
nfl was in her  office talking to a woman who  claims another case 
of sexual  assault in the league.  she alleges it is c.j. spillman,  a 
safety for the dallas cowboys.  there are two women accusing  
spillman of sexual assault.  the nfl adviser spent three  hours today 
talking with a woman  who claim shes was sexually  assaulted last 
year.  this is the first case the  adviser for the nfl and her team  are 
investigating 

0:25 10/27/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men robbed a liquor in  chino. but one of their faces was  
caught on camera.  this is a picture of one of the  suspects. village 
liquor was the target on  sunday morning.  police say the two were 
armed.  they held up the clerk and ran  out after grabbing items 
from  the store.  their car also caught on  surveillance video is a   -  
gray toyota sedan.   

0:22 10/27/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a very close call for a  hawthorne sergeant who pulled  over a 
pedestrian around  midnight after getting out of  the car, police say 
a car driven  by this man crashed into the  back of the sergeants 
cruiser.  the man was previously convicted  of gross vehicular 
manslaughter while intoxicated.  The sergeant was not hurt 

0:21 10/27/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this developing story out of  colorado right now.  a  61 -year-old 
man was shot and  killed in a wal-mart parking lot  tonight. he was 
shot several times and  died at the hospital.  the person matching 
the  shooters description is being  detained and deputies are on  
scene investigating what may  have led up to the shooting.   

0:32 10/27/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

passengers attack passengers  at the dallas/ft. worth airport.  the 
man is taunting another guy  because he is wearing a pink  shirt. a 
guy in a cowboy hat asks why  he is upset and he yells  
homophobic slurs according to  audio on the tape.  then he kicks 
the man in the  pink shirt and other passengers  jump in to help and 
officers  arrest the attacker.   
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2:21 10/28/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight. a s.w.a.t. officer is shot and this evening we 
learn that the suspect has ties to a notorious biker gang. we have 
uncovered new information about the confrontation that occurred.   
nbc  s beverly white is live in pasadena where the officer is in 
critical condition.   

2:05 10/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and you might want to look around and be aware who is next to you 
in the bank. someone may be looking for a target to follow and then 
rob. tonight one victim is sharing her story 

0:19 10/28/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

security is high at federal buildings in southern california and the 
country tonight. at  : we confirmed it is linked to ongoing threats 
from the terrorist group isis. since then weve learned the extra 
measures are linked to the attacks on the canadian parliament and 
the military personnel there last week. 

0:26 10/28/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> a youth basketball coach is out of jail after police arrested him for 
secretly recording players inside a bathroom. michael miller ran a 
private organization out of his east hollywood home. detectives 
started their investigation of miller last november and arrested him 
yesterday. the lapd tells us that none of the victims were minors.  

1:35 10/28/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time were hearing from the family of a man killed by 
sheriffs deputies in paramount. they claim he was trying to break up 
a fight and now he is dead. deputies told us there was a report that 
someone had a gun in front of paramount high school and when 
they showed up they saw a few suspects who matched the 
description but its the family says that ramirez was trying to break 
up a fight 

1:03 10/29/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a smashing end to a police pursuit. a driver loses 
control and lands in the middle of a supermarket. robert kovacik 
has more at the scene.   reporter: the lapd tonight simply tried to 
pull over a car with unmarked plates. but the driver didnt feel like 
stopping. she missed a turn here and plowed into the big savor 
foods. this is the back of the store where there were no customers 
or employees at the time. you can see the front of her bumper right 
there.  

0:40 10/29/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

angry and demanding answers. the family of a man who was shot 
and killed by a los angeles county sheriffs deputy wants to know 
why. you saw the story first right here on nbc. they said that ramirez 
was trying to break up a fight when a deputy opened fire and killed 
him. ramirezs family says the other man pulled out a knife. there is 
no confirmation of any weapon used at the scene. we made a call 
to the sheriffs substation tonight and still no comment 

0:28 10/29/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information about the gunman who held officers in a standoff 
at lawndale at one point firing a rifle in the air. the sheriffs identify 
the suspect as -year-old travis hair. he used the weapon to shoot at 
cars and homes and the sheriffs station has received calls about 
him. he is expected to be okay. he is facing charges of attempted 
murder on a peace officer 

0:41 10/29/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an off duty los angeles police officer was arrested for exposing 
himself on a trail.  33-year-old ryan gallagher has been an officer 
with the lapd for two years. the police set up a surveillance in the 
area last week after several women called about a man who was 
exposing himself.   its fortunate that he was caught so he cant keep 
doing it to others 
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0:28 10/29/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a scary scene not far from lake tahoe. police saw a man trying to 
pull a woman out of her car. you can see the 29-year-old nathan 
daniel here breaking a car window. police in truckee received 
reports he was jumping on cars and he tried to carjack a woman 
today. daniel was arrested and booked on several felony charges.  

0:37 10/29/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they continue to celebrate in san francisco. here are people moving 
across the street. the police are trying to disperse the crowds. you 
would expect some celebration tonight because the giants win the 
world series, their third in five years.   as you mention, chuck, 
someone was shot there. but other than the fires and thousands of 
people out there, it has been relatively quiet. police officers are 
moving in right now. of course well continue to follow this through 
the evening and have the latest on today in l.a.  

0:22 10/29/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police arrested a man they say stole a box of wedding gifts from the 
clubhouse at the tustin ranch golf course the wedding was going on 
at the time. they found evidence at his home but didnt find any of 
the wedding gifts and he is facing charges of burglary and grand 
theft. 

0:55 10/30/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in monterey  park in the search for a gunmantonight.  
>> nbc  s chris christie is in  news chopper   tracking the  
investigation for us. let me set  the scene for you.  youre taking a 
live look at a  massive police presence here in  monterey park 
along new avenue  and garvey just south of the  freeway. about an 
hour ago police  officers from the monterey park  police department 
were driving  through this neighborhood, heard  gunshots, and one 
of the  cruisers was struck by a bullet.  now a full show of force 
here.  not only by the monterey park  police department but also 
the  l.a. county sheriffs  department. theres s.w.a.t. teams out here  
to begin canvassing this  neighborhood, this entire  section of 
houses here has been  completely surrounded.  officers with their 
guns drawn  holding a very tight perimeter  this evening here in 
monterey  park after a police officers  cruiser was shot by a stray  
bullet. guys, back to you. 

2:17 10/30/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has been said that every  murder victim everywhere belongs  to 
someone.  well, tonight sadly we learned  the identity of a young 
man  killed outside an altadena  restaurant is the son of an nbc 
colleague.  and while we grieve with his  family tonight, they 
allowed us  to share their story in hopes of  helping others.  our 
beverly white is live in  altadena now with an apparent  gang-
related shooting that hits  very close to home.  

0:17 10/30/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also developing tonight,  reports of a man with a gun  roaming 
around a secure boeing  plant in washington state.  police in everett 
got the call. there were reports the man was  possibly carrying a 
rifle there. officers evacuated the building,  searched the plant, but 
didnt  find anyone with a weapon.  

0:32 10/30/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say they will  seek the death penalty for a man  
accused of ambushing a  pennsylvania state trooper, two  of them. 
the seven-week manhunt for eric  frein ended when u.s. marshals  
captured him.  he was hiding inside an  abandoned airplane 
hangar.  hes accused of killing corporal  byron dixon and wounding 
state  trooper alex douglas in an  ambush at a training facility a  
month ago 
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0:19 10/30/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd investigating a  body found in a park in west  hills. 
someone found this body on a  trail near bell canyon park at  
vanowen and valley circle. we dont know how long the body  was 
there before it was  discovered. and so far no word on age or  
gender or if detectives suspect  foul play.  

0:33 10/30/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

only on   tonight, new  details about the crash  involving the former 
mayor of  murrieta, alan long.  nbc   obtained the police report  
written moments after police say  he rear-ended a car carrying  four 
high school cheerleaders.  now, the report says long had  
bloodshot eyes and smelled of  alcohol.  the report also says he 
told the  officers he had 1.5 glasses of  wine one hour before the 
crash.  the d.a. says his blood alcohol  level was 0.08 the legal limit  
here in california.  hes now charged with felony  dui.  

0:30 10/30/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the suspected drunk driver  accused of running down a  ventura 
county sheriffs deputy  is behind bars on increase  creased bail be 
tonight.  kevin hargreaves entered a not  guilty play to second 
degree  murder charges.  ee accused of hitting and  killing deputy 
eugene  kosinchenko early tuesday  morning when the deputy was  
working a traffic stop on the  northbound  freeway at  camarillo and 
lewis road 

0:29 10/30/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

once again now, youre  looking live at the scene.  this is in 
monterey park, where  someone fired on a police car  tonight. our 
ground crew is live there  right now, and we just learned  that 
several s.w.a.t. teams are  arriving on the scene.  what theyre 
going to do is comb  through the neighborhood as they  continue to 
look for the gunman.  and homes in this neighborhood  are on 
lockdown tonight right  now. also that includes two  restaurants.  
once again, this is in monterey  park.  

0:26 10/30/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former navy s.e.a.l. who  wrote the best-seller about the  raid that 
killed osama bin laden  is now under investigation  himself.  the 
case involves whether matt  bissoner disclosed classified  
information in his first book  "no easy day." he has since apologized 
for  failing to have that book vetted  through the pentagon.  the 
investigation not surprising  to some in the military, comes  as he 
plans to publish a second  book under his pen name,  marcoen 

0:25 10/30/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of e-mailing  a nude picture of a pasadena  
teacher to hundreds of people is  behind bars tonight.  u.s. 
marshals helped arrest  david galvin in oregon.  the arrest came 
last week.  they brought him back to  southern california.  hes 
accused of hacking into the  e-mail of his estranged partner,  
richard rosa, so he could send  out the photo of rosa teaches  
science at john muir high school  in pasadena.   

2:39 10/31/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  manhunt is under way for a hit  and run driver who killed three  
teenage girls out  trick-or-treating tonight. the girls were in a 
crosswalk  when the crash happened not far  from home. nbc   
beverly in san ana  with a woman who witnessed the  driver take 
off. thats right, the hit and run  driver and passenger dumped that  
car about  yards away.  tonight we spoke with the woman  who 
made the connection and  contacted the police.    

0:22 10/31/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.   a person dressed as the grim  reaper attacked a woman inside  
her home in san diego.  he still hasnt been caught.  the woman said 
someone snuck up  behind her and stabbed her in  the back.  the 
attacker jumped off a  second-story balcony and took  off on foot.  
the woman said she doesnt know  how the attacker got in, but she  
does believe its a woman 
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0:27 10/31/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this  breaking news out of santa ana  where a 
manhunt is under way for  two men accused of killing three  
teenage girls in a crosswalk, in  a hit and run.  those young girls 
were wearing  costumes in a crosswalk, as i  said, were out trick-or-
treat  when the driver hit them and  kept going 

0:27 10/31/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

apparently the subway diet  didnt work for one young man  out of 
alabama. so he decided to rob the place.  when the officers 
arrested zach  torrance, he admitted to holding  up the restaurant 
and told the  investigators he was angry  because his subway diet 
failed.  he just wanted his money back.  hes going to need a lot 
more  money to get out of jail at this  point 

2:01 11/3/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  fiery end to a police chase in  anaheim.  we have confirmed that 
the  driver could be connected to a  murder.  there are two crime 
scenes  unfolding.  the end of the crash chase in  anaheim and the 
other is in  tustin where investigators found  a womans body.  gadi 
schwartz just talked to  detectives about what they have  right now 

1:51 11/3/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anger and outrage during a  vigil for three teenaged girls  hit and 
killed while they were  trick-or-treating in santa ana.  and nbc  
discovered that the  driver should never have been on  the road in 
the first place.    reporter: you can see behind  us an overwhelming 
show of  support for the three girls who  lost their lives at this 
corner.  while there is a sense of relief  that police have made an 
arrest  it has done little to ease the  pain and growing anger here.  
today santa ana police showing  us the photos of the black hon  
dark the front hood smashed and  air bags deployed.  court 
documents show that bell  had been in and out of jail for  more than 
a decade and he was  driving on a suspended license. 

1:59 11/3/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one of the most popular  hiking trails in southern  california turned 
into a crime  scene after an attack on a hiker  there. that victim so 
badly beaten he  is in the hospital.  a warning for hikers and others  
who use the park.  beverly white live where police  are still 
searching for clues  tonight 

0:27 11/3/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and nbc  tonight has  confirmed that two former  students at san 
bernardino high  school are taking back their  statements accusing 
a teacher of  having sex with them.  the teacher was in court today  
but the attorney told us  afterwards that the two minors  are now 
recanting their  statements and he hopes the  district attorney will 
drop the  case. we made a call but still no word  from the d.a.s 
office 

0:23 11/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we now know the name of  the man shot and killed in long  
beach after he broke into a  neighbors home and killed their  dog.  
the corners office identified  him as richard barret.  he lived next 
door to the  victims for a decade but they  said they have no idea 
why he  may have targeted them.    

3:53 11/3/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> you may not be aware of it  but each and every day,  thousands 
of stolen gasoline is  being transported along our  crowded 
freeways.  and tonight for the first  time, the u.s. secret service  
shows robert kovacik about the  danger that could be driving  next 
to you.  the hub of this  multimillion dollar black  market? southern 
california gas stations  and the criminal operation is  being funded 
by your stolen  credit card information.    the vehicle ended up in an  
accident it would be  catastrophic.   
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0:38 11/3/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information on  our break news story.  new video of 
the police crash  just off the  freeway.  santa ana police were 
chasing  the driver connected possibly to  a murder in tustin.  
several agencies are trying to  piece this all together.  lets look at 
tustin where  investigators found a womans  body.  they told us the 
two cases are  related but theyre not telling  us why they think that.  
we will continue to follow this  story and keep you updated  tonight 
and tomorrow on today in  with l.a.    

0:31 11/3/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives hope this video  will led them to a woman and her  
kidnapper. the woman struggles to fight off  a woman against a 
man who shoved  her in a car there. police are offering a $ 10,000 
reward for information in this  case.    

1:31 11/4/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a former   u.s. army reservist is heading   to jail for 
stealing the   identities of his fellow   soldiers while serving in   
afghanistan. gadi schwartz is live with new   details on this identity 
theft   scam. this was a clear case of fraud   on the front lines of   
afghanistan. investigators picking up the   case in pomona and now 
two men   are headed to prison and one of   them is a former 
soldier 

0:33 11/4/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he stumbles, trips and hits   the pavement.   not before vandalizing 
a   condominium. its caught on camera in santa   barbara. he kicks 
a vase and it shatters. 

2:51 11/5/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

multiple law enforcement sources telling nbcs investigative unit the 
remains found in the high desert in palmdale are those of gavin 
smith and within the last few minutes, sheriffs officials tell nbc they 
have confirmation from the coroners office. now take a look at this. 
this is a photo of a skull found days ago. the antelope valley press 
is reporting a family discovered the skull while hiking in the same 
area. they found clothing and a shallow grave as well nearby.  

2:13 11/5/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the four teenaged girls injured in a car crash are speaking out for 
the first time to nbc  . they are stunned that voters elected allen 
long to the city council given his arrest for driving under the 
influence. gadi schwartz has reaction from the victims and their 
parents tonight 

0:49 11/5/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mothers sigh of relief in philadelphia tonight now that a vicious 
predator is off the streets and her kidnapped daughter has been 
found alive. it began with this surveillance video that shocked -- she 
is being abducted on a philadelphia sidewalk and tonight she is 
safe and her mother is relieved. 

1:49 11/5/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people in huntington beach being told to lock their doors and 
windows tonight. residents are on edge and missing thousands of 
dollars in jewelry. hetty chang talked with a victim tonight who 
learned an expensive lesson she wants everyone to hear about 

0:24 11/5/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a cop killer who was too much for jailers holding him. deputies say 
they cant stand looking at the prisoner who is charged with gunning 
down two of their fellow deputies. he was moved from the 
sacramento county jail to the el dorado county jail. the sheriff in 
sacramento says he doesnt want to make his deputies look at 
marquez while in jail awaiting trial 

0:46 11/5/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just two hours ago, police arrested a suspected killer who was on 
the run and in a disturbing twist here, investigators think he posted 
pictures of the body of his murdered girlfriend online. this is 
happening in washington state. police think -year-old david kalek 
called his girlfriend and made the anonymous post. investigators 
say he texted a friend saying youll see me in the news. the post 
said her son would find the body 
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1:09 11/5/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have learned from l.a.   county sheriffs officials   tonight that the 
remains found   in the high desert of palmdale   near acton are 
those of gavin   smith. sheriffs officials tell us they   have confirmed 
that from the   coroners office.   now we have an update for you.   
while the coroner has confirmed   the identity of the remains   found 
sunday an autopsy has yet   to be completed and there is at   this 
time still no final   determination on the cause of   death 

0:24 11/5/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 two years after the   mysterious disappearance of   gavin smith, 
nbc has confirmed   tonight that his remains were found by hikers 
over the weekend. robert kovacik learned the   coroner has not yet 
determined   the cause of death here.   the crews are working 
overnight   on this story with new   information in the morning 

1:41 11/6/14 11:00a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a mcdonalds packed with   customers when a gunman walks in   
and opens fire.   and tonight detectives are   trying to figure out who 
killed   the rapper.   nbcs beverly white in palmdale   tonight with 
what the witnesses and the mans girlfriend are   revealing about 
what happened   inside the fast food restaurant 

2:13 11/6/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they waited and then they   pounced on a defenseless     -year-old 
women.   four men who cut the rolex watch   right off her wrist.   we 
have the surveillance videoof that attack.   thats what youre looking 
atthere on your screen.   nbc  s gadi schwartz talked to   witnesses 
who saw it happen. 

0:19 11/6/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video just into our   newsroom, three people had to be   
rescued after a suspected dui   accident. this occurred in murrieta 

0:28 11/6/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

garden grove police and the   orange county d.a. want your   help in 
finding possible victims   of a man who they say targeted   women 
he met on craigslist and   sexually assaulted them.   this is a new 
picture into our   newsroom tonight blaze christie.   he is facing two 
felony counts   of sodomy by force for two   separate cases 
between september   and october. he is due back in court next   
month.   christie could get life in   prison if he is convicted 

0:51 11/6/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

allegations tonight about   abuse in the san bernardo county   foster 
care system.   some call this a case of kids for cash. isaiah seas is 
one of eight   young adults whos suing the   states largest private 
foster   care agency. the lawsuit alleges that foster   care children 
endured physical   and mental abuse over a   seven-year period.  

1:58 11/6/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

busted for shoplifting at   sears, and then a violent twist.   the 
suspect pulls a gun on loss   prevention officers and carjacks   a 
mans car, then gets away.   nbc  s hetty chang is in   crenshaw now 
with surveillance   video police want you to see.    

0:22 11/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight we are learning  that massive home depot data  breach 
much worse than the  company first reported.  we already knew the 
hackers  stole information on  million  debit and credit cards.  but 
now we also know they stole   million e-mail addresses.  home 
depot is going to install  chip-enabled check-out terminals  at all of 
its u.s. stores by the  end of this year. 

0:52 11/6/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hospital attack.  a patient goes on a rampage.  his targets -- the 
nurses taking  care of him.  and as you can see, its all  caught on 
tape.  youll see how this unfolds and  how this man was finally  
stopped.we can tell you some of the  nurses were hurt but all are  
expected to recover.  logan, who had been with the hospital with 
episodes of  confusion, died after he was  handcuffed by police.  
the cause of his death is still  being investigated   
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0:34 11/6/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a device that is used to  repossess cars, a gps tracker,  saved the 
life of a kidnapped  woman.  a pennsylvania car dealer put  that 
tracker on  -year-old  delvin barness car just in case  they needed 
to repossess it.  instead it led police right to  barnes, whos wanted 
for  kidnapping. the fbi in philadelphia filed  kidnapping charges 
against  barnes today.  and although they still havent  said what the 
motive for the  abduction was, court documents  show that barnes 
confessed to  everything and he said he didnt  even know the 
victim, carlisha  friedman 

0:23 11/6/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

theres a new strategy for  wannabe terrorists looking to  join isis.  
today interpol announced that  would-be terrorist fighters are  
actually booking tickets on  cruise ships, hoping to bypass  security 
and hook up with  extremists in syria and iraq.  interpol wants to 
expand a  program that allows airlines to  share information from its 
data  bases with places like cruise  lines, banks, and hotels. 

4:07 11/6/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time since her  brothers remains were  discovered in a 
remote area near  palmdale the sister of  the  century fox film 
executive gavin  smith is talking to nbc  about  the call that she got 
from  detectives.  robert kovacik has been putting  it all together for 
us.  hes up there live in reno,  nevada right now with this  exclusive 
part of the story 

0:30 11/6/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> okay. this has to be the strangest  traffic stop weve ever told 
you  about. a police officer in riverside  pulled over two men, only to  
find they had a calf, as in baby cow. The men were arrested 

0:34 11/7/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they confirm that the victim is inside this car right there in the center 
of your screen. it is a fatality here were told that is black sedan was 
seen fleeing along nd eastbound. this is the scene here this 
evening as police investigate this car-to-car shooting here in south 
l.a. back to you.  

2:20 11/7/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a murder mystery. this involves a family of four. tonight, the 
big break that led investigators to an arrest. and new reaction from 
the mcstay family. >> we talked to michael mcstays father who 
says the search for justice is not over.  

0:38 11/7/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

keep your eye on this white car on the screen here. very close call 
for drivers in orange county tonight. weaving through traffic parking 
lots and sometimes as you can see here on the wrong side of the 
road. two women led the chase through several cities this evening. 
they were taken into custody after spike strips flattened their tires in 
santa ana. they say the woman tried to run away but the police dog 
finally caught her. the sound of the sirens and police activity 
brought out large crowds to the scene 

1:07 11/7/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were going to take you back out to the scene of breaking news right 
now. weve just arrived on scene. that was the car-to-car shooting. 
very active crime scene right here tonight. were still waiting for 
detectives to fill in the blanks. someone was shot. youve seen from 
the aerials, a lot of the street has been blocked off by yellow tape 
and patrol cars. theyre canvassing the area talking to witnesses 
and bystanders 

1:10 11/7/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, this was a nightmare situation for a utah family. they wake up 
before dawn this morning and saw a man running out the door with 
their  5-year-old daughter. .>> a stranger walks into this sandy, 
utah home and grabs a sleeping  5-year-old girl and runs out the 
door. the little girls stepfather heard her screams and raised out the 
door just in time to grab his daughter from this man who then took 
off on foot. police finally catching up with him several blocks away.  
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0:30 11/7/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

northern california neighborhood on alert tonight after a man was 
spotted peeping into apartment windows with a drone. a woman 
was in her condo when she spot add blinking led light just outside 
her window ten floors up. apparently its not the first time hes been 
there with a drone. theyre hoping residents will be able to take 
pictures to help track him down.  

0:22 11/7/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

huntington beach looking for a man taking photos up womens 
skirts. right now, theyre working on a better description of the 
suspect. the last time they saw him, in a white pickup truck 

0:50 11/7/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a tv producer who was wrongfully detained after a bank robbery is 
now going to team up with the beverly hills police department in an 
effort to stop this from happening to others. he was held for about 
six hours. this was in august this summer because he matched the 
description of a man who was involved in a bank robbery.  

1:32 11/10/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

spending the night at orange county jail being held on bail. he was 
arrested is morning on suspicion of dui. this is not the first time for 
this now three-time elected city official. tonight, andy quach is 
behind bars again, arresting on suspicion of driving drunk again. 
this time the city councilman allegedly crashed into a security gate 
with his mercedes at the cinnamon creek apartments. 

0:27 11/10/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a   teen boy is in critical condition after a shooting in an l.a. 
neighborhood this evening. late tonight, detectives are still on 
scene look for evidence and a motive here. the teenager suffered 
multiple gunshot wounds and rushed to the hospital. police say 
they are looking for three suspects and they are still working on a 
description of those three 

2:15 11/10/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> investigators may have uncovered a motive in a cruel irony, as 
a veteran returned home and is shot and killed in sylmar. nbc s 
beverly white is live with what the lead detectives have tonight. the 
detectives theorize who is a veteran of afghanistan may have been 
killed by members of a tagging crew who used extreme violence on 
this public street. as you can see behind me the community with 
that display is preparing to say good-bye. a patriotic scene in 
memory of francisco garcia 

2:04 11/10/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the blue shoe bandit never counted on this video. what it reveals 
that could be the key on how he made off with  mac i book 
computers. gadi schwartz has a closer look. before 3:00 in the 
morning and this is the heavy brush that the manmade his way 
through. he was dragging some heavy suitcases. he made his way 
over here. this is the window he bashed out. and inside video 
surveillance picks him wearing a face mask and bright blue shoes. 
by the time video picks him up hes already in, seeming to know 
where laptops are stored. he unzips a suitcase, takes out a 
hammer and tries to breakthrough a window and has trouble before 
he gets in. he loads up the laptops with  

0:33 11/10/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

weve got an incident in the mid city area, shots were fired. lets go 
to news chopper . shots fired near a liquor store. lapd on the scene 
here, officers responding to this liquor store. one person did run 
inside and has been detained. they are looking for one more 
person.  

0:44 11/10/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight an unanswered question, who and why would anybody 
come in and dig up and steal the astro turf from a t-ball field? the 
turf was donated and it is affecting hundreds of kids who cant play 
out there. it was a big project to put it in. police and parents tonight 
agree they want to know who and why this was done.  
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0:24 11/10/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the four high school cheerleaders hurt in a crash involving the 
former mayor of murrieta are suing him. we read over the lawsuit 
which reads in part alan long drove in conscious disregard for the 
saflt of others. he has been charged in the dui in the crash last 
month. longs attorney has yet to see the lawsuit. 

0:18 11/10/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd says they have a man who was setting up meetings with 
minors to engage in lewd acts. police say he was approaching 
teenagers near an elementary school about working in porno 
videos 

1:58 11/11/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking news. the arrest of a suspected killer in 
the murder of a vet recently returned from afghanistan. about the 
unidentified man detained in sylmar with his parents in his car. he is 
vincent estrada, jailed here and booked for murder. as loved ones 
kept vigil where francisco garcia was shot and killed the lapd has a 
murder suspect in custody 

3:31 11/11/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time, lapd detectives reveal they are closer than ever to 
the arrest in the shooting death of josa gatto. a high profile murder. 
the father of mike gatto killed inside his silver lake home but one 
year later still no arrest. tonight the lapd sitting down with nbc  s 
robert kovacik to tell us what they have and what they need to 
solve this case 

1:43 11/11/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we are following this breaking news, a search for a gunman 
who opened fire on a busy street in southern california just a few 
minutes ago. can tell you its a very active search for a gunman. the 
choppers are up above searching and lapd is moving us further 
away from the scene because they say this several block perimeter 
is blocked off because they are in an active search for a gunman. i 
got confirmation from lapd northeast division that one person has 
died from his injuries 

0:23 11/11/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police question a man who they believe could be connected to the 
recent theft of    computers, laptop computers from ucla. we told 
you about his detainment tonight at a student alerted them this 
afternoon about a man who looked like the suspect in the 
surveillance video. they also said he had property that leads them 
to believe he was involved in this burglary 

0:28 11/11/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> just into our newsroom indicates have located a second ten-year-
old sexual assault victim in arcadia. police arrested a man for 
molesting a ten-year-old boy at dave and busters in the westfield 
mall. the boy told his mother what happened and she was able to 
chase down the suspect.  

0:28 11/11/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ferguson, missouri on edge   as the city waits for the   decision on 
the shooting death   of michael brown.   city officials are concerned   
that there could be trouble if   the jury does not indict the   officer 
who shot and killed   brown. more than  ,    police officers   are 
ready.   the national guard will be on   call if necessary.   the grand 
jury decision could   come in the next couple weeks 

2:09 11/11/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some people will do anything   to get away, like this.   offroading 
across a golf course   in corona.   this pursuit took officers down   
fairways and on surface street.   this one ended with shots fired.   
gadi schwartz is out tonight   where that chase came to a   deadly 
conclusion.   you spoke with a woman who was   almost hit on that 
golf course 

0:27 11/11/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

youre on a vacation and out of town and you want to check on your 
home with your smartphone. it happened to a florida couple in 
philadelphia. they watched two people break  into their home, they 
took the   
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1:21 11/12/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

as you just heard  from lakewood sheriffs and one  of the drivers 
managed to  escape. this is the scene at summer set  and orange 
in paramount.  they are trying to find the  other driver who was 
going more  than double the posted speed  limit.  lets check out the 
video  tonight.  its been a long night and will  be a longer evening 
for the  investigators who are faced with  these crunched cars and 
the  debris trail.  sheriffs say the female  passenger of the silver 
truck  died at the hospital and her  male driver was critically  
injured. lets listen to what the  witnesses and the investigator have 
to say 

0:22 11/12/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a manhunt after a hate crime  attack behind a popular shopping  
mall. deputies are looking for ethan  walker. he made friends with a 
man and  teamed up with two other guys  and beat him up after 
learning  the victim was gay.  he was attacked with rocks, a  board 
and bottles.  the other two suspects have been  arrested.  

0:40 11/12/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what seemed like a harmless  bad for body paint models has  
turned up a sexual predator  posing as a photographer. he is 
accused of placing ads in  korean newspapers for body paint  
models. if they refused his sexual  advances he threatened  
deportation.  he needs to be prosecuted. the lapd is trying to locate  
anyone who answered those ads as  they continue to build their  
case.    

0:21 11/12/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

arson investigators are  looking into this fire in south  los angeles in 
the  block of  west rd street just off the freeway.  the fire took off 
and destroyed  one structure.  the homeowner saw the person who  
set the fire.  

0:40 11/12/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video in the august  beating death of a 76-year-old  man in 
east los angeles tonight.  this video shows a person of  interest in a 
carls jr.  and the victim is punched in the  head several times but 
with such  force that hes knocked to the  sidewalk. castro died from 
blunt force  trauma to the head.    this person is still out  there and 
he has to be turned  in. if he did this to my grandpa he  could do it 
to anyone else 

0:23 11/12/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a driver in jail after a  dangerous police pursuit ended  in a crash.  
this was the scene around  5:00p in santa ana.  four vehicles 
involved in the  wreck.  th the driver ran a red light and  drove on 
the wrong side of the  road there.  two people were checked out  
after complaining of pain 

0:39 11/12/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for a riverside family the  grief they feel tonight will  take a long time 
to heal.  a -year-old was on his way to  school this morning when 
he was  hit and killed in a crosswalk.  although the driver was 
arrested  on suspicion of dui, he was  later released.  the driver ran 
a red light and  the reason hes not in jail  tonight is because it will 
take  time to get the toxicology test  results. those who saw the 
accident at  sierra and streeter say the  impact tossed the boy from 
the  street to the curb.  neighbors who ran out to help  say giovanni 
was much loved 

0:30 11/12/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man arrested for sexual  assault two ten-year-old boys in  the 
restroom of an arcadia  restaurant has a criminal  history. he was 
convicted of assault and  battery and malicious mischief  two years 
ago.  he will be arraigned tomorrow  for lewd acts with a child under  
the age of 14. he could spend the rest of his  life in prison if he is  
convicted 
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0:40 11/12/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police emphasize they need  just one more piece of  information to 
track down the  killer of a teacher and father  of mike gatto.  as we 
told you last night at :  , they have physical  evidence pointing to the 
killer.    this is one of the rare times  where the publics help in  
solving a murder is crucial.  in fact it might be the only  thing that 
can solve this case  at this point.    that of course, mike gatto  
making a personal appeal for  anyone who knows anything to  
come forward.  it has been one yearr since joe  gatto was murdered 
in his home  in silver lake 

0:24 11/12/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man has entered a plea of  not guilty. the family including the 
parents  and two boys disappeared four  years ago, their remains 
found  in the mojave desert.  last week charles merrick was  
arrested and charged with four  counts of murder.  he could face 
the death penalty  if convicted 

1:18 11/12/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

> a phone scam involving the  irs has now cheated american  
consumers out of something like$ million.    and im calling you from 
the  investigation department of irs.  my badge number is -- you are  
hiding from the federal  government.  that is the voice mail of joy  
and carl.  they played it for the i team.  the caller tells them they 
owe  back taxes and says the sheriff  will be on their doorstep if  
they dont pay up.  tens of thousands of people here  and across the 
country have got  these phone calls and many have  paid up.  what 
makes it convincing is that  the calls appear to come from a  
washington, d.c. area code.   

1:36 11/13/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

within the past few minutes new details on a downey police officer 
shot in san bernardino. that officer survived. his vest stopping at 
least one bullet to his chest. nbc  s beverly white joins us live right 
now with what detectives found inside a home where there was a 
deadly confrontation with a suspect out there. 

0:36 11/13/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors say this was an inside job. three people now facing 
federal charges for a scheme to siphon off a million dollars and 
then hide it in a trash can. two of the accused were drivers for the 
armored truck company. >> they picked up their money from the 
bank of america vault and signed for the amount of money they 
had, and they arrived about an hour later at the other end of their 
route and signed for the money they had, which was about a million 
dollars short 

2:34 11/13/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ex-cop christopher dorners murder spree last year targeted more 
than just those that we know about. dorner was also looking for 
revenge from those at the very top of the lapd. nbc  s robert kovacik 
tonight is live outside police headquarters with more on the story 
we brought you for the first time tonight on the news at 6p 

0:18 11/13/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, police in santa clarita say they have found the -year-
old girl who was almost kidnapped near a bus stop. a woman 
driving by saw the attack that was on wednesday morning. she 
yelled at the man to let her go. officers arrested a kern county man 
in the case, and hes now being held on $ 100,000  bail. 
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0:38 11/13/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles police chief,and you saw him just a moment ago, 
charlie beck is now pleading for patience as the investigation 
continues into the shooting of ezell ford. the -year-old south los 
angeles man police say was shot when he tried to grab an officers 
gun. fords parents are suing the city claiming that officers knew that 
their son was mentally ill when they stopped him. mayor eric 
garcetti has now stepped in, and hes ordered the autopsy on ford 
released before the end of this year. the lapd has a security hold on 
that report. but the mayor says public confidence in the department 
and the city is more important.  

0:21 11/13/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> an orange county teacher put in handcuffs today, charged with 
having a relationship with a student in middle school. detectives 
say shawna smith was involved in a sexual relationship with a -
year-old boy. she worked at parks junior high in fullerton, but police 
say the victim was not a student there. detectives are investigating 
whether there are any other possible victims. 

2:37 11/13/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you buy a home surveillance system to feel safe, not to give 
anyone with a computer a private view into your house. but tonight 
were going to show you exactly how this is happening and how 
anyone anywhere has access.  

0:32 11/13/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they are called dirty boxes. these are portable cell phone towers in 
small airplanes that are flown around large cities, collecting location 
and identity information. now, according to the "wall street journal," 
the justice department is scooping up all this data from thousands 
of cell phones. this is a high-tech hunt for criminals. but some 
innocent americans are also getting caught in the web. although 
the government isnt commenting, the program reportedly has been 
around since . it is run for the justicedepartment by the u.s. 
marshals service. > 

1:17 11/13/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight the folks at a pet insurance company apologizing to a dog 
owner in marina del rey because of an e-mail she wasnt meant to 
see. it ridiculed her and her attempts to get a claim processed. its a 
story that catherine larsen brought to our iteam. it took her two 
months to get her insurance company,  pet watch, to pay a medical 
claim for her dog oliver. while pursuing the claim she exchanged e-
mails with an administrator who referred to her in a later e-mail as a 
snot and joked about her threats of legal action 

0:28 11/13/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> we have some new video wed like you to take a look at. its 
from the huntington beach police of a bike thief in action. this is 
near the pier down there. officials tell us this happened on sunday. 
they say that the thief broke a bike lock and then just rode away on 
the bike he stole.  

1:19 11/14/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is where police say they are actively searching for the person. 
they can only confirm there was a robbery tonight. now, they have 
detained a man. we witnessed the detention of a man on this block 
who may be connected in this incident. it started as a prostitution 
sting involving undercover officer. their female officer was involved, 
but she was robbed of her gun and purse by a man in a baseball 
cap also wearing raiders gear. the loss of service weapon is 
serious business. the command post where metro units are 
assisting in the search. also, lots of motor officers.  

2:09 11/14/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

after 12 years on the run, a fugitive now sits behind bars, all 
because of photos on facebook. detectives arrested the accused 
killer whose fiance apparently had no idea he was a wanted man. 
were live in the newsroom tracking details 
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0:33 11/14/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we have the best timeline yet of the event leading up to the 
shooting death of michael brown, the unarmed teenager in 
ferguson, missouri. what you just heard is part of a radio call. the 
recording helps piece together the moments right before police 
officer darren wilson shot at michael brown. it lasted only about 
seconds. a grand jury is expected whether or not to indict officer 
wilson this month 

0:38 11/14/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two young women will go to prison for the beating of another 
woman. they were sentenced today to six years behind bars. they 
were both convicted of voluntary manslaughter and assault in july. 
the -year-old was waiting in line oud the crosby bar nightclub in 
january when this fight started. . she was an aspiring writer and 
newlywed who was taken off life support just two days after that 
fight 

0:27 11/14/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man working on a restaurant cleaning crew was stabbed to death 
and police found the suspect trapped inside. he was quickly caught 
because a woman who showed up for work this morning saw a 
man she didnt recognize. she took off locking the doors from the 
outside and then called . still, no motive for the stabbing 

0:27 11/14/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police are looking for a man who got into a fight in 
hollywood that left another man seriously hurt. police gave us these 
pictures of the suspect. it happened in an alley near the roosevelt 
hotel on november  st. we just checked, the victim is out of the 
hospital and now recovering at home.  

2:16 11/14/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a german shepherd puppy with only three legs is on 
the road to recovery after a life of neglect and abuse. veterinarians 
believe he was tied up or chained up to a pole. here in california, 
thats illegal. we are live in mission vee ya hoe tonight with what 
happens next 

0:17 11/14/14 11:20p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

want to let you know that we continue to follow this scene in south 
los angeles. this is where they were looking for a robbery suspect. 
apparently someone got ahold of a service revolver at the same 
time. well continue to watch it. well have more right after the break 

0:38 11/14/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were just getting new information on our breaking news story. as 
you can see live in south l.a. theres been a massive search tonight 
after someone stole a gun from an officer. they just caught the 
suspect? thats what we understand. this scene is huge and it 
sounds like the crime scene is over or will be shortly. the man was 
taken into custody from that house. the gun recovered a few hours 
earlier. now they believe they have the robber and suspect in 
custody as well.  

2:33 11/17/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

anyone who has heard of  charlie manson has to be asking  the 
same question.  why would a  26-year-old want to  marry an  80-
year-old massmurderer.  robert kovacik has more.  >> reporter: 
more than that, the  outraged sister of sharon tate  is asking how 
could the state of  california allow this to happen?  but nbc  talks to 
the  department of corrections and  confirms that the wedding is  
moving forward and can have up  to ten guests.  but they will never 
be allow alone time together.   

0:21 11/17/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have another developing  story now, investigators are  
continuing to look tonight for  the person who shot three people  in 
south los angeles.  one is dead.  the other wounded.  this 
happened at 7:00  near  47th  street. the shooting happened near a  
liquor store.  police continue to search for  the gunman.  and they 
also want to find a  motive.>>>  
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0:28 11/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

prosecutors will not file  charges against usc cornerback  josh 
shaw.  the lapd investigated a possible  case of domestic violence 
after  neighbors called police to an  apartment he share with his  
girlfriend.  he said he jumped from a balcony  but later said he 
made the story  up 

1:41 11/18/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hostage standoff in south l.a. turns it is an armed standoff. Started 
around 6pm. 

0:22 11/18/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unusual bank robber hit  two banks in orange county.  he is the 
keep smiling bandit.  he tells his victims to smile  during the 
holdups.  he robbed a bank on saturday.  he wears pretty much the 
same  outfit, glasses, baseball cap  and a long sleeve shirt.   

0:24 11/18/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies in arizona arrested  a border control agent and he is  
waiting to be extradited back to  riverside county. this is the booking 
photo for  the man.  riverside county deputies say  his arrest 
warrant was for three  separate child molestation  charges. no word 
on when he will be back  in the inland empire 

2:33 11/18/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

on the dark web you can buy  anything. and we dont use that term  
lightly. everything from drugs, fake  money, yes, even a hitman.  
the worlds largest shopping  mall for cybercrime is fuelled  by 
stolen credit cards.  maybe one is yours. there is an economy that  
evolves around there. you cant get there on google  or yahoo.  but 
cybercrooks with fake names  can go anywhere there is a  
computer online 

0:07 11/18/14 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the man holding a  hostage in beverly whites story  has been 
apprehended.  a conclusion to all those  stories.  

1:39 11/19/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

explosion levels a house. People burried under the rubble. It is now 
a crime scene. A drug investigation 

0:31 11/19/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 police respond to shooting on FSU campus. At least two people 
shot. Students remain on lockdown.  

2:29 11/19/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murder of a  father of two. two suspects, his wife and a  redlands 
firefighter. investigators say  they had hundreds of leads from  
witnesses and tips from the  public. but those responsible were 
much  closer to home than anyone  realized. his co-workers were 
the last to  see him before he was shot  multiple times.  but 
detectives believe the last  person to see him alive was his wife's 
lover. 

2:01 11/19/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.>>> students will be back in  class tomorrow morning while  police 
continue to search for  others who may be involved in  those 
threats that shut down the  school for two days.  investigators say 
theyve  identified a girl who posted at  least one of them. new 
reaction from the parents  and some of the students there 

0:26 11/19/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were going back to the  scene of this explosion in  muscoy that 
levelled a house.  one person dead here.  gadi schwartz was 
covering this  story an he said he was just  briefed.  investigators 
told him the cause  of the fire is butane and  marijuana. thats what 
caused the  explosion. as you can see the firefighters  are on scene 
there.  well have more information as  it develops.  but the latest 
tomorrow morning.  

0:32 11/19/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.>>> lets go back to the  breaking news out of florida  tonight. this is 
new video into our  newsroom from inside that  library where 
students say at  least two people were shot  tonight.  theyre both at 
the hospital  right now but were working nowto confirm the extent of 
their  injuries. as you can see there are a lot  of students huddled 
around the  bookshelves in the library.  well keep you updated  
throughout this newscast when we  got more information on the  
condition of the students 
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1:11 11/19/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all eyes on grand jury in  ferguson, missouri tonight.  we may be 
just a few days away  to find out if there will be  charges brought 
against the  police officer who shot michael  brown. the grand jury 
is still hearing  evidence. officer darren wilson in august  shot 
brown, who was not armed.  the city is bracing for that  decision 
from the grand jury and  possibly demonstrations if  wilson does not 
face charges 

0:30 11/19/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles sheriffs  detectives are hoping that a  $ 5,000  reward 
will lead them to  two men who shot a tow truck  driver.   

0:22 11/19/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a. county s.w.a.t.  officers arrested a burglary  suspect in a home 
that had been  tented for fumigation.  an alarm went off in the 
house.  after a seven-hour standoff,  s.w.a.t. officers found him  
hiding in the attic.  he is facing charges of  residential burglary 

0:26 11/19/14 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> an update on the top story,  reports the shooter on florida  
states campus is in custody.  at least two people wounded in  the 
attack rushed to the  hospital. this is video posted by a  student on 
instagram.  you see police assembling  outside the library.  our 
morning team already working  on this story and well have any  
new develops for you starting at 4:30 a.m.   

0:33 11/20/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

happening right now, a 23-year-old Michigan woman is arrested 
outside of this building. of course thats the white house. but she 
had a gun. the secret service agent noticed a holstered  9-
millimeter handgun on april lennarts hip during a demonstration 
over the north fence of the white house. shes been questioned and 
shes now facing charges of carrying an unregistered firearm. the 
president was inside the white house at the time of the arrest. he 
had just finished his address to the nation on immigration 

0:21 11/20/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a lancaster deputy shot a dog after it bit him today, responding to 
another incident, and somehow another person was also hit. this 
confrontation happened around  : in the  block of indian sage road. 
we still dont know what led up to this shooting. but that other 
person who was hit is expected to be okay. the sheriffs department 
says no deputies were hurt. 

0:29 11/20/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> investigators now know the house explosion in muscoy on 
thursday night was caused by an illegal drug lab. authorities say 
someone was making hash oil, which is a form of marijuana that 
uses pot leaves cooked with butane. as we first showed you last 
night here at :  61, -year-old adrian curiel of chino was found buried 
in the wreckage. a woman was critically injured as well as a man 
who was walking nearby. fire officials say the blast leveled this  
500-square-foot home 

0:37 11/20/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the shooter was killed, but no innocent lives were lost in the florida 
state shooting last night. and one of the reasons perhaps, three 
books. a lot of students were in the library studying for finals, and 
jason derfuss was there last night checking out three books when 
the shooter opened fire. when he got home, he found out that two 
of the three books had bullet holes in them. the third one, ironically, 
for his religious theology course, in that one he found a bullet. three 
people were hurt, and the shooter killed by police 

0:31 11/20/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman weeks pregnant was groped by a man inside an arkansas 
walmart store as another woman rushed to take him down. danielle 
dodd chased the suspect out of the store and tackled him 
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0:19 11/20/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> theres a new computer virus going around that we need to 
warn you about. heres how it works. you actually get an e-mail that 
looks like its from ups or fedex or perhaps even the post office. 
typically, it reads they were unable to deliver a package. and then 
theyll ask you to print out an invoice copy. thats when it launches 
the virus.  

0:19 11/20/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also, huntington beach police hoping to catch someone who is 
stealing mail. this is surveillance video. it shows a suspect in the 
area of graham street and heel avenue. he can be seen getting in 
and out of a blue toyota tundra just before snagging someones 
mail. if you recognize this man, you are asked to call police. 

0:19 11/20/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 we have some new pictures of a stolen dog taken from a car 
parked outside a liquor store. it was all caught on camera. this 
happened at trojans market on south vermont. a three-month-old 
pit bull named storm. the owner was inside when it happened. now 
shes out there making signs to post in the neighborhood to help 
find her dog 

1:44 11/21/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

they said that he had a gun and they used it and now the question, 
where are those two men? lets show you video, nbc shot just a 
short time ago. this was a bloodhound enlisted to go door to door to 
search for the two suspects. what happened is they apparently 
walked into this mom and pop shop. there were clerks and 
employees and customers in there as well. they sell cell phones 
and sporting goods and this also is a check cashing establishment. 
apparently when the two walked in they said not only did they have 
a gun but this was a robbery. apparently there was a struggle with 
the clerk. they shot him and took off. 

0:13 11/21/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the campus of l.a. city college is back to normal at this hour. 
sheriffs deputies investigated a threat at the school after receiving a 
suspicious phone call.  

0:27 11/21/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

wo gang members are in jail suspected of shooting up a chuck e 
cheese in pico rivera. after a month long investigation, police 
arrested two brothers, jesse and jimmy ortiz. stray bullets from 
gunfire shattered the windows. sent the parents and kids diving 
under the table. both men have ties to gangs in the area and are 
facing attempted murder charges. 

0:50 11/21/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

restless in ferguson, missouri. the city is waiting for a decision from 
the grand jury. will they charge the officer that shot and killed 
unarmed michael brown or wont they? officers are prepared for any 
kind of reaction once the announcement is made. we want to show 
you what we are seeing from there. activists are live streaming from 
the streets of ferguson tonight. this video gives you an idea what it 
is like to be at the center of it all. and fbi agents arrested who men 
who tried to purchase explosives and use them in a protest after 
the grand jurys announcement. that decision could come this 
weekend. 

0:51 11/21/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles school district agreeing to a record settlement. the 
district will pay out about $ 139 million to more than 80 sex abuse 
victims. thats about $ 1.7  million for each child and they received 
dozens of claims on this, as you know, its a story we have been 
following for several years. and the districts inaction doing 
something about the abuse of students in the teachers care is what 
caused it all. he put his bodily fluid on cookies and fed them to 
students. if it went to trial they would have revealed more about his 
sexual appetite. the district says it is committed to helping children 
heal from their emotional wounds 
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0:26 11/21/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one happened this morning. a fight awoke neighbors. shouting, 
yelling, and then they say, gunfire.the man killed in the shooting 
this morning has not yet been identified 

0:27 11/21/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former beauty pageant winner is at the center of a heroin bust. 
jamie france was miss teen oregon in  . now she is in jail along with 
a couple from oregon after officers found meth, heroin and 
mushrooms in a home owned by the couple. they were selling the 
drugs in the house within the reach of their two children, four and 
seven years old. the children are in protective custody 

2:01 11/21/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a local pastor is accused of rape and now the case has been 
dismissed. pastor clay says he wants to regain the trust of the 
community. nbc  s hetty chang is live in riverside where he is 
talking about this for the first time 

1:03 11/24/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

never before seen evidence on the deadly confrontation between 
officer wilson and michael brown 

1:35 11/24/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were going to southern california. a live picture of a large group of 
protesters near downtown los angeles near figueroa and 
washington. chris crihristie is live 

2:50 11/24/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now back live again to ferguson, you can see this is a car 
dealership. you can see the cars lined up, two of them on fire. there 
is another just out of camera view as we go back to the unrest in 
ferguson that began with the grand jury decision not to charge the 
white officer in the death of the black teenager 

0:16 11/24/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to show you this new video. this is a splinter group of 
protesters marching in los angeles tonight. this is new video into 
the newsroom. there are people in the street. they are just sitting 
there in the street. this is in beverly hills at rodeo and wilshire 

1:55 11/24/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one group of protesters in southern california tried to block part of 
the  freeway. nbc  s gadi schwartz is in the thick of things for us 
right now. whats it like right now?  

0:45 11/24/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the story is the same throughout southern california. there are 
a number of splinter groups marching throughout the area. well go 
back to news chopper  . he is above one of the groups in the 
downtown area. are they on figueroa near venice? >> they have 
just turned off figueroa. lapd clearly wanted to keep them on 
figueroa here but they decided to go around the police. the police 
not taking any aggressive measures here and letting them go 
around. they are around the convention center. a group of well over 
protesters doing as they wish as they march through downtown los 
angeles.  

2:14 11/24/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly white joins us live from the park where it has been a much 
different scene tonight. beverly, community activists and police are 
urging calm and thats what they got 

1:08 11/24/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were going to go back live to ferguson, missouri. these are pictures 
of the fires burning tonight. there are a number of cars and 
buildings burning tonight. a pizza place, a storage facility. hours 
after the decision. and you can still see there is trouble there. there 
has been rioting, looting, and shots fired. it is a dangerous situation 
for police and reporters and people on the street. we went behind 
the front lines there tonight 

2:25 11/24/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now for the first time we are hearing testimony from officer darren 
wilson about what happened the night he encountered michael 
brown in august. what you are about to hear is his version of the 
event and what was presented to the grand jury. >> here is robert 
kovacik again 
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0:40 11/24/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

were continue to watch the scene in ferguson. heres a look at what 
we can expect. the family of michael brown will speak publicly for 
the first time since the grand jury found there was not probable 
cause to charge officer wilson of first degree murder or 
manslaughter. they would like every police officer in the country to 
wear a body camera. an investigation continues and the brown 
could choose to file a civil claim against him. more on that 
tomorrow morning 

4:38 11/24/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to an i team investigation in the five counties that make up 
southern california there, is on average two and a half officer 
involved shootings every week. sometimes the victims are unarmed 
and police departments later admit they made a tragic mistake. 
almost none of the officers are criminally prosecuted or fired. 
gordon tokumatsu looked into these and heres what they found 

1:34 11/24/14 11:19p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to follow this breaking news from near downtown los 
angeles. a group of protesters unhappy with the decision in 
ferguson. moving through area. they may have been stopped or 
confronted by the chp. they may be trying to get on the freeway.  

11:58 11/24/14 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to show you these knuckleheads are on the freeway itself 
and have shut down the freeway. the highway patrol, just too 
dangerous.>> the chp is not on the freeway. they were confronted 
at the entrance and exit ramps. they were able to climb up an 
embankment and jumped a wall on to the freeway. these are the 
northbound lanes now shut down as protesters are filling up the 
freeway. you can see them climbing up on the embankment. 

3:07 11/25/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

protester are close to flower heading towards l.a. live. This they say 
group of about  protester. >> downtown police are trying to protect 
the freeways once again that is the concern  

2:48 11/25/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

live at lapd head quarters where a large showed up earlier tonight. 
they know what time it is. they were in front of lapd a minute ago 
now over here chanting  

1:22 11/25/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ou can see people walking on 9th and francisco. this particular 
group is headed back to where they came, towards l.a. live. police 
continue to show restraint. there have been at least four arrests 
tonight. colleen 

0:21 11/25/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is what we’re seeing in ferguson. the outrage is far from over. 
you see the protesters tipping over a police cruiser before setting 
the cruiser on fire. these are live pictures of ferguson coming out 
right now. Michael brown sr. talks 

0:56 11/25/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time officer darren wilson is explaining his side of the 
shooting of michael brown saying he saw the teen in the middle of 
the street and pulled his patrol car behind him and thats when 
brown started getting aggressive. 

0:18 11/25/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 here you see live look at downtown see officers blocking the 
freeway on the southd bound 101. protesters dont get on the 
freeway 

1:55 11/25/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in west adams  community joined in a prayer for ferguson asking 
for peace and justice. talk about a contrast in tactics at this church 
in west adams, no drama just a fierce determination to make sure 
the actions of the police officer and grand jury dont fall off the active 
radar.  

0:21 11/25/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper back over the area you can see more protesters out 
there right now. our morning team is in the news  room as they 
continue tomorrow the situation downtown along with all of us here 
on the 4:30am  news.  
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0:22 11/25/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lottery ticket theft. store clerk not so lucky. he scratched off lottery 
ticketss and resell  the tickets too customers at craigs liquor in 
santa anna 

0:28 11/25/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves  stalking your house, we have seen it before. alhambra 
police say thieves are following the truck around the neighborhood 

0:35 11/25/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we are going to show a double screen, the protesters, one of 
ground shot and another one  they are moving. heading back south 
in the direction they came. tonight one lapd officer was injured 
when he was hit in the head 

0:46 11/25/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

4 arresst so far. One officer injured. Downtown l.a. chp has blocked 
freeway on and off ramps 

2:05 11/26/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we continue to see smaller groups gathering at this hour on this 
third night of protests. >> we have been watching the protests and 
arrests all night long. lapd says their patience ran out when they 
are faced with alleged law breakers interrupting traffic during the 
holiday get away and the lakers game. tonight the early start of 
protests was met with swift response it. dozens of arrests on the 
third night of local protests in reaction to ferguson 

3:09 11/26/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have watched the chanting crowds for three days on city 
streets, twice shutting down freeways. it looks like here we go 
again. we have activity in downtown los angeles. we were standing 
right there where the arrests were made near the public library. we 
have moved with the lapd here. some of them getting ready to see 
what is going to happen. and if you pan down to wilshire and see 
our nbc vehicle and we saw a number of protesters head there 
down the street 

0:24 11/26/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just got this video into our newsroom showing cars spinning out 
in oakland. we have been watching as one driver finishes and 
another joins in and starts the process again. all of this part of the 
protests related to the ferguson verdict. no reports of anyone being 
hurt here but there are a lot of people standing around and the cars 
are getting close to spectators on the road watching.  

0:35 11/26/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in oakland police called for extra help to deal with the violence and 
protesters who marched through the streets setting fires and 
causing trouble. the crowd lit a dumpster on fire. last night they shut 
down two major freeways in the area and people were arrested 
there 

0:17 11/26/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tensions in st. louis tonight. earlier today about   demonstrators 
marched through downtown st. louis and held a mock trial of officer 
darren wilson. three were arrested attempting to enter city hall after 
it was locked down.  

0:57 11/26/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it captured a rare moment between a protesters and the lapd. that 
woman confronting a police office about his sensitivity to racism. 
that officer is james baker. he has been with the department 28 
years. he only got a few words in last night. we tracked him down 
tonight to hear his thoughts 

0:26 11/26/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in l.a. they are at seventh and olive right now. the police are 
rounding up protesters. they did so earlier tonight near the 
downtown public library. even so, groups continue to move around 
the downtown area. our morning crew is on the scene. they will let 
you know what happens tonight beginning on today in l.a.  
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0:45 11/26/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murrieta mother is accused of abusing and starving her three-year-
old twin boys. this is that mother. courtney stewart, when the 
hospital staff saw the three-year-old boy brought in with suspicious 
bruises and unable to walk and weighing less than 15  pounds they 
called police. officers found his twin brother in the same 
malnourished condition. for one neighbor the news came as a 
surprise.  

0:25 11/26/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men impersonating police officers in the fresno area have 
turned themselves in. they had a change of heart while on the run 
to los angeles. the two would stop innocent people and steal their 
money. they were on their way to l.a. because the real police were 
looking for them. a relative convinced the two men to head back to 
fresno and turn themselves in. 

0:35 11/26/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just released surveillance video shows the deadly police shooting 
of a 12-year-old boy out of cleveland. in the video tamir rice is 
waving a pellet gone. a rookie police officer arrives and shoots the 
boy. his family advocated for this videos release. the two officers 
are still out on administrative leave. the caller, who dialled   said the 
gun could be a fake. it was a pellet gun 

2:12 11/26/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a holiday alert from a man beat up and robbed in his own home. he 
wants to prevent it from happening to anyone else. nbc  s hetty 
chang is live with his warning for you. strong warning especially for 
those in this community. if you see something strange, unusual or 
out of place to contact police. it was around this time last night that 
four robbers broke into a home on this very street and that was just 
the beginning 

0:27 11/26/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> breaking news again. we have been watching these live 
pictures coming out of oakland. the protesters setting fires i 
dumpsters. this red van, this video was shot a couple minutes ago. 
the van drives into a fence and people are trying to push through it.  

0:45 11/26/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we continue to watch the situation from downtown los angeles 
as well. >> robert, where are you now? were right here in front of 
the on ramp going south where they have blocked it 

1:51 11/27/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, tonight   people who were arrested in downtown l.a. while 
protesting the ferguson decision are back home. they were 
released for thanksgiving. but one activist is criticizing the arrests 
as an overreaction by the lapd.  

0:45 11/27/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> its a much different scene in ferguson, missouri tonight. it 
seems the protesters are taking a thanksgiving break. there was no 
police or national guard members outside of fergusons police 
station where people have been protesting since monday. many in 
town attended church services today. and were learning new 
disturbing details about two men who police say were plotting 
murders and bombings in the ferguson area. their arrests were 
announced back on monday. investigators said today the men 
planned to kill fergusons police chief and the st. louis county 
prosecuting attorney. the two were also reportedly planning to blow 
up the st. louis arc. they pleaded not guilty to weapons charges 

0:26 11/27/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in san simeon, the halfway point between l.a. and san francisco, 
authorities say they seized nearly  ,  pounds of marijuana. they 
pulled over a van known for smuggling. the driver and five others 
were arrested. a short time later a second van carrying a ton of 
bailed pot was stopped. and the occupants were arrested. they 
believe the drugs were bought ashore -- brought ashore from a 
boat in central california. 
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2:39 11/28/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the last few hours we have been watching the feeds from 
around the country. the protests have been mostly peaceful. we 
begin with nbc  s beverly white at lapd headquarters with more. our 
local marchers took their message all the way to the intersection of 
alvarado and beverly. but theirs are not the only voices we heard 
tonight regarding ferguson fallout. one night off for thanksgiving and 
protesters upset with the grand jury in ferguson, missouri  

0:20 11/28/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more arrests in ferguson.  taken into custody during the latest face-
off with police. one was booked for assaulting an officer. tensions 
escalated after police say the protesters were illegally blocking the 
street 

0:22 11/28/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in the bay area protesters picked up where they left off. an officer 
was hurt after a protester threw a bottle at a police car as hundreds 
marched in san francisco tonight. Officer was hurt 

0:22 11/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> in seattle, five people were arrested at the city tree lighting. 
they walked through the mall chanting no justice, no peace. one 
was arrested after kicking an officers bicycle. we will monitor the 
fallout online and on our nbc l.a. app.  

0:16 11/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> police are look for a man who tried to rob a check cashing 
store. inside he shot a construction worker who was inside 
renovating the building. the worker was not seriously hurt 

0:19 11/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another shooting at a nordstrom store in chicago ended with the 
gunman dead. the worker was a seasonal worker at the store. 
police believe the shooting stemmed from some type of domestic 
dispute. the gunman turned the gun on himself after shooting his 
girlfriend. 

0:31 11/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two bank robberies within miles of each other and on the same 
road but the police dont believe they are related. the first was in 
beverly hills. the suspect passed a note demanding cash saying he 
had an explosive device. the second just over six miles away from 
the first at onewest bank also on wilshire boulevard in los angeles. 
he is wearing a surgical mask and patriots hat. the video appear to 
show two different suspects 

0:26 11/28/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information on a san bernardino police officer who suffered life 
threatening injuries during a shootout. many feared the worst in 
august. but the police chief said that garcia was able to say a few 
words at a rehab facility. he is starting to move his right arm and 
hand. his long term outlook is not known. but this of course is great 
news. 

0:29 11/28/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police identify a gunman as 49-year-old larry mcwilliams. he was 
killed at the end of an early morning spree. investigators are not 
sure if it is from a police bullet or self-inflicted shot. dozens of 
rounds were fired in austin. somehow, no one was hit. police in the 
government tried to set the mexican consulate on fire 

0:30 11/28/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in palo alto, a police officer is in trouble for forwarding a racy picture 
from a defendants cell phone. he was searching the phone and 
came across the picture. he sent it to a supervisor and the woman 
found out and filed a report. that case is similar to one involving 
shaun harrington. harrington resigned last month after admitting to 
texting racy pictures of women he arrested to other officers 

0:40 11/28/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> he might be the first holiday grinch of the season. a man backs 
up into a driveway and steals holiday decorations from someones 
lawn. the decorations are worth a couple hundred dollars but its the 
sentimental value that matters to them 
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2:33 12/1/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hotel guests forced to run as police open fire in a beverly hills hotel. 
it started with a bank robbery and a man who gave police a clue. 
police shut down rodeo drive. we have details from an eyewitness. 
we know right now the fbi is here on scene trying to determine if 
this robbery is connected to others in the los angeles area. 

0:19 12/1/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now the a developing story in anaheim where a car has 
crashed into a wal-mart. this is new video just in from the wal-mart 
at lincoln avenue and beach boulevard. police have not said what 
caused the driver to veer into the store but no one was seriously 
injured.  

0:18 12/1/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ucla police looking for this man who stole several boxes of mail 
from an apartment building just before thanksgiving. this happened 
on venice boulevard. the man grabbed the packages and took off. if 
you have any information you asked to contact police 

0:31 12/1/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no fingerprints from the thieves who wore white gloves but no 
masks to hide their face as they stole $20,000 in cash. lets take a 
look at this video of a possible robbery crew in action. this is at a 
rialto  7-eleven. investigators say they moved around like they were 
customers before one man pulled a handgun on the clerk allegedly 
forcing him to open a safe in the office. the robbers took off in a 
blue mustang 

0:51 12/1/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fury over what happened in ferguson extended to atlanta 
tonight where protesters interrupted eric holder during a speech 
there. holder was interrupted as he talked about what michael 
browns father wanted his sons legacy to be after being shot and 
killed in ferguson. after chanting for a couple of minutes a group of 
protesters left to applause but holder didnt seem to mind  

0:43 12/1/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and authorities are asking for your help in tracking down a hit and 
run driver be. on the lookout for an older model white or tan ford 
sedan with major front end damage to the right side. that car is 
believed to be the one that hit and killed a  31-year-old on the  
freeway in carson near -- early sunday morning. his family is 
pleading for the driver to come forward. 

2:43 12/2/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, the latest  woman to accuse bill cosby of  sexual 
assault says she was only   years old.  she filed a sexual battery  
lawsuit against the comedian  this evening.  robert kovacik just 
finished  going through lawsuit. he joins us with a time line  from 
our news operation center.  she claims all this happened in  los 
angeles 

0:29 12/2/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

disturbing new video shows a  deadly attack on homeless man  that 
happened last month in san  francisco. man was kicked and  
beaten to death.  he was a   pound man who  needed crutches to 
walk and  police say he was sleeping when  the attack went down.  
they call it one of the most  horrifying attacks they have  ever seen.  
police are asking for the  publics help to identify three  young men 
seen in the video  there 

0:23 12/2/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the chp made an arrest  after finding this blue mustang  
wedged into the pedestrian  walkway on the golden gate  bridge. 
the  22-year-old was arrested of  driving under the influence on  
tuesday morning.  this portion of the walkway is  closed until the 
afternoon.  the driver had minor injuries  and no one else was hurt. 
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0:22 12/2/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police walked in on a man  assaulting a woman and it turned  into a 
deadly police shooting.  officers were answering a  disturbing call 
when the  shooting happened.  the suspect died at the  hospital. 
the woman was also taken to the  hospital. no officers were hurt.  
but it is unclear why police  opened fire.   

2:41 12/3/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chanting no justice no tree,   protesters gathered at the tree   
lighting.    people were arrested for   shutting down the lower level 
of   the brooklyn bridge after the   decision by a grand jury not to 
indict a police officer who used a fatal choke hold on an  unarmed 
civilian. we have been watching the  demonstrations from new york 
to   l.a. and beverly white joins us in   south los angeles now with 
the   latest 

0:37 12/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

charlie beck says the three   officers violated his   departments 
policy when they   shot and killed an unarmed man   in a co vet 
after a high-speed   pursuit. beck rejects the officers game   that 
they opened fire because   they feared their lives were in   danger. 
beck rejects the officers game   that they opened fire because   
they feared their lives were in   danger.   the suspect a   51-year-old   
national guard veteran was hit 15 times including three bullets   that 
struck him from behind.   a $  5 million settlement was   reached 
with the mans family 

0:38 12/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a hit   and run driver who struck a boy   in a 
crosswalk and took off   after that. video shows how it happened in   
the lincoln heights area.   jennifer knew something was   wrong 
when she heard a   neighborhood child screaming her   brothers 
name.  

0:31 12/3/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is amazing recovery   considering he was shot in the   head. that 
is what they are saying   about gabe garcia.   the pd tweeted out 
pictures of   the officer today.  many feared the worst when he  was 
wounded by a heavily armed   gunman in august last week.   the 
police chief said that   garcia was able to say a few   words and 
move his right arm. he is able to smile during his difficult recovery. 

0:30 12/3/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, paul walkers  manager was burglarized, thieves  
stealing computers with  memorabilia on them.  two women were 
caught on camera  walking into his office and  stole all the 
computers inside.  there were voice mails from the  actor and 
photographs of him.  the heist happened on sunday,  the one-year 
anniversary of paul  walkers death. he was killed when his porche  
crashed in november 

0:26 12/3/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> a suspected christmas tree  thief. police are looking for more  
suspects along with the tree.  video shows this man and two  others 
taking a 7-foot tree  outside a parking structure on  north brand.  
they stuffed the tree into the  back of an old jag.  police tracked the 
license plate  to the suspects house and made  an arrest there.  the 
detectives are looking for  the tree and these two suspects.  

1:47 12/4/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

baby boy missing has been found. lapd rampart station with why 
the boys mother is now being detained. 

0:33 12/4/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> carjacking suspect leading police on a wild chase all the way 
from riverside to san diego. the suspect took off in the minivan in 
menefee. the chp took over the chase on the , issuing a sigalert 
once it crossed into san diego county. in fact, at times the suspect 
appeared to taunt police by sticking his hands out the window make 
the sign of a gun with his fingers. the spike strip finally stopped the 
driver. and as you can see, he is in custody 
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0:53 12/4/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> here they go again. protesters roaming through the streets of 
new york city tonight. and they were even larger than last night as 
thousands of demonstrators shut down streetsand major highways. 
they were voicing their outrage over the grand jury decision not to 
indict the police officer involved in the unauthorized chokehold 
death of  eric garner, an unarmed black man 

0:13 12/4/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

although new york did not indict the officer who used that 
unauthorized chokehold, attorney general eric holder says the 
justice department is right now conducting its own independent 
investigation into his death 

2:22 12/4/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is on patrol in a silver lake neighborhood trying to find 
someone who has a history of slashing tires there and appears to 
be at it once again. nbc s robert kovacik live in silver lake with 
neighbors who say they have had enough 

0:30 12/4/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a man who repeatly punched a man several 
times on a bus in culver city and this was all caught on camera. the 
victim appears to sit next to a woman whos lying down, and police 
say she was with the suspect. after arguing for a few seconds the 
suspect stands up and punches the victim several times in the face 
and the head. the victim was taken to the hospital. he is expected 
to be okay. the suspect is still on the run. 

1:59 12/4/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search continues tonight for more victims. santa ana police 
arrest a man who they say molested young boys. police are calling 
this case extraordinary and they dont use that term very often. they 
are calling it such because of the sheer amount of potential victims 
identified. police say theyve identified at least a dozen victims and 
they believe many more are out there. 

0:25 12/4/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> a warning tonight about what may be showing up in your 
inbox. a website krebs on security says that scammers are sending 
out millions of e-mails pretending to be from major retailers like 
home depot, walmart, and costco. theyll ask you to confirm an 
order or a package but dont click that link or even open the e-mail 
because it likely has a variety that gives the scammer access to 
your personal information. 

2:12 12/5/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news right in the heart of hollywood, a deadly 
confrontation there. >> police open fire near some of l.a.s biggest 
tourist attractions. nbc  s patrick healy is live with video of how this 
unfolded. >> reporter: we can give you a clear view of where this 
went down. the heart of hollywood and highland remains shut down 
for the investigation. that is where it occurred. the knife ended up in 
the gutter. police say for reasons unknown, a man was waving it 
and threatening people.  

2:27 12/5/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the riverside woman who claims that bill cosby molested her when 
she was . her attorney is challenging police chief charlie beck to 
investigate. lets go to robert kovacik with these new developments. 
>> reporter: the accuser would not speak with us tonight but its the 
lapd confirms to nbc  she talked to sex crimes detectives for about 
minutes today. and so for bill cosby another week of dominating the 
headlines comes to the end with the opening of a police 
investigation. 

2:00 12/5/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, a serial bank robber dubbed the cal bear bandit could be in 
custody. tonight the fbi is linking a man involved in a chase and a 
crash to that crime spree.  

0:19 12/5/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in south l.a. a crowd marched peacefully in memory of a mentally ill 
man who was shot by the police. charlie beck is hoping that anyone 
who saw the shooting will come forward. 
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0:21 12/5/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for a third night demonstrations in protests of the back to back 
grand jury decisions not charging police officers in the deaths of 
eric garner in new york and michael ferguson. new yorks mayor 
pledged the to retrain the department 

1:48 12/5/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another cyberattack by hackers threatening sony pictures 
entertainment in culver city and now they are targeting staffers and 
their families. the unprecedented attack has left current and former 
employees in jeopardy and thats why one man talking with us 
tonight wants to protect his identity and thats what we did. hackers 
have access to thousands of employee records going back years 

0:23 12/5/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you shopped at bebe black friday weekend, the company may 
have been hacked. several banks have discovered fraud credit and 
debit transactions. its unclear if the breach extends to online sales. 
if you were a cybershopper that day its not a bad idea to check with 
your bank 

0:30 12/5/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are searching for two men robbing gas stations. they pose as 
customers and then steal the cash. this is video from an upland 
am/pm. they appear to be customers but one man acts like he has 
a gun and the clerk hands over the cash drawer and the two walk 
out. they drove off in a s model honda and they pulled the same 
stunt on tuesday and hit two stations in barstow within minutes of 
each other 

1:27 12/8/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, a police pursuit hitting miles an hour. from orange 
county, santa anita, to the northern tip of l.a. county. all initiated in 
santa anita, reckless driver, possible duy driver. initiated the 
pursuit. chp taking over 

1:47 12/8/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

friend and family searching for answers tonight after a teenager 
was gunned down after leaving church. a killer cut down a 16-year-
old boy and is yet to be caught. candles surround a christmas tree 
where -year-old lontrell lee turner was killed yesterday walking 
home from church. 

0:51 12/8/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight after a celebrity couple found dead in an 
apparent murder suicide. she was an accomplished dancer. he a 
rapper. earl hays and stephanie mosley found in their fairfax 
apartment. following the story since noon. tonight learning lapd 
says hayes shot mosley then killed himself. hayes a member of 
floyd mainweathers money team had written songs for artists, 
aalicia keys and dr. dre, a dancer toured with britney spears and 
janet jackson and starred on "hit the floor. 

0:24 12/8/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new twist on cattle rustling. rustlers are making out with hundreds 
of thousands in high end meat. detectives recovered $300,000 
worth of beefsteak, leg of lamb, rack of lamb. in a security facility. 
detectives are looking for the people who stole it.  

0:22 12/8/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 pursuit ends south of bakersfield 

2:31 12/9/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

did officers go too far to keep peace? one woman says absolutely 
yes, they did. and tonight her video of that showdown is at the very 
center of an investigation 

2:11 12/9/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the woman who stumbled on this crime in progress yesterday 
around noon provided a key piece of evidence for police who 
tonight say they are looking for a heavy burglar, a skinny burglar 
and the getaway car driver. three burglars seemed to be unaware 
they were caught in the act yesterday, loading a black nissan with 
stolen loot from a brunswick avenue home in south pasadena. 
video shot by a witness who knew something wasnt right when she 
looked up 
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0:26 12/9/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it has been  years, but family of a missing woman refuses to give 
up the search to find her. and tonight they want you to see a new 
sketch. maria medina was last seen in march  around  th and los 
angeles street downtown. a police sketch artist just released this 
age progression showing what she might look like today. medinas 
is hispanic with brown hair and eyes 

0:32 12/9/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bitter custody battle looks to be the cause of a very tragic and 
deadly crash. investigators say that a father made no attempt to 
stop before he hit a big rig killing himself and his two children. this 
happened monday morning near castaic lake. allen edwards and 
his ex-wife were in a custody battle over their two children  

0:22 12/9/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal investigators will be looking into the scene tomorrow at los 
angeles throughout the day. they are expected to start their 
investigation tomorrow morning at the apartment complex which 
was under construction. firefighters are still putting out hot spots on 
scene tonight 

0:21 12/9/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight its an all clear and classes will be held at the normal time at 
bulsa grande high school tomorrow after a bomb threat today. a 
student found a note saying there was a bomb on the campus. that 
triggered an immediate response from law enforcement. but they 
found nothing suspicious. the threat comes after a fire on the 
campus over the weekend, a fire that is still under investigation 

2:05 12/10/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> a desperate emotional plea to find four missing boys and their 
father. an amber alert issued within the hour after the familys car is 
found with a dead woman inside. earlier tonight family members 
gathered. they were breaking down in tears. meanwhile, on the 
right side ofthe screen you are seeing a live look at an 
investigation. investigators are actually going inside the missing 
familys home, serving a search warrant. here is what we know right 
now. this is a very sensitive and active investigation, as you can 
imagine. police are searching for this family. daniel periods, the 
father. erica perez, the mother. and their four young boys  

1:32 12/10/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> and we have more breaking news. : , a police chase breaks 
through the fence around whiteman airport in pacoima. >> thats 
actually where we land news chopper . our pilot now flying 
overhead where police are bringing in canines to find the suspect 
who jumped out of his car during this pursuit. 

0:30 12/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a warning for parents in the city of perris. police want to 
find a man out there who tried to kidnap children. this latest 
kidnapping attempt happened on monday. police say the man tried 
to force a 12-year-old girl to get into a red four-door car near 
lakeside middle school. she managed to get away but investigators 
connect this attempt with at least two others in recent months. both 
of them happened near the middle school. the only description we 
have, the suspect may have a dragon tattoo on his shoulder 

0:14 12/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a high school soccer coach is put in handcuffs. anaheim police 
arrested enrique romero sierra for child annoyance through 
electronic communication. he worked as a walk-on soccer coach at 
savannah high school.  

0:26 12/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san diego woman who claims she was sexually assaulted by bill 
cosby is now suing the comedian. shes taking the action because 
cosbys representatives publicly branded her a liar. and now she is 
on the offensive and filed this defamation lawsuit. this is the third 
lawsuit to come from sexual assault allegations by more than a 
dozen women. bill cosbys legal team says they will prevail in this 
proceeding 
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0:23 12/10/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

men busted for hiring underaged prostitutes could be john shamed 
in los angeles county, and that means their faces, their names 
could be put up on billboards. the board of supervisors 
unanimously approved the proposal, which is now with the 
attorneys to see if its feasible. the john shaming campaign will try to 
stamp out underage prostitution, not prostitution in general. 

0:29 12/10/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> arson investigators arestill looking for clues in the aftermath of 
that massive fire in downtown los angeles. but tonight with the big 
storm moving in the investigation may slow down a bit. the rain 
wont ruin any potential evidence, but if it rains too hard 
investigators may be forced to leave the scene for their own safety. 
the structure was under construction when it turned into an inferno. 
that was on early monday morning. l.a.s fire chief says that arson is 
a distinct possibility here 

0:27 12/10/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> a news anchor up in bakersfield is warning others tonight not 
to trust anybody after he was attacked outside a television station. 
it was all caught on camera. here it is. and you can see andres 
herrera from telemundo walking toward the downtown building 
today when a man asks him if he works for the news. then the man 
punches herrera in the face. bakersfield police arrested the 
suspect, who has a previous history of assault charges. herrera is 
going to be just fine.  

0:37 12/10/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

well, its not the wake-up that anyone wants to hear in the middle of 
the night. its the sound of an suv crashing through the roof. thats 
what happened to a couple in escondido around : this morning. the 
bmw crashed into their garage and landed on the hood of their car. 
the driver took off running but left behind a cell phone inside that 
suv, and it didnt take long to link the phone to one of their 
neighbors. our station in san diego talked to the homeowners 
tonight.  

0:56 12/10/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there is a warning to keep in mind before you buy holiday gifts 
online this year. hackers are using a new trick to fool shoppers. and 
let me just tell you, this is an easy one to get caught in. millions of 
fake purchase confirmation e-mails are landing in peoples in boxes. 
they look exactly like the real deal from a major retailer. but if you 
click on the link they send you like the e-mail says to do you could 
end up downloading malware that can take control of your 
computer and steal all your personal information. the red flag is 
often in the timing 

0:42 12/10/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

heres the headline in this breaking news. the body of a woman 
discovered in the trunk of a car belonging to a missing montebello 
couple. now, their four sons also have not been seen for about a 
week now. their father, daniel perez, is considered a person of 
interest, and an amber alert has just been issued. police are asking 
drivers to be on the lookout for a black toyota camry 

0:44 12/11/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a huntington beach woman doesnt mind you knowing how she felt 
for a romantic trap if it could help somebody else. she met a man 
on a dating website, and he convinced her to send him more than 
$53,000 of her savings. shes asked us to conceal her identity out of 
concern for her safety 
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0:26 12/11/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a family desperate to find a -year-old woman and her newborn 
baby girl, they are worried the mom may be suffering from 
postpartum depression. they want you to take a look at this new 
picture. this is amy mejia and her baby lea. that baby is only four 
weeks old. family members last saw them on tuesday night on 
hamlet street in highland park. theyre very concerned about the 
safety of the mom and baby lea because of the possible depression 

0:19 12/11/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for a missing montebello family ended in a freeway 
standoff in san diego county today. s.w.a.t. officers rushed in to 
rescue four children. the father was tackled and cuffed for the 
disappearance of the childrens mother, erica perez. police now say 
the body found last night in the trunk of the family car is in fact the 
mom 

0:20 12/11/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

garden grove police say a high school freshman is behind two 
bomb threats at a school. the arrest comes two days after a student 
found a threatening note at bolsa grande high school. and that 
triggered an immediate response from law enforcement but they 
found nothing suspicious. police are still investigating the weekend 
fire to see if its linked to the bomb threat 

1:01 12/11/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is the time of the year when youll want to keep a very close eye 
on letters and packages that are coming to your home. in many 
cases organized crime is involved in stealing them. postal 
inspectors are seeing a real spike in hollywood, studio city, toluca 
lake, and in the north long beach area. and weve got some 
surveillance video here that shows what happens. two men quickly 
and methodically stealing mail from a home in north long beach. an 
undercover inspector told our iteam theres a growing international 
crime ring with sophisticated methods. 

0:19 12/12/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this anti-police protest started out near union station. a group of 
about people moved to hollywood and highland where they used 
sidewalk chalk to write messages, some with profanity. this is 
where the lapd arrested two people.  

0:23 12/12/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

still no side of the gunman who shot four teens at a portland high 
school. the biggest lead police have is that it likely happened from 
some sort of dispute. the shooting happened lunchtime today. two 
people were seriously hurt. a -year-old girl is in critical condition. a 
fourth student was grazed but not hurt.  

0:29 12/15/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, police want to talk to two men who might know something 
about the massive fire from downtown l.a. video shows them in the 
area. tonight we have a closer look at this man trying to climb the 
fence around the burning building. firefighters held him back. heres 
a tight shot showing another man walk near the scene of the fire 
that same night. investigators believe they might have valuable 
information on how the fire started 

0:33 12/15/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a developing story tonight, police using infrared equipment are 
searching for a former marine turned family killer. this morning,  35-
year-old blade stone murdered six family members, include his ex-
wife. stone is a decorated veteran of the iraqi war. police consider 
him armed and extremely dangerous and he may be wearing 
fatigues. he suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder. 
apparently he is clever, having ditched his car and cell phone which 
makes tracking him more difficult 
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0:27 12/15/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Anaheim police want to know if a man they arrested may have 
targeted two other women. two women said they were stopped in 
october. he claimed to be a cop. when day threatened to call police 
to her fie, he took off. police want you the call the oc crime stoppers 
if youve been approached by this man posing as a police officer 

2:05 12/15/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> for the first time, valet drivers caught in the act taking cars for a 
spin and the owners have no idea. gadi schwartz has a closer look 
at the valet villains. >> we have heard horror stories. but on some 
of these models, you can see this right here and the cars are 
watching. >>  

3:01 12/15/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

think about this for a second. you’re up in the air on an airplane. the 
next thing you know your purse is gone in that small space. here is 
a warning, thieves are targeting you even at   30,000 feet. joel 
grover has been investigating sky high crime and has found it is 
more common than you might think 

0:32 12/15/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police officer is on leave while the department investigates tweets. 
Philip white has been on the force for  20 years. but over the 
weekend he joined the social media debate over incidents in new 
york and missouri. heres one, “if anyone feels they cant breathe or 
their lives matter ill be at the movies tonight off duty carrying my 
gun.” buzz feed captured tweets showing white ridiculing protesters 
in oakland 

0:18 12/16/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and just in, the los angeles police department is now warning those 
who work and live in downtown los angeles to be aware of men 
who have been forcing their way into public restrooms and then 
attempting to sexual assault their victims. the department says this 
type of crime has increased recently. 

0:30 12/16/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

bill cosby will not face charges for one of the charges of sexual 
assault. too many years have passed. and the same story were 
hearing with most of the accusers who have stepped up and 
accused bill cosby of sexual assault. the riverside woman claims 
she was sexually assaulted in 1974 at the playboy mansion when 
she was just 15  years old 

0:27 12/16/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

riverside police wants your help to catch pair of killers. its tough to 
see but police say two men are seen kicking and punching a 
homeless man, edward dickinson outside a barbershop last august. 
then they stabbed dickerson to death. if you have any information 
about this murder, riverside police would like to hear from you 

0:19 12/16/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a possible case of hacking at uc berkeley. officials notifying   
people there connected with the real estate division about the 
attack. the hackers got   social security numbers and   credit cards 

2:02 12/16/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is making a big move tonight. they are have every single 
officer in the field wearing a body camera. its an expensive move. 
the mayor made that announcement that is expected to be an 
example for other large city departments doing the same 

0:40 12/16/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we talk about hackers but its hackers have a new way to attack 
your home computer as well. they pose as tech support. this man 
runs a computer repair company. a pop up warning told him to dial 
a tech support line. he played along granting the technician remote 
access. the tech said that his computer had a problem that the 
technician could fix it for $600. do not accept tech support from 
strangers online. call the manufacturer directly for help 
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1:46 12/17/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we saw rescue  ambulances speeding away two and  a half hours 
ago when we  arrived. the victims were tossed like  bowling pins by 
this allegedly  speeding drunken driver. . the driver of  this white car 
slammed into a  crowd of pedestrians leaving st.  james church 

1:46 12/17/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have more breaking  news to tell you about.  you may have 
been caught up in  some of this tonight.  a three-hour police chase.  
a driver speeds through several  cities and driving on the  sidewalk 
at one point. this is video of the driver who  was behind the wheel.  
we were on scene when the driver  was taken into custody.  he was 
handcuffed and taken to  the hospital to be checked out.  the chase 
started in north  hollywood where the driver led  officers down 
surface streets  and got on the freeway and drove  all the way to 
pch in malibu.  we captured the drama 

0:28 12/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> the deal too good to be  true. a man in a west los angeles  
hotel selling $10 million in art  for $ 700,00 .  thats when agents 
swept in and  cracked one of the largest art  heists ever in los 
angeles.  they were taken during the break  in of a real estate 
investors  home six years ago.  they recovered nine piece.  but this 
case isnt over yet  three paintings are missing 

0:20 12/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> a pursuit ends in a  three-car crash and two in the  hospital. at  
: this afternoon, beverly  hills police tried to pull over  a stolen car.  
thats when the suspects took  off. a short time later their car was  
involved in a mini-chain  reaction accident. the two suspects were 
the only  ones injured 

0:25 12/17/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

.>>> a warning after three  attempted rapes in public  restrooms in 
downtown l.a.  one happened at a restaurant,  the other two in an 
office  building restroom.  the lapd tells us the men hid  inside or 
forced their way in.  police arrested all three men  but want to 
remind you to be  aware of your surroundings 

0:22 12/17/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a suspected robber gets  creative, fakes a heart attack  while 
another man runs out of  the store with toys.  the man laid on the 
floor,  clutching his chest until his  accomplice in the purple vest  
leaves the store with a shopping  cart full of toys.  police arrested 
both men 

2:24 12/18/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this long-time friend is asking everyone to withhold judgment about 
the mobility-impaired driver who passed this way last evening. now, 
he says she loves life and all things walt disney and shes always 
seen on her scooter. a handicapped placard was seen inside the 
crumpled car  

0:35 12/18/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

just in, no one is immune to crime. not even the   -year-old 
grandmother of a city official. tonight los angeles city councilman 
joe buscaenos grandmother was targeted by a purse snatcher. 
detectives have just released these surveillance photos. they say 
the man in the gray sweats sweatshirt is apparently the one who 
snatched rosario lagrandes purse last month.  

0:27 12/18/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> the investigation is over, and the conclusion, an arsonist 
started this massive $   million fire in downtown los angeles. the fire 
on december  th lit up the sky downtown because of falling debris. 
it also shut down the  freeway. canines, chemists, and engineers 
took over the apartment project just a few weeks ago. and now 
investigators want to talk to two men seen near the fire that night. 
but they are not calling these two suspects 
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0:23 12/18/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, grocery store bandits targeting what on the 
shelves in the store, not whats in the cash register. we are getting 
our first look at the three men who are wanted. investigators say in 
november they loaded shopping carts with laundry soap, shampoo, 
and body soap, then left the grocery store without paying. 
detectives believe these same three guys are responsible for a 
similar crime in agoura hills 

0:22 12/18/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera here, a robbery at a silver lake restaurant and 
the suspects got away with $ 10,000 in cash. this video caught the 
robbers around  :   on monday morning at good microbrew and grill. 
thats the name of the restaurant. the two men ripped the safe from 
the wall, took the cash, and that meant the restaurant was forced to 
shut down on monday and tuesday 

0:31 12/18/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi recovered $10  million in stolen artwork. investigators say 
theres more missing art and more suspects out there. in october 
undercover agents moved in on a west l.a. hotel room and arrested 
raul espinoza, whos accused of trying to sell the artwork, which 
disappeared about six years ago. we will be at a news conference 
tomorrow morning regarding the nine recovered paintings. but 
apparently, investigators tell us three are still missing. theyre 
expected to discuss those missing paintings and the possibility of 
more suspects. 

0:26 12/18/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

impersonator. officers arrested this highland man after catching him 
driving a car that looks almost exactly like a patrol car. inside corey 
charlg-tons home they found a bb gun that looks like an assault 
rifle, a replica police badge and a replica security badge. if you 
recognize this man, detectives would like it hear from you.  

0:24 12/18/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> two men are now in custody for a violent home invasion 
robbery that happened in santa ana. police say alfonso sisneros on 
the left, and half-year cabizas on the right broke into an apartment 
on sycamore street on tuesday. the two were accused of 
restraining and using violence on three people and then stealing 
cell phones, cash, and a gold chain. police believe the two are 
likely involved in other crimes in the area 

0:29 12/18/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

witnesses say they caught him in the act. police are questioning a 
man tonight who allegedly set four vehicles on fire overnight in the 
downtown los angeles area. now, the first call came in just before  :   
a.m., was then followed by three other incidents within just a couple 
of minutes. witnesses helped police locate the suspect in an alley 
near olympic and   th trying to start another fire, they say. 
investigators want to know if this man could be linked to other fires 
as well. well let you know what they find out.  

0:58 12/18/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd has a warning tonight about a scam that our iteam first 
uncovered last year. its about tow trucks showing up at accidents 
before anyone even calls them. police call them bandit tow truck 
operators. drivers monitoring police radios respond to accidents like 
damage to cars, and then they tow these cars off to the auto shop 
of their choice, not yours. the victim in our iteam report had his car 
held essentially he says for ransom. now, if youre in an accident, 
here are some rules that you should follow. never accept a tow 
truck that just happens to show up on the scene. you should always 
work with authorities. the police or your insurance company to 
arrange your own tow truck 

2:24 12/18/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fistfight with hawthorne police is caught on camera. two of the 
officers hurt. and the fight itself has some of the witnesses at odds 
with these officers. all of this captured by someone passing by, who 
pulled out a cell phone 
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0:41 12/18/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves caught on camera. were getting our first look at some new 
video as thousands ofdollars of eyewear is stolen in just a matter of 
minutes. and those who did it are still at large tonight. on tuesday 
we showed you one of the high-priced hits, and since then weve 
learned that this type of crime is rampant in orange county. one 
anaheim hills doctor lost $5,000 in eyewear in just three minutes 

2:08 12/19/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the tributes to the boy who sang  in the church concert and his  
mother and two grandmothers in  the audience are being  
memorialized this evening.  and a few miles away a lot of  people 
came together to grieve  their sudden loss.  >> cameras not 
permitted at the  baseball field full of grief.  hundreds came to 
remember those  killed and injured after a car  slammed into this 
crosswalk  after a program at the church. 

0:32 12/19/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a story out of palmdale.  a   14-year-old girl is in  critical condition 
after she was  shot in the head after a drive  by attack.  this is the 
why car the  detectives are look for.  three people are being 
questioned. police say they may be tied to  gangs. this happened in 
the area of  17th street east and avenue r  just after  1:00p this 
afternoon.  the driver of the second car was  grazed by a bullet and 
is  expected to survive 

0:23 12/19/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, thieves  bold enough to walk into shops  selling 
electronics and bold  enough to steal the items right  off the 
showroom floor.  these two men and a lookout cut  the security 
wires off the  display products and just took  off. they have hit three 
shops in the  area 

0:29 12/19/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new surveillance video  of young thieves snatching a  purse 
from a   94-year-old woman  trying to buy christmas  presents. we 
first reported this story  last night at   11:00p  .  taken video shows 
how braisen the  suspects acted.  they attack this woman in a  
parking lot last month.  she the grandmother of a l.a.  city 
councilman and great  grandmother to more than 

0:45 12/19/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the deadly shooting of oscar  ramirez happened in april in  
paramount. the hospital sealed the  coroners report and wont tell  
them what happened.  but oscars brother says he  noticed four 
bullet wounds in  oscars back and one in the back  of the head 

0:26 12/19/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

with many  holiday parties tonight, dui  check points are popping 
up.  right now police are at check  points all across los angeles,  
including alhambra.  this is blocks from a place  where a drunk 
driver slammed  into cars looking at christmas  lights.> 

0:49 12/19/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this story does have a happy  ending so good trumps bad here.  
jocelyn is four years old.  she cant walk because she has  downs 
syndrome.  life is easier with her special  wheelchair. but that 
wheelchair was stolen  from the familys front porch  and they 
cannot afford the $2500 for a new chair.  the community stepped in 
to  offer to donate a motorized  chair to the family 

0:28 12/19/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

staples says as many as a  million customers could have  been 
affected.  hackers got a lot of credit card  information, gaining 
access to  names, numbers, expiration dates  and the verification 
codes on  the back of the credit card.  staples is offering free  
identity protection services who  used a credit card between july  
and september.  
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0:48 12/19/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> an owner reunites with a  puppy who disappeared on  
thanksgiving week but the dog is  now a different color.  on the left 
side of the screen  is what cocoa is supposed to  look like.  and on 
the right is how the  puppy looks now.  we were there for the 
reunion.  someone stole cocoa last month  from her yard and dyed 
the dogs  hair. 

0:27 12/19/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san francisco company is  using a popular dating app to  catch a 
thief.  they created a tinder profile  using a photo taken from their  
internal surveillance footage  and posted the photo to see if  
anyone recognizes the suspect.  but tinder says that the photo  
violates their policy so theyre  going to terminate the account 

1:51 12/22/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

i spoke to the captain of lapds wilshire division. he says, particularly 
homicides are rare here in hancock park. and all of the neighbors 
can attest to that. many of the neighbors tell me the woman who 
lived in this house behind me went to larchmont to get her hair 
done. the los angeles fire department called the police to her house 
because they found her dead in her home. the police have beech 
wood drive and first street blocked off. this is a house on the end of 
the block. so its sort of on a corner. its a large crime scene. many 
people cant get a their cars who live in the neighborhood and are 
concerned about what happened 

0:24 12/22/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> just in tonight, a serial bank robber caught on camera take a 
look at this. the fbi gave us these clear photos of the suspect. 
investigators say the man is -58year-old gregly lynn cross and they 
linked him to six bank robberies in the last nine days. he started in 
burbank and he has served time for bank robbery before 

2:29 12/22/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a man who assassinated two new york police officers 
say they were warning signs. brinsley had  former arrests including 
two years on weapons charges. this video shows brinsley walking 
through a brooklyn mall. the gun was in his bag. three hours later 
this is cell phone video, you can see the paramedics trying to save 
rafael ramos, the father of two teenaged boys and wenjian liu 

0:41 12/22/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> a stolen truck found completely stripped. video captured the 
crime. dave turner had just moved to the neighborhood and spent 
thousands of dollars loading the van with tools for their new 
plumbing business. the truck turned up in compton. >> im excite 
bud the tools are all gone. theres nothing inside the truck.  

0:18 12/22/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thousand oaks police arrested this woman for burglaries that 
happen while people are home and asleep. someone saw her 
running through their yard this week. >>> through bandages and 
stitches a mother wants you to know about a hit and run driver that 
nearly killed her and the infant she was holding. 

0:51 12/22/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

ellie and brian holden were in the crosswalk at orange grove and 
columbia last night. the driver at first stopped and then gunned it, 
taking out the family. brians wife was holding the baby when the 
suv hit her. 

0:39 12/22/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

detectives are still searching for the gunman who shot and killed 
two men in moreno valley. the family tells us they have no idea who 
would do something like this 
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0:38 12/22/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you are waiting for a holiday package you could be vulnerable to 
an online scam. hackers are sending authentic looking e-mails. it 
tells you to click a button to print out a new label but doing that 
could cause trouble. >> by clicking on an e-mail they could capture 
your password and information and drain your accounts.>> we 
have seen these e-mails appear from the post office and ups. if you 
think you may have missed a delivery, call the mail service directly 
to track the package.>>>  

0:46 12/22/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

burglars are hitting schools in huntington beach but the campuses 
are in debt and cant afford the security they need. the money 
problems stem from an asbestos scare in october when the 
oceanview school district spent $ 8,000 and $50,000  every week 
to bus students outside the district while they try to clean the 
campuses up. thats why ocean view elementary is facing 
bankruptcy 

2:14 12/23/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a shocking parody mocking the death of michael brown has the 
lapd investigating tonight. the song was performed for a room full of 
retired and current lapd officers. gadi schwartz listened to the 
recording and has the response from the lapd.    

1:50 12/23/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a  boy comes to the rescue saving his  sister from a possible 
kidnapping. we spoke with that hero tonight and jane yamamoto 
has what he did. they were putting up christmas decorations in their 
backyard on saturday afternoon. his mom went inside for a couple 
minutes when anthony noticed a man pacing back in forth in front 
of his house.   he stopped right there. i thought he was going to do 
something. 

0:40 12/23/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

who stabbed an   83-year-old widow in her home and why? the 
caretaker found tony jagr stabbed to death in her bedroom. we 
brought it to you last night as breaking news. and tonight for the 
first time one of the first time to see her alive is speaking out.    

0:46 12/23/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a developing story. a manhunt is underway for a convicted 
rapist who cut off his gps tracking device and vanished. he was 
convicted in for beating, raping and stabbing a woman six times. 
the victim survived in part thanks to a good samaritan who drove 
her to the hospital. the good samaritan recounts the horror of 
finding the victim.   we heard her pleading for help and she walked 
into headlights and she was covered in blood from head to toe 

0:21 12/23/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and take a look at this, video released of a south l.a. woman buying 
groceries at a supermarket. just moments later she would be 
robbed and killed at the corner of vermont and adam. friends and 
family set up ka candles to honor her memory.   

0:26 12/23/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two people including a   17-year-old will be behind bars for a string 
of burglaries in the lancaster area. evidence from six crime scenes 
led deputies to the teenager who stole wrapped gifts from homes. a 
second suspect was arrested at a seventh crime scene. deputies 
have returned about $1,000 in gifts to one victim.   

0:43 12/23/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the d.a. will decide what charges to file against a woman who 
turned herself in for a hit and run crash that injured a family and 
killed a dog. she surrendered after a tip led to her investigation. a 
family member convinced her to turn herself in 

0:25 12/23/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

metro will no longer arrest riders for charging phones at the metro 
stations. riders should feel free to use the outlets as long as it 
doesnt interfere with station operations. three were also charged for 
theft along with possession of narcotics 
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0:41 12/23/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is all about road rage and it was caught on camera. you can 
hear the terrified women as they try to figure out what to do next. 
they are driving on a freeway near sacramento. take a listen.   she 
just hit our car and pushing us off the road.   one of the women 
admits to making a hand gesture and the driver in an suv went after 
them. swerving her vehicle across lanes, the woman got out and 
approaches the two women in their car, claiming to be a sheriff. the 
suv driver now faces a number of charges, including reckless 
driving.  

2:08 12/24/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, puppies and cash stolen. christmas eve thieves caught 
on camera and a pet store owner needs your help. jane yamamoto 
is live with those details. a heart breaking loss for the store owner 
held at gunpoint. a man pointing a gun walks into this pet store. his 
face covered but his every move caught on surveillance video. 
more than a dozen cameras captured the armed robbery. the 
owner was standing behind the cash register when he came face to 
face with the gunman 

0:23 12/24/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in. deputies are on the hunt for a gunman after a store 
clerk was shot at : this morning at a store called cigs plus on th 
street east in palmdale. we are told the clerk was shot in the arm 
but no word on his condition. the gunman may have taken as much 
as $300 from the register 

0:22 12/24/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search for two thieves caught stealing items from a garage in 
pomona. it happened yesterday morning. the homeowners had just 
installed cameras two days earlier after packages and letters were 
taken from the porch and mailbox. if you recognize either of the 
men in this video call the police. 

0:42 12/24/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman accused in a hit and run crash that injured a couple and 
their baby wont face charges at least not yet. nbc was the only 
media present when she walked out of the courthouse. she is free 
for now but that may not last. the district attorney declined to file 
charges but asked police to do more investigation. she turned 
herself in on tuesday.  

0:42 12/24/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new protests after a white police officer shot and killed an african-
american teenager late tuesday. dozens of people gathered near 
the gas station where the shooting happened last night. 
investigators were quick to release security video of the shooting 
from different angles. an officer encounters two men and less than 
a minute later one of them raises his arm pointing a gun, officers 
say, at the officer who quickly backs up. earlier today, berkeley 
mare, theodore hoskins states this is not ferguson and is urging 
calm. 

0:45 12/24/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a boyfriend and girlfriend were in it together when they 
robbed a wal-mart twice. this video shows the team of thieves in 
action. sheriffs deputies say the woman acted as a lookout as the 
man broke into display cases all while customers were inside. they 
committed the crime at least five times. twice at this wal-mart ins 
hesperia 

0:29 12/24/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you get a gift card for christmas, its possible it might not work 
because tech savvy thieves have spent the money on the card. its 
a growing crime. experts say the thieves dont need physical access 
to a card to drain the cash. they monitor the online activation of 
cards and get the serial number from the back. they can access the 
money stored on the card 
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0:20 12/25/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

shooting near a compton elementary school leaves a woman dead. 
police are looking for the shooter. the shooting happened around : 
tonight. pair are medics pronounced her dead at the scene 

0:27 12/25/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hackers  continue to ruin christmas for xbox and playstation 
gamers. both consoles are still unable to connect with their 
networks. starting late last night, thousands of people reported 
issues of xbox live and the playstation network. those networks 
allow gamers to compete online. the hacker group lizard squad 
tweeted they are the ones responsible  

0:41 12/25/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves almost stole christmas literally from a family in covina. 
police and firefighters stepped in to save the  day. the family car 
was stolen yesterday with gifts inside for josh and carissas four 
young children. but just hours later, west covina police officers and 
l.a. county firefighters replaced the gifts 

0:51 12/25/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

families night out ended up being the nightmare before christmas 
when they found a thief in their home. but that family fought back  
whit a shotgun 

2:17 12/26/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an elderly couple attacked and kill inside their gated community. 
police using blood hounds looking for any trace of this killer. : we 
have just learned the coroner is a couple hours away from arriving 
out here. the homicide detectives are on scene processing the 
crime scene. is it a huge house located  yards up the street from 
us. investigators have no suspects or motive but we are learning 
more about the victim. family members arrive 

0:18 12/26/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bank robber is on the run after hitting a citi bank. the robber 
demanded cash and took off with an unknown amount of cash in 
the same bag he used to conceal a gun. he may have done this 
before.  

0:20 12/26/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we learned the name of a woman shot by police in the 
hollywood and highlands center garage. he is diamond vargas. she 
got into a fight with another woman in the garage and then when 
police arrived on the scene she pointed a gun at them and was 
shot in the leg. police say she will be okay 

0:30 12/26/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two puppies are safe after detectived arrested three people in an 
armed robbery. this is a robber holding up mr. bulldog, a pet store. 
the suspect took two english bulldogs worth about $ 2500 each. 
detectives moved in and arrested a 17-year-old and today police 
arrested two accomplices. those puppies are safe 

0:40 12/29/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> we caught up with civil  rights activists and attorney  constance 
wright a few hours  ago.  rice says she thinks the autopsy  still does 
not answer all the  questions and now is as good a  time as any to 
release it.  >> given the laser light focus  on unarmed black men 
being shot  by police, given that heightened  scrutiny in the press 
im not  sure there was a good time to  release the report.  >> you 
can read more about the  autopsy on our website,  www.nbcla.com 
and on our app 

2:02 12/29/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the lapd is on alert  tonight. they believe a man who shot at  two 
officers and their patrol  car is out there on the run.  nbc s jane 
yamamoto is in  south los angeles tonight.  they arrested one 
teenager do  they know who they are still  look for?  division tells 
me they have been  following up on tips from this  throughout the 
community all  night hoping it will lead to a  second arrest.  police 
officers in south l.a. on  heightened l.a. after two of  their own were 
shot at in a  neighborhood where shootings are  common 
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0:24 12/29/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in, a pursuit on  the eastbound   freeway ended  with a man 
in custody in south  l.a.  chp officer shut down the  stretch of the   
freeway for  about ten minutes tonight while  they searched for 
evidence.  right now they are still not  saying why this man was 
wanted  but its we just learned they  were looking for some kind of  
weapon there 

0:23 12/29/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager is now in custody  and the lapd continues to look  for 
two more suspects in the  murder of a transgender woman in  east 
hollywood.  detectives arrested a   17-year-old today.  detectives 
say two others are  involved in the shooting death  of  47-year-old 
anaya parker 

0:25 12/29/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles county sheriffs  deputies say they are stumped as  they 
continue to investigate the  murder of a couple in a gated  
community in laverne.  a grounds keeper found the  bodies of the 
two near the front  door of their home on friday.  the deputies told 
us they are at  loss. they dont have a motive or  possible killer 
identified in  this.>>>  

0:43 12/29/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

residents in one victorville  neighborhood have had it.  they are fed 
up with two men who  broke into at least ten cars the  morning after 
christmas.  you can see them here.  theyre going to walk up to the  
car and start to go to work on  it. police say they stole cash,  
prescription drugs and  electronics from the vehicles.  those in the 
area say enough is  enough 

0:47 10/2/14 11:08p deaths 

wife’s attorney about what she says happened behind closed 
doors. lawyers for crespos wife and children caused a news 
conference today saying their clients were victims of abuse.  -year-
old levette crespo was detained and questioned after her husband 
was shot in their home on tuesday but she was not arrested. police 
say their son tried to intervene when the couple got into an 
argument that turned physical. that saying crespo was not an 
abusive husband. were hearing a vigil for the mayor will be held at 
city hall tomorrow night 

1:55 10/3/14 11:06p deaths 

tonight a community in mourning gathers to pray for a mayor killed 
by his wife. amid the prayers and songs there are questions 
surrounding her motive.  beverly white is live where that vigil took 
place for daniel  crespo 

0:51 10/7/14 11:14p deaths 
911 calls released of the death of mayor. No charges have been 
filed 

0:29 10/8/14 11:03p deaths 
dallas edbola victim dies. Died eight days after being diagnosed 
with ebola.  

0:23 10/8/14 11:07p deaths 
lax shooting lawsuit. Family of tsa agent kiiled at lax last yeear is 
suing the city of l.a 

0:11 10/9/14 11:06p deaths 
flags are at half-staff at the capitol for air tanker pilot killed fighting 
the yosemite fire 

0:19 10/9/14 11:07p deaths snl alum jan hooks dies. Started at Snl in 1986. she was 57 

1:05 10/17/14 11:06p deaths 
moment of silence at moorpark high for meningitis victim. Sara 
stelzer kept on life support while hospital looks to donate organs 

0:23 10/20/14 11:07p deaths 

investigators still waiting  for the results of longs blood  alcohol 
test.>>> three sons of a passenger  killed in a plane crash last  
year are suing los angeles  county and the cities of los  angeles 
and santa monica.  the duh important brothers claim  that the 
hangar was too close to  the active runway.  the  53-year-old was 
one of four  people killed in that crash 
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2:08 10/20/14 11:13p deaths 

cold-blooded murder and not  self-defense. thats what the brother 
and  mother of bell gardens mare  daniel crespo are saying after  
she was shot and killed by his  wife. nbc s robert kovacik has more  
on the $ 50 million wrongful  death suit.   

1:02 10/21/14 11:03p deaths 

we are seeing pictures of the abused, murdered bell gardens 
mayors wife. the mayor was daniel crespo. he allegedly inflicted 
these beatings on his wife who then killed him after an argument. 
and a voice mail from an apparent mistress of his. you can see the 
words but we concealed the words of the caller. but the attorney for 
crespos wife confirms she got that voice mail from a woman who 
was also allegedly abused by her husband and the attorney 
showed us photos of crespos wife after two alleged incidents of 
abuse and crespos reaction after he found his wife looking at 
pictures of a man on the computer. we called the attorney and they 
declined to comment and havent decided if they are going to file 
charges 

0:18 10/21/14 11:07p deaths 

and ben bradley, the leader of the "washington post" has died. he 
became the managing editor in    and led the paper through the 
watergate coverage. he died at his home today. ben bradley was  
93 years old 

0:19 10/22/14 11:08p deaths 

new details in the death of  elizabeth pena.  she suffered from 
cirrhosis of  the liver due to alcohol.  it also says the -year-old  
actress had gastrointestinal  bleeding which caused her heart  to 
stop.  

0:32 10/27/14 11:06p deaths 

the bell garden city council  held its first meeting since the  shooting 
death of mayor daniel  crespo. they had a moment of silence to  
remember the mayor who served  for about years.  the council 
does not have a plan  to officially fill the mayors  seat but its by law 
they have  two months to either appoint  someone or announce a 
special  election. crespos wife admitted to  shooting him last month.  
her attorney claims she was a  victim of domestic abuse 

0:25 10/31/14 11:08p deaths 

another one of the teenagers  wounded in last weeks shooting  at a 
high school in washington  state, has died.  that brings the total 
number of  victims to three.  one died in the shooting last  friday. 
the second one on sunday at a  hospital.  two other students are 
still in  the hospital tonight.  the shooter, jailen fribering  also died 
when he turned the gun  on himself.  grief counsellors will be at the  
high school on monday when it  re-opens 

0:58 11/11/14 11:07p deaths 

an actress who wasnt always seen but she was critically important 
to one of tvs biggest hits. she was the unseen ms. wolowitcz on 
"big bang theory". she died this morning after a brief battle with an 
aggressive cancer. warner brothers and cbs says they lost a 
beloved member. she was a constant source of joy and kindness a 
all. his costars tweeted, yes, the voice, oh, carole anne. the 
producers of the show havent said how theyll handle the loss of a 
key character. 

0:18 11/27/14 11:09p deaths 

word tonight the death of former paramount pictures president 
frankie yablans. he ran the studio in the s when it cranked out hits 
like the godfather, chinatown, paper moon, and murder on the 
orient express. his son says he died of natural causes at his home 
in los angeles. he was  79 years old.  
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0:49 11/28/14 11:08p deaths 

he impacted millions of people. tonight they are remembering the 
mexican comedian. his death was the number one trending topic 
on twitter and facebook all day. he is best known for his character 
on a tv show that defined a generation for millions of latin american 
children. his work transcended generations and borders. and we 
talk with one fan who grew up watching him 

0:18 11/28/14 11:09p deaths 

bob baker has died from kidney failure. the 90 yr old passed away 
at his home this morning in los angeles. he worked for disney 
before founding one of the countrys oldest puppet theaters in echo 
park 

0:25 12/4/14 11:10p deaths 

a former contestant on nbcs program "the biggest loser" has 
passed away. his name is damian gergenas. he was on season of 
the show with his fiance at the time. when the two married, they 
had lost more than 200 pounds. thats the combined weight. his wife 
posted that damian died a week after celebrating his 38 th birthday 
he had a rare disorder that caused bleeding in his brain 

0:33 12/19/14 11:07p deaths 

new details and look into an  abusive marriage in the release  of the 
autopsy report on daniel  crespo. the mayor was shot three times  
in the chest at close range.  levette crespo admitted shooting  her 
husband after years of  abuse. they did not sleep in the same  room 
and daniel crespo was known  to drag his wife into the  bedroom.  
crespos brother denies the  abuse allegation and has sued  
claiming that his sister-in-law  murdered his brother.   

2:13 12/29/14 11:00p deaths 
anger and outrage.  protesters hit the streets  demanding justice.  
>> beverly white spoke with a  police officer who is asking  
questions about what led up to  the shooting 

0:27 10/9/14 11:07p diversity 
nevada state senator marries partner. First same-sex wedding in 
las vegas. 

0:23 11/18/14 11:12p diversity 
dozens gathered to protest  violence against the transgender  
community and there were heated  moments 

0:26 10/1/14 11:33p education 
.> eight years of being the  outcast of the solar system,  pluto is 
once again a planet.  the international astronomical  union still 
classifies pluto as  a dwarf planet.   

0:25 10/7/14 11:33p education lmu president stepping down 

0:31 10/14/14 11:09p education 
la school board approved a million dollar plan to fix classs 
scheduling problem.  

2:23 10/15/14 11:00p education john deasy set to reisgn. Expected to step down tomorrow 

0:53 10/16/14 11:08p education 
lausd getting 5th superintendent. Ramon cortines named interim 
leader 

0:42 10/24/14 11:10p education 

the greek system at cal  state northridge is under fire  after another 
report of hazing.  the university has now banned  all pledge activity.  
this comes after csun launched  an investigation into the death  of a 
student during a hiking  pledge event.  the university president said  
they found a pattern of hazing.  i think people are going to  start to 
realize that they mean  business and they are no longer  going to 
tolerate anything.  csun banned all pledge  activity for the spring 
semester  as well 

0:27 10/24/14 11:10p education 

> l.a.u.s.d students could be  taking home their school-issued  
ipads as early as next month.  the plan to give each student a  
tablet was contested after  students took off the security  filters so 
some could freely  browse the internet.  but the new plan has 
overcome  those issues and will allow the  principals to decide if the  
students can take home their  ipads. > a man with a foot fetish  
goes after college co eds. 
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0:22 10/27/14 11:15p education 

students are trying to stop  bill maher from speaking at  mid-year 
commencement there.  they say he made anti-muslim  statements 
earlier this month.  he is expected to speak at the  university on 
december   20th 

0:20 10/28/14 11:04p education 
tonight we confirmed a group of students from san marie know had 
a project on that rocket. this would have been the third student 
space flight experiment program for the area.   

0:31 11/18/14 11:13p education 

a big rivalry game between  usc and ucla is this weekend at  the 
rose bowl.  sounds like josh shaw could be  on the field.  the 
quarterback has been  reinstated after investigators  decided not to 
charge him in a  possible domestic violence case.  shaw was 
suspended after saying  he sprained his ankle jumping  from a 
second floor balcony to  pull his nephew from a pool.  he later admit 
head made up that  story. it is unclear if he will be on  the field on 
saturday night 

0:26 11/18/14 11:33p education 

a big change tonight in the  curriculum at the los angeles  unified 
school district. ethnic studies is a requirement  now for graduation.  
a thousand students showed up to  show their support for adding it  
to the curriculum.  it will start with the  graduating class of 2019.  
the teachers union was in favor  of the addition 

2:28 11/20/14 11:00p education 

a developing story. it is cross-town rivalry week. ucla versus usc. 
but after the uc regents decided to increase tuition fees some ucla 
students decided to answer back, canceling a tradition. nbc  s 
robert kovacik live in westwood tonight. robert, this was all set to go 
but the blue and gold were seeing red out there tonight and it had 
nothing to do with the trojans, did it?  

0:29 12/8/14 11:18p education 

los angeles unified school district will be seeking an outside legal 
advice during an investigation into the school district ipad program. 
last week, the fbi confiscated 20 boxes of documents related to the 
$ 1.3 billion project. the superintendent has stopped the plans to 
been the tablets. for two dozen schools. the district maintains it will 
cooperate fully with the fbi probe. 

0:26 12/9/14 11:06p education 

millions have been approved to fix those major problems with its 
student data system. starting last fall, bugs in the system kept the 
district from take attendance, scheduling classes and helping 
special needs students. the school board also approved $ 13 
million in new money to buy more ipads and google chrome books 
to prep for state tests which should come in the spring 

0:26 10/6/14 11:07p Employment/labor 
motion to raise minimum wage. Vice president campaigning to 
raise minimum wage 

0:21 11/13/14 11:08p Employment/labor 

and a call for higher wages leads to two dozen arrests in pico rivera 
tonight. several hundred people protested outside and inside the 
walmart on washington boulevard. when some of them blocked the 
traffic out there, they were ordered to disperse. those who did not 
were thenhauled off to jail on a bus. protesters are calling for a pay 
raise. $15 an hour 

0:25 11/18/14 11:12p Employment/labor 

despite the port strike is  expanding, officials say it is  only having a 
small impact on  the ports there and a lot of  people might be 
concerned about  shipments for the holidays.  but tonight port 
officials tell  us all -- almost all of the  holiday cargo has already 
made  it off the ships and out of the  area. there are about ten ships  
anchored in the port 
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0:22 11/21/14 11:05p Employment/labor 

truck drivers with the ports of los angeles and long beach have 
ended their strike. the truckers voted to end the walkout that started 
on monday. new contracts for , port employees are being 
negotiated. it affected seven companies and  truckers. cargo 
continued to flow through both ports during the strike 

0:27 12/16/14 11:11p Employment/labor 

new tonight, dozens of people who work at el pollo lolo co are 
about to get thousands of dollars in back pay. many of the  
employees work   to  hours a week and didnt get overtime pay. now 
the owner of four franchise locations will have to pay them 
$145,000  in back pay and damages. representatives for the 
company have not commented on the decision 

0:27 10/1/14 11:14p entertainment 

this new video of tracy  morgan arriving at a new york  city hospital.  
his attorney says the  star suffered a serious brain  injury in that 
collision between  his limo and a wal-mart truck  last summer.  the -
year-old may not be able  to perform again.  he is undergoing 
physical and  speech therapy.  when reporters asked how he was  
doing he responded no comment.  

0:17 10/1/14 11:34p entertainment clark gable and carol lombard home for sale 

0:28 10/2/14 11:32p entertainment 

well, starting tomorrow, circus vargas makes its return to burbank, 
raising its tent by the  freeway near burbank boulevard. take a look 
at this. tonight a circus daredevil walked high over the ground 
across a wire to safety on the other side but the event was to 
promote the rebuilding of the san fernando valley rescue mission 

2:25 10/7/14 11:00p entertainment 
7 heaven actor investigated. Child molestation accusations. Tmz 
released tapes.  

0:27 10/8/14 11:07p entertainment 
long beach city council to discuss naming park after latina star jenni 
rivera 

0:28 10/9/14 11:32p entertainment star on the walk of fame for new kids on the block 

0:27 10/10/14 11:34p entertainment katy perry snags half time show 

0:45 10/14/14 11:10p entertainment long beach city council agreed to rename park after jenni rivera 

0:36 10/14/14 11:34p entertainment o.c contestant wins tonights battle round on nbc's the voice 

0:35 10/15/14 11:16p entertainment elizabeth pena died of natural causes 

0:30 10/15/14 11:33p entertainment neil patrick harris to host oscars 

0:21 10/16/14 11:32p entertainment joan rivers died from low blood oxygen 

0:38 10/17/14 11:33p entertainment shaun white bringing air and style competition to the rose bowl 

0:58 10/20/14 11:01p entertainment 

he dressed some of the  biggest names in the world.  and tonight, 
legendary designer,  oscar de la renta died.  often described as the 
sultan of  suave he designed for jacqueline  kennedy and hillary 
clinton.  reaction to his death just hours  ago is still coming in right  
now.  oscar de la renta was a true  renaissance man.  his voice will 
sing in our  hearts. rip iconic designer oscar de la  renta. he died 
surrounded by family,  friends and more than a few  dogs, 
according to the people  who were there 

0:29 10/20/14 11:33p entertainment the voice battle rounds. 

0:25 10/20/14 11:33p entertainment 
toy controversy over breaking bad toy sold at toys r us. byron 
cranston fired back at  a parent who was upset about an  action 
figure 

0:20 10/20/14 11:34p entertainment new snl cast member. Leslie jones joins the cast 

0:27 10/21/14 11:07p entertainment 

do you want an nfl team in los angeles? that is the question that the 
league is asking tonight. the "los angeles times" is reporting that 
the informal will e-mail questionnaires to  people and get an idea on 
your interest in a team here. fred roggin has been telling us for 
years about the leagues interest in a team and stadium here. this is 
another step in that process 
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1:54 10/21/14 11:19p entertainment 

we have new details on the arrest of an actress for lewd conduct. 
tonight we have a statement from the django unchained star and 
why the arresting officer may lose his job. chief charlie beck has a 
decision to make should he fire a sergeant. he has support in many 
areas. and the community. he defended himself and defended the 
department. somebody calls which gives me the right to be here. 

0:26 10/21/14 11:33p entertainment 
battle rounds on nbc "the voice" and a southern california native 
took the stage 

0:29 10/24/14 11:32p entertainment 

there goes honey boo-boo.  tlc is cancelling the show.  mama june 
shannon is dating a  man who was once convicted of  child 
molestation.  tlc says they wont even air the  reruns. the priority is 
the health and  welfare of the children 

0:31 10/27/14 11:09p entertainment 

chivas usa is being  disbanded but the league  announced they are 
bringing in  another team.  chivas has been around years  but the 
commissioner announced  that the team is no more and  players 
will take part in a  dispersal draft.  details on a new franchise are  
expected on thursday and it  involves a new stadium.  the 
replacement "l" team is  expected to be ready for the season. 

0:29 10/28/14 11:08p entertainment 

an l.a. county judge has thrown out a lawsuit for the video game 
call of duty. he wanted compensation because his name and image 
appear in the game without his consent. the suit was filed against a 
santa monica company. noriega is  80 years old and in a prison in 
panama convicted of murder. the company is protected under the 
first amendment.   

0:19 10/29/14 11:01p entertainment 

also breaking news right now, fans literally on fire. this is in san 
francisco the melee following the giants world series win tonight. 
we have been watching several street fires after the game ended. 
some people walking through are jumping over the flames while the 
crowd is cheering them on 

0:16 10/29/14 11:02p entertainment 
game seven was played in kansas tonight tonight. the giants win 
the series to take their third title in five years. fred roggin will be 
along with the play that will haunt the royals for a long time 

0:19 10/29/14 11:02p entertainment 

now well go to aerials of the crowd in the street there. there has 
been at least one person shot in the arm. the crowd has thinned out 
a bit and so has the fire down there. well keep an eye on what 
happens here and bring you live updates throughout the newscast. 

2:18 10/29/14 11:07p entertainment 

new information about suge knights arrest. he is accused of 
stealing a camera from a photograph along with kat williams.   
reporter: its not the first brush with the law for marion "suge" night 
or kat williams. it dates back. she is telling police how her camera 
was allegedly stolen by suge night and kat williams. beverly hills 
police confirm an ongoing investigation into the claims for what the 
l.a. district attorney had night and williams arrested today. a camera 
was forcibly removed from the photographer by kat williams. the 
victim sustained injury in this case.   
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0:42 10/29/14 11:14p entertainment 

thousands of people still celebrating on the streets of san francisco. 
there is part of the police department trying to break up a crowd. its 
been going on since the world series victory over the kansas city 
royals tonight. the san francisco giants winning the game there. 
were watching the video with you down there. there was a bonfire 
about where that group of people is standing. they got the fire out 
and the police are trying to disperse the crowd. there was one 
arrest and one person was shot in the arm down there. well keep 
the helicopter over the scene and check back with this a little bit 
later 

1:00 11/3/14 11:08p entertainment 

danielle watts who was  involved in an incident with the  police 
department was a speaker  at the university of southern  california 
school of law and the  lapd is responding.  the actress claims she 
was  detained by offices in studio  city because she is black and  
her boyfriend is white.  the department has said there  was 
probable cause because  someone called to report lewd  behavior. 
for her, years of racial profile  finally boiled over 

0:26 11/3/14 11:33p entertainment 
southern californias last  hope to win the voice was  eliminated 
tonight. 

0:21 11/7/14 11:08p entertainment 

the autopsy report for robin williams found no alcohol or illegal 
drugs in his body following his death in august. the report indicates 
they were at normal levels for anyone who takes them. the coroner 
confirmed the initial report that williams death was a suicide 

2:00 11/10/14 11:01p entertainment 

an unusual confrontation inside the chinese theater in hollywood 
tonight when a woman pulls out a canister of mace to spray people 
who are telling her to stop using her cell phone. >> reporter: this is 
the situation where there was more drama at the beginning of the 
movie off of the screen than on. it happened this afternoon. but 
tonight, still at the american film institute festival its all anyone is 
talking about. 

0:47 11/10/14 11:13p entertainment 

a federal report on the death of joan rivers details what 
investigators believe happened in the operating room before she 
died. the report finds that she did not consent to one procedure 
during which she lost consciousness. she only contented to an 
upper endoscopy. this was one of just several missteps found the 
have happened that day. nbc news reporting a member of the 
medical team took cell phone pictures during the procedure. in a 
statement her daughter melissa said she is outraged by the 
misconduct and mismanagement shown to have occurred before, 
during, and after the procedure. the clinic has a plan to address all 
of the issues in the report.  

0:22 11/17/14 11:33p entertainment 
and the latest installment  of "the hunger games" hit the  big screen 
tonight.  this is the white carpet at l.a.  live.  hundreds of fans 
showed up for  the premier.  it opens in theaters on friday. 

0:36 11/18/14 11:02p entertainment 

former model have accused the  comedian of sexual assault.  that 
brings the total number of  accusers to six.  bill cosby has remained 
silent.  his attorney released a  statement saying that his client  
would not dignify a decades old  discredited claim of sexual  abuse 
with a response.   

2:26 11/19/14 11:08p entertainment 

you know the face, bill  cosby buried in accusation.  nbc has 
scrapped a project  starring bill cosby.  three women have now 
accused  bill cosby of sexual assault.  nbc  s beverly white has 
been  with a law expert tonight.  what are they telling you about  
why we havent seen criminal  charges here 
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0:39 11/20/14 11:06p entertainment 

bill cosbys attorney addressing the new accusations against the 
comedian. another woman today coming forward with charges that 
bill cosby sexually attacked her. theresa rigniess says cosby invited 
her to a party in las vegas in  when she was  years old, drugged 
her and had sex. she is the fourth person to come forward this 
month. and tonight his attorney, martin singer, says the stories are 
getting more ridiculous. he thinks people are sharing wild stories, in 
his words, to counteract why they are coming forward now,  to  
years after the alleged incidents 

0:41 11/20/14 11:33p entertainment 
now there is, as we know, theres news and then there is good 
news. >> in fact, in just a few minutes chuck is going to help jimmy 
fallon with a dose of good news on "the tonight show." 

0:50 11/21/14 11:04p entertainment 

a standing ovation tonight for comedian bill cosby even after two 
more women come forward today to accuse him of sexual assault. 
there were a few protesters out there. this was cosbys first u.s. 
performance since the new claims of sexual assault that date back 
years 

0:36 11/28/14 11:15p entertainment 

mickey rourke resumed his boxing career over a man  years 
younger than him. he took on -year-old elliot seymour a former 
california golden gloves champion. but seymour and his record 
were no match for rourke who lost  pounds to prepare for the fight. 
he send seymour to the canvas twice. one with an illegal punch to 
the buttocks before the ref stopped it 

0:46 12/1/14 11:15p entertainment 

the fbi is warning big business that hackers are launching 
destructive cyber attacks in the united states and tonight, a 
comedy, a film that hasnt been released yet may hold answers as 
to who is behind it. sony pictures is investigating a north korean link 
to a hack attack carried out last week that ended with five sony 
movies, four unreleased, being leaked online. sony is set to release 
"the interview" about assassinating kim jong-un. sony says they are 
working with the fbi and law enforcement agencies on this 
possibility 

0:55 12/3/14 11:07p entertainment 

tonight, the district attorney for san bernardino county is calling out   
jon stewart after he made this comment. ramos says that san 
bernardino county sheriffs  deputies never shot parker.   parker was 
tazed after he attempted to assault a deputy   and the cause of 
death was not the taser but the drugs in his   system. we sat down 
with the district attorney tonight 

0:22 12/3/14 11:21p entertainment jimmy fallon welcomes 2nd child with wife 

0:34 12/4/14 11:09p entertainment 

>>> the attorney for bill cosby believes the lawsuit filed by a 
riverside county woman will likely be thrown out and he says its not 
the first time the comedian has heard from this woman. we first told 
you about the lawsuit two nights ago. the woman claims bill cosby 
sexually assaulted her when she was years old at the playboy 
mansion. his attorney az the woman threatened to leak that story 
ten years ago and wanted money to stay quiet. now cosby wants 
money from her because his attorney says the accusations are not 
true 

0:34 12/4/14 11:33p entertainment 
months and months of practice including high-flying stunts hit the 
small screen tonight. allison williams played peter pan 
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0:50 12/5/14 11:07p entertainment 

daily show host jon stewart is apologizing after the san bernardino 
district attorney called him out for his comments. there was no 
shooting. he was tazed. the district attorney says that he was trying 
to assault a deputy and the cause of death was not a taser but the 
drugs in his system at the time. we sat down with the d.a. who said 
that stewart was so wrong. the daily show host took to twitter 
saying youre right, sloppy to put him in our list of our shootings 

0:51 12/8/14 11:17p entertainment 

as promised, jon stewart apologize to the san bernardino district 
attorney after stewart correctly said a man was shot and killed by a 
sheriffs deputy. well, the original comment happened last week 
when stewart said dante parker was shot and killed by deputies. 
parker was tassed. his cause of death was a drug overdose. after 
the original episode aired, san bernardino district attorney mike 
ramos talked with us and called out stewart saying he was wrong. 
ramos expected to comment on all of this tomorrow 

0:22 12/8/14 11:34p entertainment the voice top 5 performed. Semi-final round. Live results tomorrow 

2:50 12/9/14 11:13p entertainment 

well we know that its going to happen. we just dont know when. 
thats why we talk a lot about what could happen during the big one. 
well, tonight a trailer for the summer movie "san andreas" is 
shaking things up on social media and anyone in southern 
california who has lived through a large earthquake. has reaction 
from seismologists. 

0:27 12/9/14 11:18p entertainment 

okay. prince william and kate middleton are now on their way back 
to london tonight. the duke and duchess of cambridge wrapped up 
their trip by attending a gala at new yorks metropolitan museum of 
art to celebrate the anniversary of saint andrews university, a 
special place for the royal couple because thats where they met. 
earlier in the day will and kate visited the  / memorial and watched 
a performance of a child development group called the door 

0:19 12/9/14 11:33p entertainment 
time" magazine is releasing its person of the year. today the 
morning team will bring it to you when the person of the year is 
announced.  

0:27 12/9/14 11:33p entertainment 

we found out who america voted into the top three.  >> he didnt 
make it. damien lawson, the l.a.x. tsa employee didnt make the cut. 
but he could find himself back in the competition if the audience 
votes him back in. carson daly is going to announce 

2:25 12/11/14 11:06p entertainment 

new tonight, it could be one of the strangest premieres on record 
for a big movie in hollywood. no interview tonight at the premiere 
for the sony pictures film "the interview." sony banned all press 
while the investigation continues into the hack attack targeting that 
company. nbc  s robert kovacik live in downtown l.a. with the debut 
amid all the international fallout here. 

0:19 12/12/14 11:10p entertainment 

angelina jolie makes a you tube video saying she is withdrawing 
from public events over the next couple of days because she has a 
chicken pox. she is in the middle of a press tour for her new film 
unbroken.  

1:37 12/12/14 11:15p entertainment 

>>> movie makers find themselves apologizing for private e-mails. 
leaks continue and executives dont know what embarrassing secret 
hackers might be releasing even tomorrow. and there are 
seemingly racist remarks about president obamas taste in movies 
finally prompted a response from the white house. >> i certainly 
think that the decision that miss pascal made to apologize was the 
appropriate one. 
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2:32 12/15/14 11:03p entertainment 

it is now three weeks since the biggest security hack in hollywood 
history and it has taken that long for executives at sony pictures to 
speak directly to thousands of employees who lost their private. is it 
although sony barred the media from attending, tonight youre going 
the hear what was said. robert kovacik is in our newsroom with this 
audio recording 

0:29 12/15/14 11:10p entertainment 

and the los angeles times is reporting tonight that film maker roman 
polanskis legal team has filed a motion to dismiss the sexual 
assault charges against him.    years ago he was charged with the 
sexual assault of a  13 -year-old girl. the director agreed to a plea 
deal but was never sentenced because he fled to europe. tonight 
the times reports that his lawyers say the case should be dismissed 
because the d.a.s office carried out serious misconduct in an effort 
to prosecute. 

0:34 12/15/14 11:32p entertainment 
viewers are voting on nbc.com, text messages, and with i tune 
downloads 

0:25 12/15/14 11:33p entertainment 

>>> angelina jolies new film premiered tonight but she is at home 
with chickenpox. her story is a true story. brad pitt represented his 
wife along with their children. "unbroken" will be in theaters this 
weekend 

2:37 12/16/14 11:05p entertainment 

tonight, the fallout is growing in the largest computer hack on a 
movie studio ever. nbc s robert kovacik tonight has been talking 
with one of the actors in "the interview" tonight. lets talk about the 
threats. the department of homeland security is aware of the 
intimidation that apparently comes from a group that is trying to 
block the release of this movie, "the interview" about an 
assassination attempt on north koreas leader. the department of 
homeland security however says there is no credible intelligence to 
indicate an active plot against theaters in the u.s. but it is still 
having an impact. we found tickets for sale for the christmas day 
opening of "the interview".  

0:54 12/16/14 11:32p entertainment 

they really know how the play up the drama. after months of blind 
auditions and battle rounds and we have a winner. its craig wayne 
boyd who gave blake shelton the win. the other finalists were all on 
team adam 

2:54 12/17/14 11:03p entertainment 

the interview pulled. new developments following  sonys 
announcement that "the  interview" for now is not going  to be 
shown anywhere.  and u.s. intelligence officials  confirmed that 
north korea is  behind the sony studio hack  attack and terrorist 
threats.  following every new detail in  this is nbc  s robert kovacik.  
robert, how are celebrities  reacting to this 

3:01 12/18/14 11:02p entertainment 

the outrage growing even louder tonight in hollywood over the hack 
that has rocked the industry a major a-list star among the actors 
now speaking out since sony decided to pull the movie "the 
interview" after those threats made against theaters. nbc  s robert 
kovacik live right now with reaction from the stars 

2:47 12/19/14 11:02p entertainment 

scolded by the president.  sony has left the door open now  for the 
release of the movie  "the interview" but late tonight  all  all signs of 
the film have  vanished. it appears to be in direct  response to one 
more threat.  robert kovacik has more on this. we checked the 
facebook page and  twitter and "the interview"s  twitter account and 
website.  but the there is no sign of this  movie anywhere.  "the 
interview" needed to be  scrubbed from the internet per  hackers 
demands.  what is interesting about this,  chuck, is it comes after 
sony  leadership went public today  saying that it had stood up to  
cyberterrorists 
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0:38 12/22/14 11:14p entertainment 

north korean websites are back online tonight days after president 
obama said north korea was responsible for hack sony pictures 
including threats against theaters showing the comedy "the 
interview. 

0:45 12/23/14 11:05p entertainment 

more theaters plan to show "the interview" on christmas day 
despite online threats. it will show the movie on christmas day. the 
mission grove theaters in riverside are selling tickets. tonight we 
spoke with a movie goers who are lining up to buy tickets 

1:52 12/24/14 11:00p entertainment 

>>> first online and now in theaters. the first public screening of the 
controversial film "the interview" is an hour away. >> gadi schwartz 
joins us live from the fairfax district for tonights show. : today has 
been an unprecedented day for hollywood. you can see this is 
where "the interview" is playing. but in a sign of the times we 
watched this movie on youtube from the live truck earlier. its one of 
those awkward clashes between hollywood and the internet.  

0:43 12/25/14 11:07p entertainment 

the interview" officially on big screens across the country today. it 
looks like the decision to release it is paying off for sony. the 
controversial film is being shown at about  independent movie 
theaters where most christmas day showings were sold out 

0:32 12/26/14 11:17p entertainment 
they’re off, horse racing is back at santa anita. a good sized crowd 
showed up for day one of the winter meet. from newcomers to 
those who have spend decades at the track its all in the mix.  

0:21 10/1/14 11:01p environment 
catalina island is a  . earthquake. it was felt in laguna hills.  this is 
the earthquake that hit  around : tonight centered  miles south of 
avalon.  there is no reports of injuries  or damage 

0:55 10/1/14 11:14p environment 

we are hearing what one  worker says during a partial  nuclear 
meltdown in  .  at a community meeting in simi  valley an employee 
who was  working there at the time says  it was all a big cover up.  
he claims even then he knew that  radioactive gases were released  
over the simi valley and san  gabriel valley.  

0:24 10/1/14 11:19p environment 

what a sight this is.  you wonder what all that is down  there? 35000 
walruses have come ashore  in northwest alaska.  this gathering 
was spotted on  saturday  miles northwest of  anchorage.  the 
walrus gathering is a  phenomenon that happened because  the 
summer sea ice is melted.  instead of the ice they gathered  on 
shore 

4:29 10/6/14 11:13p environment caught in the act, water hogs. Officials caught using more water.  

0:19 10/7/14 11:08p environment 6.2 earthquake betwwen the tip of baja california and mexico 

0:47 10/7/14 11:17p environment 
water hogs. Officials change there ways about wasting water. Said 
he will water lawn 4 days a week now 

0:29 10/8/14 11:18p environment mountain lion climbs on car.  

0:32 10/9/14 11:15p environment city official wants dwp to make bill more understandable 

0:27 10/9/14 11:16p environment 
story error about tom lombage. His water usage is not up 17%, fell 
2% actually but dwp also says his overall water usage since 2007 
has gone up 7% 

0:45 10/9/14 11:19p environment 
running dry, drought discussion. Irvine ranch water district open 
house 

0:42 10/10/14 11:20p environment 
running dry, drought discussion. Irvine ranch water district open 
house 

0:25 10/13/14 11:05p environment 
happening right now, lancaster sheriffs deputies chasing a family of 
bears, a mother and two cubs on the freeway.this is new video 
showing one of the bears roaming through brush  

0:29 10/14/14 11:09p environment mayor eric garcetti urges water conservation 
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0:56 10/16/14 11:16p environment momma bear and cub in pasadena. Cub gets stuck in dumpster 

0:22 10/20/14 11:16p environment 

california emergency  officials say an early  earthquake warning 
system will  be completed in about months.  the shake alert system 
is on  track to be delivered by january  of .  it would give people 
from  seconds to a minutes notice  before an earthquake hits the  
area 

0:25 10/21/14 11:15p environment 

the city of pasadena has announced some of the toughest water 
restrictions. starting november  st, residents can water once a week 
outside until april. and no watering when it rains. you have to get 
leaks repaired within 72 hours and no hosing down the pavement. 
violators will get a warning at first and could face a fine of $500   

0:45 10/21/14 11:16p environment 

take a look at this video into our newsroom tonight. this is a family 
of four large mountain lions passing through the big dalton canyon 
area. the man who shot this video says he spotted the big cats on 
friday morning and just hours later that night, a male mountain lion 
showed up. he thinks its the same lion as six months ago. and he 
thinks it is following the family of lions 

0:21 10/23/14 11:17p environment 

well, its one of those  events that proves just how  small we really 
are.  a partial solar eclipse this  afternoon about it happens when  
the moon passes between the sun  and the earth partially blocking  
it. a lot of folks went up to  griffith park observatory with  the special 
smoke glasses and  viewing screens to see it.     

0:21 10/27/14 11:16p environment 

you have haunted houses and  i have wild donkeys.  they are back.  
they were seen walking around  the streets in riverside.  this video 
just coming into our  newsroom. police showed up late last night  
but said they cant do much  about this because the donkeys  really 
are not much of a threat  to the residents out there 

0:25 10/28/14 11:06p environment 

happening now, lava flowing from hawaiis kilauea volcano is 
inching close to the community of pahoa on the southern end of the 
big end of hawaii. dozens of homes and businesses are at the end 
of the lava floe. this floe is headed to the sea and there is nothing 
to stop it. well keep our eye on it overnight 

0:36 10/28/14 11:16p environment 

> a beverly hills woman plans to hand out worms on halloween. not 
gummy worms but the real deal.  giving away these plants with the 
option of these worms. we want to spread environment awareness.  
she is handing them out along with a brochure on how to plant 
them. it is a good way to get kids talking about the environment 
these days 

1:35 10/29/14 11:04p environment 

we have plenty of bear sightings lately. but new tonight we have 
surveillance video showing a  pound bear out there looking for 
food. nbc  s gadi schwartz has more of the video and more from the 
woman who caught this bear on camera 

0:26 11/3/14 11:18p environment 

the lava flow on hawaiis  big island has finally reached a  boiling 
point.  part of the lava is flowing into  a pond causing the water to 
boil  instantly. people in  homes nearby are on  alert to evacuate if 
necessary.  just wait until that hits the  ocean. you will see a big 
cloud of  steam 
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0:39 12/4/14 11:14p environment 

has another mountain lion crossed the freeway? this new photo on 
twitter suggests just that. the tweet reads that the picture was taken 
near beverly park, and it urges caution for people who are in that 
area. now, this comes as were getting our first look at new pictures 
of p- 22, the most high-profile cougar to ever cross the . here are 
some of the first pictures of p-22 since he surfaced sick with 
mange. and as you can see, he looks better than ever right now. 
experts say hes still in griffith park finding food but looking for a 
mate and they add yes, it is possible for mountain lions to commute 
over the freeway 

0:19 12/4/14 11:17p environment 

remember that white cobra that spent four days on the loose in 
thousand oaks? well, it is about to be released from quarantine. 
because no one claimed the snake in september, it was taken to 
the san diego zoo. vets determined the snake to be female, about 
two years old. it will soon be on display at the zoo there 

0:35 12/19/14 11:06p environment 

>>> a mountain lion that shut  down new berry park is captured  
tonight. a homeowner shared these photos  of the lion with us.  and 
talk about being up close  and personal. she spotted the animal this  
morning behind her barbecue.  she tells us she has lived in  this 
house for nearly years  and never seen anything like  this before.  
her home backs up to lynne road  which fish and wildlife agents  
shut down to search for the  mountain lion.  

0:32 10/3/14 11:16p foreign news 

british and american   intelligence officials are  working to 
authenticate an internet video that purports to   show the beheading 
of british volunteer alan henning.   the 47-year-old was taken  
captive in december after   crossing the border between  turkey and 
syria.   in the video, the isis militants threaten to kill another   
american captive from   indianapolis 

0:13 10/6/14 11:08p foreign news 1st transmission of ebola outside of africa in spain 

0:34 10/9/14 11:03p foreign news 
man says he has ebola as a joke. Planed boarded in the dominican 
republic. Man was taken to the hospital for testing 

0:19 10/10/14 11:05p foreign news 6.3 earthquake off coast of japan. No reports of injuries 

0:46 10/13/14 11:00p foreign news 

you are looking at one of the first images out of el salvador where a 
. earthquake hit underwater in the pacific ocean. the usgs updating 
the magnitude to . .  the time of the earthquake was around :  
tonight. several central american countries reported feeling this 
earthquake. our news partners say evacuations from the coast are 
now underway because of a possible tsunami. we also have 
reports that several buildings were damaged and possibly one 
death.  

0:43 10/13/14 11:20p foreign news 

were getting new information on this powerful earthquake to hit the 
area of el salvador. its about miles off the coast near san salvador. 
we are getting confirmation, one death in san miguel. several 
central american countries reporting feeling it. our sister stations 
say that evacuations are going on along the coast because of 
possible tsunami issues. buildings have been damaged. again one 
death being reported by local media in the town of san miguel. we 
will continue to follow developments and bring you new information 
when we get it 

2:28 10/14/14 11:05p foreign news 

harvard student trapped in mexico when he took his sick mother to 
mexico to get treatment in mexico. Got permission to return to the 
u.s. violated the dream act when he failed to ask for permission to 
go to mexico. 
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0:30 10/21/14 11:06p foreign news 

running away to join the jihad. thats what three teenagers were 
doing in denver when they were trying to get to syria. the 
investigators stopped them in frankfurt and agents are trying to see 
if they had any contacts in syria.     

0:44 10/22/14 11:05p foreign news 

terror in ottawa and the big  question tonight, who is the man  who 
murdered a soldier standing  guard at a war memorial and  opened 
fire inside the  parliament building.  the gunman was shot and killed  
by the sergeant at arms.  the man is michael zehaf bibeau.  we are 
working to get a clear  picture of him.  nbc news confirmed he had  
connections to radical islam and  the snadian government  
considered him a high risk.  the canadian prime minister  steven 
harper tried to reassure  the country.  we will not be intimated.  
canada will never be intimated 

0:16 10/22/14 11:05p foreign news 
we also have new video of a  memorial for nathan cirillo, the  24-
year-old soldier -- that is  him on the left in this picture.  this picture 
was posted on  twitter just moments before he  was shot and killed 

0:44 10/23/14 11:09p foreign news 

the portrait of a killer  were learning more about what  may have led 
to the attack  yesterday in the canadian  capitol of ottawa.  police 
say the gunmen had links  to known jihadists and also had  drug 
problems and became  agitated when he couldnt get a  passport to 
libya or syria.  the Canadians had been quick to  release 
information and video of  yesterdays attack.  he shot a soldier in the 
back at  a war memorial, stormed  parliament where he was 
gunned  down by the sergeant at arms.     

0:20 10/27/14 11:15p foreign news 

there is a new mayor in  toronto tonight.  john torry replaces rob 
ford who  dropped out of the race after  being diagnosed with 
cancer.  fords brother, doug, stepped in  at that point.  the former 
mayor was easily  elected to the city council  tonight 

0:24 10/27/14 11:31p foreign news 

the u.s. ambassador to the  united nations is in west africa  to see 
the response to the ebola  outbreak first hand.  she is trying to 
figure out how  many health care workers would  be affected by 
mandatory  quarantines there.  she will not be coming to  contact 
with ebola patients and  she will follow any and all  quarantine rules 
when she comes  back to the states 

0:50 10/31/14 11:09p foreign news 

> a jailed u.s. marine back  home in the u.s. tonight,  released after 
eight months in a  mexican jail.  within the past hour, sergeant  
andrew tam reesey touched down  in san diego, and was greeted 
by  family and friends.  he was arrested for crossing the  border 
with loaded guns.  he maintained he got lost on the  freeway and 
crossed the border  by mistake 

0:23 11/6/14 11:06p foreign news 

>>> down in new zealand   prosecutors have dropped murder   for 
hire charges against ac/dc   drummer phil rudd.   they say theres 
simply not   enough evidence here. still facing charges of   
threatening to kill and   possessing meth and marijuana. if hes 
convicted, he could spend seven years in prison.   ac/dc says this 
case will not   affect their upcoming album   release or tour 

0:45 11/6/14 11:14p foreign news 
and how about this for a  real-life scenario?  a cameraman for an 
australian  television station was held at  gunpoint, carjacked, while  
covering a story, and he kept  the camera rolling 

0:21 11/7/14 11:06p foreign news 
another big story in london tonight where police arrested four men. 
they range in age from  to . the arrests are just the latest in a series 
carried out by british counter terrorism. 
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0:24 11/10/14 11:06p foreign news 

just in now, the captain of a south korean ferry that capsized killing 
people is going to prison for a long time. a court just sentenced him 
to years in prison. the teens were on their way to an island for a 
field trip. today the families of nine teenagers whose bodies have 
never been recovered agreed to call off the search 

0:27 11/11/14 11:15p foreign news 

new tonight, a   14-year-old   pregnant u.s. citizen is   recovering 
after being shot at   the mexican border.   it happened just south of   
monterey. she was with a boy who refused   to stop outside a 
convenience   store.   the officers fired at the truck   tires and the 
driver took off   but the teenaged girl was   wounded.   the teen and 
her four-month-old   fetus are not in danger and will   recover. 

2:46 11/12/14 11:02p foreign news 

its a waiting game after a  glitch after a landing on a  comet. an 
anchor failed to launch after  touchdown. if it works, we could solve 
one  of the worlds biggest  mysteries, where did the water  on earth 
come from.  robert kovacik has new details  from mission control 
located in  germany 

0:41 11/12/14 11:09p foreign news 

the frustrations and  protests continue to build in  mexico as people 
try to make  sense of the disappearance and  apparent murder of 
college  students by drug gangs.  but the people are blaming the  
corrupt government officials,  not so much the gang.  about  
protesters wearing  masks broke into the  legislature, setting fires  
throughout the building.  its one of many violent  protests after a hit 
man for the  guerrero gang confessed to  killing the students and 
burning  their bodies.  but he said he did this after  corrupt police 
officials handed  the over to them 

0:29 11/14/14 11:02p foreign news 

more breaking news. just a few hours ago, the ground started 
shaking in indonesia from a  7.1  earthquake. there are no 
immediate reports of any kind of damage. this is the same general 
area where a monster earthquake in  was followed by a tsunami 
that killed , people. there have been two other sizable aftershocks 

0:32 11/14/14 11:33p foreign news 

he led the team to atlanta in a small unmanned spacecraft on a 
comet, but he got a lot of criticism for the shirt he was wearing. 
tonight dr. matt taylor is apologizing. as you can see, he got pretty 
emotional. the shirt he wore had a cartoon-like scantily dressed 
woman on it 

0:17 11/17/14 11:00p foreign news 

jerusalem attack. at least 4 dead. reports are still coming in  
including word that a security  guard shot and killed the two  men. 
all of this happened in the past  two hours.  tension high in the city  
after several recent attacks by  palestinians left six people  dead. 
when we get more information  well bring it to you 

0:23 11/17/14 11:18p foreign news 

no sign of ms. honduras.  but four people are being  questioned in 
her disappearance.  the 19 -year-old beauty queen and  her sister 
disappeared four days  ago.  one of those detained is a  boyfriend 
of her sister.  investigators say they are  treating this case as a  
disappearance since there has  been no sign of a kidnapping so  
far 

0:28 11/17/14 11:32p foreign news 

more developments on that  terrorist attack on a synagogue  in 
jerusalem that killed at  least four people.  prime minister benjamin  
netanyahu says that the military  will respond.  we of course 
continue to follow  this story throughout the night  for you and well 
have the  latest in the morning.  
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0:49 11/19/14 11:10p foreign news 

we have new details about  the former survivor producer on  trial for 
murder in cancun.  he could be facing more legal  trouble because 
of something  hes been doing in jail.  he is now being accused of  
filming inside the jail where he  has been for more than four  
months. this is happening without prison  officials knowing and 
without  their permission.  the video diary was meant to  document 
his daily life in the  overcrowded cancun prison.  there are also 
health concerns.  >> he hasnt eaten in  hours  and considering the 
situation,  the heat and humidity, that  could affect his health.  >> 
he is currently on trial for  strangling his wife in  while they were on 
vacation  there with their two young  children 

0:48 11/19/14 11:12p foreign news 

the murder of miss honduras  and her sister is shaping up as  a 
jealous rage. they have a confession from the  sisters boyfriend.  
maria jose alvarado was found  shot to death in honduras.  in his 
confession the boyfriend  says he was driven by rage after  seeing 
her dancing with another  man.  alvarado was scheduled to fly to  
london to compete in the miss  world beauty pageant.  violence 
against women is a huge  problem in the central american  country. 
according to the united nations  there has been a  %263 increase  
in the murders of women in just  the last eight years in honduras  
and honduras has the highest  murder rate of any country not  at 
war 

0:54 11/20/14 11:03p foreign news 

but first we have this breaking news out of mexico city. tens of 
thousands of protesters clashing with police on a day normally 
reserved for celebrations there. they are demanding justice and 
trying to pressure the government to find the  missing college 
students who disappeared in september. edgardo del valle with our 
telemundo network team is in mexico city. he has more right now 
on the growing anger in that country.  

0:28 11/21/14 11:08p foreign news 

a gas explosion rocked the hyatt regency church hotel in london 
tonight. it happened in the hotels basement causing part of the 
building to collapse. only hotel employees were hurt. one guest told 
our crew he thought it was a fire drill. all of the hotel guests are safe 
and have been evacuated from the building. the fire inspectors dont 
know what caused the explosion 

0:32 12/1/14 11:11p foreign news 

now to breaking news. this comes out of kenya in east africa. police 
say quarry workers were killed by suspected islamic extremists. 
they were ambushed where they were sleeping. police officials say 
that some were shot and others they say were decapitated. no 
group has yet claimed responsibility but this attack bears the 
hallmarks of somalias islamic militant rebels al shabaab 

0:30 12/1/14 11:11p foreign news 

an l.a. couple is blocked from leaving qatar. an appeals court 
overturns the child endangerment conviction but they were 
prevented from leaving the country. they have been detained since 
january accused in the death of their eight-year-old adopted 
daughter. supporters say they were targets because of a culture 
suspicious of interracial adoption 

0:31 12/1/14 11:15p foreign news 

we have new video of a terrifying accident out of chile. a fire truck 
hit a police chopper, sending it out of control. watch as the fire truck 
hits the rotor on the chopper sending it into the middle of the road. 
the fire truck driver misjudged the distance. the pilot of the 
helicopter is in critical condition with multiple broken bones 
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0:29 12/2/14 11:16p foreign news 

a los angeles couple could  be headed home tomorrow after  they 
were detained for nearly  two years in the middle east.  officials in 
qatar have lifted  the travel ban against matthew  and grace wong.  
in january of   they were  accused of starving their  eight-year-old 
daughter to  death. they were working in the country  when she 
died.  last weekend they were cleared  of all charges and are 
hoping to  be reunited with their sons here  as soon as possible.   

0:28 12/5/14 11:02p foreign news 

we are following breaking news in yemen. a u.s. drone strike killed 
nine alleged al qaeda militants during a search for an american 
hostage. nbc news is working to confirm this information. luke 
somers was kidnapped in the fall of 2013. the terror group posted a 
video with somers and an al qaeda commander saying that he 
would die 

0:22 12/5/14 11:09p foreign news 

a man wanted for the rape and murder of his disabled neighbor has 
been captured in central america. he is in jail tonight in guatemala 
awaiting extradition back to los angeles. in his neighbor was 
stabbed outside her home and her death may have been 
connected to a burglary.  

0:39 12/15/14 11:10p foreign news 

new details just in about that siege in sydney. australias prime 
minister said the gunman who stormed the cafe was not on the 
terror watch list. five others were injured and three were killed. the 
gunman is man haron monis, an iranian refugee. investigators do 
not believe he has ties to isis. they now believe he was a lone wolf, 
working alone. he was charged last year with being an accessory to 
murder of his ex-wife but had been free on bail.  

1:27 12/16/14 11:08p foreign news 

condemned by world leaders as a barbaric act, the murder of at 
least   children and teachers in pakistan tonight is just the latest 
example of taliban justice. tonight, the caskets. and hundreds of 
parents grieving after the slaughter of their children at a school in 
pakistan. most of those killed were the sons and daughters of 
pakistani soldiers. the terrorists who did this wanted to make a 
point. taliban revenge for pakistani attacks on terror strongholds. 
there is no honor in a massacre executed without mercy on 
children 

0:31 12/18/14 11:07p foreign news 

just in, eight children stabbed to death and their mother is now 
fighting for her life in the hospital. a stomach-turning discovery that 
was made in a home in western australia today. officers went to 
that home to check on reports of an injured woman. inside they 
found the children, who range in age from    months to    years. a 
police source is tonight telling the australian, thats a national 
newspaper there, that the mother who is unconscious stabbed the 
children and then attempted suicide herself. 

0:19 12/25/14 11:15p foreign news 

u.s. and nato troops had a special dinner in Afghanistan. hard to be 
so far from loved ones this time of year. but most combat troops in 
afghanistan are scheduled to come home by the end of the month. 
thats when local security forces are expected to take over and the 
fight against extremist militants 

0:32 12/26/14 11:06p foreign news 

tank tops, thats a hearty soul.>>> north korea is now hurling racial 
slurs against president obama while blaming the united states for 
shutting down its internet over the sony hacking scandal. the 
defense commission blames president obama for the release of 
"the interview" and the united states will face consequences. north 
korea has denied involvement on the cyberattack on sony pictures 
but they have expressed anger over the comedy that depicts the 
assassination of their leader 
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0:56 12/29/14 11:05p foreign news 

breaking news in the search  for an airasia flight that  disappeared 
from radar on sunday  with   people on board.  word coming in from 
the  indonesian search and rescue  operation they have spotted  
several pieces of white, red,  and black debris off the island  of 
borneo including what looks  to be a life jacket.  the u.s. destroyer 
sampson  should arrive in the area  tomorrow. it will be joining  
other  ships looking for wreckage along  with a device that can pick 
up  underwater signals from the  black box flight and data  
recorders.  search crews think that the  plane encouraged 
turbulence over  the java sea.  the last report was a request to  
climb above  ,  feet to get  above a powerful thunderstorm.  there 
was another plane flying  at the same altitude 

0:43 10/7/14 11:08p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 
candelight vigil for car crash victims in mission viejo. 5 teens killed 
in car accident. 

0:30 10/22/14 11:15p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

it was an emotional night  for family and friends of the  ten-year-old 
boy who was killed  in an accident over the weekend  by an 
accused drunk driver.  they gathered at the crash site  to remember 
the boy. he was killed when a -year-old  gary hunt was driving a car 
that  hit isaiahs family car.  his mom, dad and two stepsisters  were 
in the car and survived the  accident 

0:53 10/29/14 11:09p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

there is still a tremendous outpouring of support from the pomona 
community as they remember shaun diamond, the s.w.a.t. officer 
who was shot trying to serve a search warrant. he died this 
morning. his body was escorted from huntington hospital to the 
coroners office. blue ribbons can be found in the downtown 
pomona area. tweets are still coming in with people sending their 
condolences. diamonds mother says she cannot begin to think 
about forgiving the shooter 

0:45 10/30/14 11:09p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

tonight a community gathered  in grief to remember a s.w.a.t.  
officer who was killed in the  line of duty this week.  it was an 
emotional time as  friends and co-workers shared  stories of officer 
shawn diamond  at this candlelight vigil at the  pomona police 
department.  officer diamond was shot in the  back of the head 
during a  crackdown on motorcycle gangs on  tuesday morning.  he 
died just one day later.  

0:41 11/6/14 11:05p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

officer shawn diamond   remembered by his family.   colleagues 
who described him as   an exceptional friend.   and others who only 
knew him   from his work.   today people in the inland   empire 
paused to remember the   pomona s.w.a.t. officer who was killed in 
the line of duty. officer diamond was killed   last week serving a 
warrant with   a task force. a known motorcycle gang member   
charged with shooting the   officer is in jail right now without bail 
and could face the   death penalty.    

2:09 11/18/14 11:06p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

after the deadly attack on a  synagogue in jerusalem on  tuesday 
morning, israels prime  minister ordered the demolition  of the 
terrorists homes.  those homes were destroyed.  five innocent 
people were killed  in the attack. among those were a rabbi who  
studied in southern california  at usc.  hetty chang joins us live after  
speaking with his loved ones 

0:26 11/18/14 11:13p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

there was a memorial for a  special needs high school  student that 
was hit and killed  in a crosswalk.  the community gathered to  
remember david lindley.  he was struck by two cars two  weeks 
ago.  there seemed to be a problem  with the traffic signals but the  
los angeles department of  transportation says that is not  what 
caused this accident 
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0:30 12/19/14 11:06p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

in west los angeles, candles  and prayers for  children who  were 
murdered at school.  the taliban in pakistan killed  so many 
innocent children, it  has shocked communities  gathering in vigils 
like this 

0:48 12/26/14 11:13p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

hundreds of people gathered tonight to pay their respects to one of 
the two new york police officers murdered while sitting in a patrol 
car. the casket was carried into a church in queens, draped in a 
new york police department flag. he will be laid to rest tomorrow. 
today friends and family remembered the officer who city leaders 
say was targeted just because of his uniform 

0:45 10/1/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

> tomorrow students head back  to class and parents are  praising 
the governor for  signing a gun bill that came out  of the deadly 
shooting rampage  there four months ago.  the parents of the two 
victims  have been pushing for  legislation to enable guns to be  
taken from those who are seen as  a threat.  it enabled bob weiss 
to smile  for the first time in month 

0:19 10/6/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 
vice president in los angeles. 

0:13 10/6/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 
airport screening to deal with ebola 

0:27 10/6/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 
proposal to spay and neuter all dogs in pasadena heard at city 
council meeting.  

0:28 10/8/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 
president obama in l.a tomorrow. Going to an event in santa 
monica detours being set up. Traking closures 

0:28 10/8/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

city council dispute. Protestor showed up wearing a hat with a 
profane anti-police message on it. Police cleared the council 
chambers. 

0:41 10/9/14 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 
fighter jet had to scramble after pilot was not following fight plan. 
Was in restrcted area 

2:04 10/9/14 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 
president in westwwod. Looking for monet for democratic party. 
Traffic problems. Tomorrow another private fundraiser 

0:25 10/10/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
president obama signs proclamation making san gabriel mountains 
a national monument 

0:23 10/14/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 
santa monica approves restricting e-cigarettes like tobacco 
cigarettes. Go in to effect november 13th  

0:42 10/14/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 
council member could be recalled in perris. 

0:18 10/15/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 
the baldwin park city council uphold a state law that restricts where 
a sex offender can live 

0:36 10/15/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 
deleon bash busts tradition 

0:39 10/15/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 
michelle obama's turnip for what video goes viral 

0:12 10/17/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 
president obama names forer biden chief of staff to oversee ebola 
crisis 

0:39 10/20/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the mayor of murrieta is no  longer the mayor.  allen long was 
arrested for dui  on thursday. he says he was not drunk and  
expects to be exonerated.  he is running for re-election  and those 
who have cast their  votes are sticking with him.   

0:33 10/21/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

a man who wore a hat that said "f the police" to a council meeting 
was a no show tonight. two weeks ago a man told the orange 
county register that he was there to address police abuse after he 
had been arrested. there was a heated discussion on a proposed 
homeless shelter but the council voted to place a   45-day 
moratorium on that proposal.     
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0:19 10/22/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

new video after another man  jumps the fence at the white  house 
and was arrested by the  secret service.  this is the seventh time 
this  has happened.  the -year-old made it yards  and kicked an 
attack dog before  he was taken down. 

0:12 10/23/14 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is offering  new york city federal care for  the 
doctor in addition to  resources to protect any of  those health care 
workers at  risk for exposure to the ebola  virus. 

0:22 10/28/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

it is going to be expensive. the santa monica city council approved 
a rate increase. the plan includes an increase of   78% that will be 
spread out over the next five years. it will start with a  9% increase 
next year and then 13% increases in the next four years 

0:26 10/31/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the clock is ticking for rod  wright. he has just    minutes more to  
surrender and begin his   90-day  jail sentence. he was convicted of 
living  outside the district he was  elected to represent.  now on top 
of the jail time, he  was sentenced to three years  probation, and  ,  
1500  hours of  community service 

2:42 11/4/14 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

la county supervisor race. the election team is tracking   the results 
live, providing us   with up to the second results   throughout this 
newscast.   lets go to one of the most   closely watched races and 
one of   the tightest races.   its the contest between two   democrats 
for los angeles county   supervisor for the third   district.   >> former 
member of the state   assembly sheila kuehl against   bobby 
shriver. votes celebrate the two   her here 

2:23 11/4/14 11:02p 
Government and 

Politics 

and because he was expected   to win tonight and he did,   
governor jerry brown spent his   time campaigning for two   
statewide propositions,   proposition one and proposition   two. prop 
is a bond for   improvements to the water system. and prop 2  , the 
rainy day   fund would force the state to   double the amount of 
money they   set aside for emergency and debt   reduction.    

0:37 11/4/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

democrats took most of the   statewide office tonight.   and neel 
kashkari challenged the   democrats to make the most of   their 
power 

0:36 11/4/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to a few highly  publicize publicized propositions, prop 45 was 
defeated tonight.   two state agencies will continue to review those 
rates and neither one has approval power.   >>> and proposition  
was 46 was defeated.   it would have increased the cap  on medical 
malpractice cases.   and means no random drug testing   for 
doctors 

1:34 11/4/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have been talking about   this one, the most expensive   race 
tonight, the race for   superintendent of public   instruction.   $30 
million spent on this   contest, three times as much as   the contest 
for governor in this   state.   marshall tuck held a rally at   his home.   
among those attending, antonio   villaraigosa 

2:41 11/4/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

you know, here in los angeles county we just dont change   sheriffs 
all that often.   there have been three los   angeles county sheriffs 
in more   than  years. jim mcdonnell is now the l.a. county sheriff. 
mcdonnell worked with bill   bratton when he was the chief  and 
was the front runner when   bratton left.   calling this one for jim   
mcdonnell. he wins by a three to one margin   here 

0:19 11/4/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

lets go back to more returns now.   voters approved proposition  47 
that reduces nonviolent crimes   from felonies down to 
misdemeanors 

0:10 11/4/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 
amala harris remains the   attorney general.   her challenger, ron 
gold falling   short 
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0:12 11/4/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

and another race that is too close to call right now, california 
secretary of state,   alex padilla running against  pete peterson. the 
democratic incumbent debra   bowen was termed out.  

0:24 11/4/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

the race to be the   comptroller is a tight one.   this one pits betty 
yee against   ashley swearengin.   the incumbent was termed out   
here. betty yee has %52 

1:37 11/4/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

this is a live picture of  the u.s. capitol which is under   repairs on 
the outside.   inside things will be different as well. republicans 
have taken control   of the senate for the first time in eight years. a 
dramatic shift in the balance  of power. it was one of the big 
questions  tonight. would the g.o.p. gain control of  the senate.  and 
if so, how much? carolyn is tracking the senate   numbers for us.   
the landscape is about to  change.   >> it is and dramatically so.   
the expectation was that   republicans would be likely to   pick up 
six seats.   they did that and much more 

0:40 11/4/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

two democrats running for   state assembly district  and   with % of 
the precincts   reporting heres what we have.   >> garson city 
council member   mike gipson is the projected   winner here.   there 
are the numbers with %64   of the precincts.   now district  
represents   communities in watts, willow brook, compton and north 
long beach.>>>  

0:13 11/4/14 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 
the race for superintendent   of public instruction, tom   torlakson 
has %53.   and marshall tuck has %47.    

0:33 11/4/14 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

incumbent raul ruiz is   trying to hold off a challenge   from a 
republican brian   nestande. ruizs commercial says he   enjoyed 
flying coach in the   middle seat.   nestande trying to get that seat   
back. there you see the latest numbers   with %32 of the vote in.    

0:25 11/4/14 11:24p 
Government and 

Politics 

now to a race gaining   national attention in ventura   county.>> julia 
brownley is trying to   hold on to her seat against jeff gorell. gorell is 
a naval reservist and   was called to active military duty.>> and bill 
clinton came to the   state to stump for brownley   there.  

0:40 11/4/14 11:24p 
Government and 

Politics 

allen long will try to win a second term on the city council   tonight. 
he stepped down after a dui   arrest last month but decided to   try 
for a seat any way. long is one of two incumbents   competing. nine 
candidates, three council   seats are up for grabs.   >>> it has been 
a big money race   and some are calling it the   nastiest campaign 
the city has   ever seen.   long is set to be arraigned   on dui 
charges.   he is hanging on to one of three   seats out there 

1:05 11/4/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

>>> heres a side by side live   shot of the two campaign   
headquarters, district  , los   angeles county board of   supervisors, 
sheila kuehls camp  and bobby shriver but no decision. bobby 
shriver has gone home for the evening but asked his  supporters to 
text him if the  numbers change.   the latest, %15 of the vote in   at 
this point. sheila kuehl with %51, bobby   shriver with %49.    

0:24 11/5/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

historic is what they are   calling the election in west   virginia not 
because of which   party won but because of who   won.   18 -year-
old sarah blair was   elected to the state house.   she is just old 
enough to vote.   her opponent was more than twice her age 

0:38 11/7/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

the white house is sending more than  1,500  additional u.s. troops 
to iraq to fight isis. that will more than double the u.s. military 
personnel on the ground in the area. their mission is to train the 
iraqi troops and not to get involved in combat 

0:13 11/7/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the president is expected to nominate loretta lynch for attorney 
general tomorrow morning. if confirmed, she will be the first african-
american woman to hold that position 
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0:43 11/10/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

in a few hours, insight from george w. bush and george h.w. bush. 
Jenna bush hager sits down with her father and grandfather to talk 
about a wide range of topics 

0:37 11/14/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

>>> los angeles mayor wheels up headed to asia right now. he will 
be in china, south korea and japan for about days. the citys largest 
trading partners. hes leading local officials and business leaders. 
he plans to meet with companies currently doing business with the 
city or countries that may be interested.  

0:31 11/18/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

within the last hour, the  santa ana city council passed a  plan that 
means they will start  shutting down illegal pot shops  in that city.  
santa ana residents voted to  legalize and tax the  collectives.  the 
measure repeals santa anas  ban on medical pot shops.  that was 
approved in .  but even with this ban, there  are illegal shops still  
operating in santa ana and they  have until february  to apply  to 
operate legally 

0:10 11/20/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime, in downtown los angeles this was the scene. hundreds 
marched in solidarity from olvera street to the mexican consulate. 
the demonstration here remained peaceful. 

2:30 11/20/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

tonight president obama invoked the bible and former presidents as 
he reshaped the u.s. immigration system in just  minutes. the 
president changed the lives of some million people, deferring their 
deportation and allowing them to work in the united states legally. 
heres the presidents plan. if youve been in the u.s. more than five 
years, if you have children who are u.s. citizen, are legal residents, 
if you register, pass a criminal background check, and youre willing 
to pay your taxes,youll be able to apply to stay in this country 
temporarily without the fear of being deported. but the plan did not 
include protection for the undocumented immigrants who are 
parents of daca recipients. temporary protection of undocumented 
children from deportation. that was a crushing blow to an 
undocumented family that we showed you on our newscast today  

0:19 11/21/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

long beach will swear in a new police chief tomorrow. one of the 
issues he will face is the number of police officer shootings. robert 
luna will replace jim mcdonald. long beach pd has come under 
scrutiny for officer-involved shootings,  

0:46 11/25/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 
lapd can instantly see who buys guns and ammunition some 
people are not happy 

0:17 11/27/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

>>> supreme court justice ruthbader ginsburg is out of the hospital. 
she had a stent implanted this week to clear up a blocked coronary 
artery. the -year-old was released from med star washington 
medical center. shes expected to be at work on monday when the 
court hears its next round of oral arguments. 

0:20 11/27/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama today called members of the u.s. military 
stationed overseas and very far from their families to thank them for 
their continued sacrifice. many of those troops got a taste of home 
as a thanksgiving dinner was served by senior officers. military 
officials say it was a chance to share a meal and be connected to 
the country they love and proudly serve 

1:51 11/27/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

the children of immigrant parents are giving thanks to president 
obama tonight for his recent immigration action. they say it finally 
gives them some hope that their family will stay together.  

0:31 12/4/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

they werent the only ones dancing tonight as youre about to see. 
there was another tree lighting. this time its the national christmas 
tree that is shining brightly. president obama and the first family led 
the countdown 
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0:22 12/5/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

>>> if you live in or around downtown l.a. you will hear the roar of 
military aircraft next week. they are training in preparation for 
deployment. the exercises could bring in six military helicopters 
over downtown l.a. next week. specific times and locations are not 
being released 

0:34 12/8/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

former executive director of the l.a. county republican party, suing 
the city attorneys office for $5 million. receive acting to claims last 
year he sexted an underaged girl. she claims the city attorney 
dismissed this case, he says he wants an apology  

0:48 12/8/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

the white house is now bracing for global reaction in advance of a 
report on torture techniques used by the cia after . u.s. interests 
and embassies are being warned of potential violent action outside 
the u.s., to this report. democrats control the senate intelligence 
committee are releasing the report. ex-p expected to accuse the cia 
of look to congress, the white house and american people. senate 
democrats believe once the evidence is out, the u.s. will never use 
torture again 

0:57 12/9/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

brutality and deceit were documented in a scathing report that was 
released by congress today. very specific details on how the central 
intelligence agency questioned uncooperative terrorists that were 
captured after the  / attack on america. this report says that brutal 
methods were used while hiding the truth from the american 
people, from members of congress, and for at least four years the 
bush administration. the cia director said the tactics helped to 
capture terrorists and make america safer. nbcs brian williams 
talked exclusively with the former head of the cia tonight 

0:28 12/10/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

it seems improbable, but the united nations could prosecute u.s. 
officials. thats the latest fallout from the release of that cia torture 
report. u.n. officials only discussing a possible prosecution at this 
point because its unclear how they could go about it. the u.s. is not 
a member of the international criminal court, and the justice 
department declined to prosecute. cia officials insist the report is 
one-sided and has many errors in it 

0:31 12/10/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

thats edward snowden speaking to amnesty international on a 
video conference. hes still a wanted man for leaking classified 
information from the nsa. snowden lives in russia after requesting 
asylum but cant go home. you heard him say he wants to come 
back to the u.s. or perhaps western europe one day. snowden also 
said he does not have access to classified information anymore 
because he destroyed that access when he went to hong kong 

0:24 12/12/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

mystery fireball in the sky tonight. this is new video of a streak of 
light that startled many. we started getting calls into the newsroom 
after  : to tell us about it. we did some checking. it turns out, it is a 
rocket carrying a secret satellite launched from vendberg air force 
base. the rocket is about stories high and were told it is the most 
powerful ever launched from vandberg. 
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2:07 12/17/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

historic seems to be the  only word to describe it.  and new video 
showing the united  states and cuba restoring  diplomatic relations 
after  years of conflict.  three cuban angents released. arrived  in 
cuba to a heros welcome and  greeting by raul castro.  five agents 
convicted of  conspiracy in 2001.  U.s released another two agents 
for an unnamed u.s.  spy. and cuba released alan gross who  spent 
the last 20 years in  cuba. president obama and president  castro 
spoke on the phone for an  hour yesterday. there has not been a  
presidential level conversation. we are in miami tonight where  not 
all in the cuban community  are on board with this.   

0:47 12/17/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

in santa ana, the city is  opening the door to marijuana  
dispensaries and slamming it  shut on others.  it is cracking down 
on  unlicensed shops and those not  following the law. the price of 
a marijuana dispensary just the application, is $1700 .  then there is 
a lottery in  february. voters approved a measure that  requires pot 
shops to be  , 100 feet from schools, parks and  homes and owners 
will be charged  a  %5 sales tax.  > 

0:25 12/23/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

former president george h.w. bush is in the hocht after experiencing 
a shortness of breath. he was taken by ambulance to the houston 
methodist hospital. it was two years ago he was hospitalized over 
the holidays. george h.w. bush turned it   last june.   

0:27 12/24/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a mans conviction is pardoned and retracted later. the pardon was 
granted to glen willi williams karns for a drug conviction. but he did 
not disclose discipline by financial regulators. other pardons remain 
intact 

0:21 12/24/14 11:13p 
Government and 

Politics 

george h.w. bush will spend another night in the houston hospital. 
he was taken to the hospital as a precaution yesterday. he was 
experiencing shortness of breath. two years ago, he was also 
hospitalized over the holidays. george h.w. bush turned last june.  

0:23 12/25/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

former president bush remains in a houston hospital tonight. mr. 
bush was taken to the hospital on tuesday evening after 
experiencing shortness of breath. a family spokesman says thee 
former president is doing well but did not elaborate on his condition 
or when he might be able to go home. two years ago, youll 
remember president bush was hospitalized over the holidays for 
bronchitis and an infection.  

0:24 12/26/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

former president george h.w. bush is spending a fourth night in a 
hospital in houston, texas. the former president was having a hard 
time breathing on tuesday. and according to information released 
by his family, he remains in high spirits and continues to make 
progress. two years ago, the same thing happened when he was 
taken to the hospital fighting off bronchitis and other health issues 

0:39 12/29/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

we talked with deputies and  they tell us they dont have any  leads 
at least not yet.  >>> park rangers with guns could  be a thing of the 
past in the  city of santa ana and some of  the people in the parks 
are not  happy about it.  they have been carrying guns  since 1991  
.  but they want to replace them  with park ambassadors who will  
not be armed.  cutting back on pensions and  retirement expenses.  
but everyone we talked with is  against the change 
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0:47 12/29/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

>>> the night before your  wedding you get a call saying  you have 
to move the entire  thing so that the president can  play golf there.  
thats exactly what happened to  a couple in hawaii this weekend.  
two army captains were supposed  to tie the knot on sunday on the   
17th green on saturday night.  they got a call about the  presidents 
golf game and had to  change their plans but they are  taking in the 
stride.   

0:14 10/1/14 11:05p 
health and 

medical 
hospital isolates patient in ebola case 

0:59 10/1/14 11:05p 
health and 

medical 
ebola patient given antibiotics after telling nurse he just came from 
liberia.  

2:09 10/2/14 11:05p 
health and 

medical 

an nbc cameraman infected with ebola is now on his way back to 
the u.s. for treatment. hes part of dr. nancy snydermans team 
covering the outbreak in liberia. now nbc s conan nolan has new 
information on the man whose the fourth american diagnosed with 
the virus.  reporter: the photojournalist and writer was working with 
nbc news chief medical editor and continental dr. nancy snyderman 
when he tested positive for ebola 

0:20 10/3/14 11:14p 
health and 

medical 

new tonight, you are look at   pictures just released by the  united 
states air force showing   the 633 rd medical group leaving   langley 
air force base for liberia.   the group is there to help with   the 
deadly ebola outbreak.   about  ,  troops are heading   to west africa 
to build   treatment centers there.  

1:46 10/3/14 11:14p 
health and 

medical 

we have learn where had the   nbc journalist will be treated   when 
he gets back to the united   states this weekend.   plus there is 
controversy over   that family who shared an   apartment with the 
very first   u.s. patient diagnosed with the   virus 

0:19 10/3/14 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

health care experts are  saying more needs to be done by identify 
infected travellers. a lot of ibprofen may allow people to slip through 
screenings and on to planes.    

0:20 10/6/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 
2 ebola patients treated in u.s 

0:23 10/8/14 11:03p 
health and 

medical 
ingelwood patient not suspected case of ebola. Did not show any 
symptoms of the virus. No suspected case of ebola in l.a county 

0:35 10/10/14 11:09p 
health and 

medical 
medical recors show ebola victim thomas eric duncan was sent 
home from hospital with 103 fever 

0:17 10/10/14 11:09p 
health and 

medical 
ebola scare at mccarran airport was a fals alarm. Young boy 
showed symtoms of virus 

1:52 10/13/14 11:01p 
health and 

medical 

now it is being called the most severe health emergency in modern 
times. and the search is on for a passenger who triggered an ebola 
scare on a metro bus.  that man could face criminal charges if he is 
found. gadi schwartz is live where the man got off the bus 

2:21 10/13/14 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

the latest scare this as hospitals are being urged to be ready for the 
worst. nbc s robert kovacik is live at ucla tonight with whats being 
done. infection prevention. at ucla ronald reagan medical center 
they are preparing a multipronged approach, a mockup walk 
through on friday. but ebola kits being given to staff for anyone 
showing symptoms of the virus.   

0:25 10/13/14 11:33p 
health and 

medical 
ebola patient's dog being monitored 

2:49 10/14/14 11:02p 
health and 

medical 
fighting ebola cdc says made mistake on first ebola patient. Cdc will 
deploy teams to hospitals where ebola patients show up. 

0:26 10/14/14 11:05p 
health and 

medical 
%56 of americans think the u.s is ready to fight ebola where %42 
say we are not prepared. 

0:23 10/15/14 11:03p 
health and 

medical 
dallas county may declare a local disaster it will heklp officials 
impose travel restrictions. And hospital will issue and apology 
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0:22 10/15/14 11:03p 
health and 

medical 
two nurses from texas hospital has ebola. Biggest  concern is how 
they got it.  

2:31 10/15/14 11:03p 
health and 

medical 

second nurse took a flight before she checked into the hospital. 
She checked with the cdc before flying. She was told it was her 
call. 

0:28 10/15/14 11:06p 
health and 

medical 
man in plain clothes taking ebola patient to private plan. No word 
on why he isnt wearing any protective gear. 

0:39 10/15/14 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

one nurese in texas is improving rapidly. The other nurse is in 
atlanta. Chief of texas hospital will be testifying in d.c as to what 
happened and how it spread within this hospital  

0:58 10/16/14 11:00p 
health and 

medical 
ebola nurse tells doctors I love you guys before flight. Flown to 
maryland tonight 

0:36 10/16/14 11:01p 
health and 

medical 

texas officials are now forcing healthcare workers who had contact 
with the ebola patient who died to stay home. President obama 
may appoint czar. And airport screening underway 

1:19 10/17/14 11:13p 
health and 

medical 
quarantine on ebola victims family to be lifted on Monday. 

0:29 10/17/14 11:15p 
health and 

medical 
cruise ship headed nack to port because passenger may have 
been exposed to ebola 

0:25 10/17/14 11:15p 
health and 

medical 
health care workers rally tonight outside texas health presbyterian 

0:21 10/17/14 11:15p 
health and 

medical 
doctors say nina pham in fair condition amber vinson may have 
become sick oct. 10 

0:35 10/20/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

>>> there are new guidelines in  place for health care workers  
dealing with ebola.  they call for face shields,  hoods and other 
clothes that  leave no part of the body  exposed and for a trained  
supervisor to watch over the  workers when they put on and take  
off the gear 

0:15 10/20/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

ebola is on the agenda for  the l.a. city council meeting.  the council 
members will decide  how to inform and keep citizens  safe if an 
outbreak happens  here. but so far we have not seen any  cases in 
our area 

0:13 10/21/14 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

an nbc freelance cameraman is free of ebola tonight and will be 
headed home to be with family. after being isolated at a hospital in 
omaha he will be going to rhode island tomorrow. he was one of 
eight americans diagnosed with ebola and treated successfully in 
nebraska 

0:27 10/21/14 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

and if you dont smoke, it could cost you more to get a prescription 
filled at the drugstore. cvs has stopped selling back is program. 
now caremark may charge you up to $15 in extra co pays to fill 
your prescription in stores that still sell tobacco products. caremark 
works with walgreens and rite aid. 

0:27 10/22/14 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

a medical mishap is changing  the way that chemicals are  handled 
at victor valley  college.  Students were given a shot of sodium 
chloride. the shot is not toxic but some  students complained of 
fatigue  and had a mild pain.  the school has now changed the  way 
they store and label vials. > 

0:47 10/22/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

his parents begged him not  to go to liberia but he did so  for work 
and tonight that nbc  cameraman opens up about  surviving ebola. 
mukpo says he is blessed to  be alive.  he is out of the hospital in  
omaha and meeting with a team of  doctors who treated him.  how 
did he contract ebola?  he doesnt know.  he had been touring 
treatment  units in africa before joining  dr. nancy snyderman.  but 
he says he has no regrets 
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2:35 10/23/14 11:00p 
health and 

medical 

ebola hits the nations  biggest city.  the white house and the cdc on  
alert. the doctor who helped treat  patients in africa has tested  
positive and is now in a hospital in new york.  his steps have been 
traced since  he got to the hospital.    a cdc go team is on its way  
to new york city, where leaders  are trying to ease the panic  that 
has arrived.  even though he was monitored  while volunteering in 
africa,  with doctors without borders,  hes in isolation, officials are  
tracking those he came into contact with 

0:30 10/24/14 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

a health care worker being  monitored for ebola in the new  york 
area.  that health care worker arrived  from west africa and 
developed a  fever within a few hours of  landing. he is believed to 
be in the  ambulance you see there.  she is being tested if for virus  
while being kept in isolation 

0:37 10/24/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

a good day for the dallas  nurse who was cleared of ebola  and on 
her way home tonight but  not before she got a hug from  her 
doctor and president obama.  this is nina pham and the  president 
in the oval office.  she was caring for a patient who  died of ebola in 
dallas.  throughout this ordeal i put  my trust in god and my medical  
team. im on my way back to recovery  even as i reflect on how 
many  others have not been so  fortunate.  she is look forward to 
seeing  her dog who had to be  quarantined 

0:23 10/24/14 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

a square at union station  downtown was one of the first  tests of 
the ebola protocol here  in los angeles.  a man said he was feeling 
sick  after returning from africa.  the man was isolated and taken  to 
hospital.  he travelled to nigeria, not one  of the countries hit by the  
outbreak. 

0:32 10/27/14 11:32p 
health and 

medical 

an expert panel discussed  ebola in america tonight at uc  irvine.  
dozens of people turned out for  the event. while the virus is 
devastating,  america is capable of treating  patients 

0:20 10/29/14 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

california now joins several other states in ordering a mandatory 
three-week quarantine for anyone traveling from west africa who 
had contact with an ebola patient. at that point, individual counties 
in california and health officials there will screen the passenger and 
monitor the quarantine. there are no reported cases of ebola in 
california 

0:23 10/29/14 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

scientists at Tulane university have an interesting way to detect 
ebola. it works like a home pregnancy test and takes just a drop of 
blood and  minutes. it could slow the pred of ebola because it 
doesnt take days to get the lab results back. and it needs federal 
approval before doctors can use it in west africa.  

0:38 11/5/14 11:33p 
health and 

medical 

she caused a national scare   when she flew from dallas to   ohio 
after being infected with   ebola. and amber vinson says she did   
check with the cdc behave flying   back 

0:29 11/7/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

dallas has now been declared ebola free. texas has been declared 
ebola free. tonight the last person being monitored for symptoms 
was cleared. thomas duncan was diagnosed in dallas last 
september. he died ten days later. two nurses who had contact with 
duncan also tested positive. they have been declared also ebola-
free 

0:24 11/12/14 11:05p 
health and 

medical 

get ready to put out  electronic cigarettes in santa  monica. the city 
council has decided to  treat them like regular tobacco  products.  
you cannot vape in public areas  and minors cannot buy  
ecigarettes at all.  other cities have passed similar  ordinances. the 
new restrictions go into  effect tomorrow.    
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0:26 11/13/14 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

another ebola patient is now being flown to the united states for 
treatment here. the patient is a doctor who was working in west 
africa, sierra leone. on saturday hes expected to arrive at the 
nebraska medical center in omaha. the doctor, his name hasnt 
been released, is a citizen of sierra leone. thats in west africa. but 
hes also a permanent u.s. resident. the omaha hospital has already 
treated two ebola patients.  

0:37 12/4/14 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

a couple of medical warnings to tell you about tonight. now, even if 
you have the flu shot, there is a good chance that youre not fully 
protected. the cdc says a strainated since current vaccines were 
produced. heres what the cdc is suggesting you do at the first sign 
of the flu, they say you should ask your doctor for anti-virals. anti-
virals reduce the ability of a virus to replicate rapidly. it will be your 
best bet if you have any symptoms. because of this mutation the flu 
shot wont work for about half they tell us of the viruses that theyve 
been seeing so far this year 

0:22 12/4/14 11:17p 
health and 

medical 

california is suffering through the worst whooping cough epidemic 
since the vaccine came out, and it is likely to get worse. there have 
already been almost , cases. ten babies have died. most of these 
cases have been infants too young to be vaccinated. now doctors 
are encouraging pregnant women to get vaccinated so that their 
immune system can protect newborns 

0:26 12/9/14 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

.>>> students at a suburban chicago high school are getting a few 
days off because of a flu outbreak there. the high school is closed 
until thursday because 25% of the student body called in sick. 
some of the teachers and staff members also out with the flu, so 
the administration decided to be proactive, maybe keep the other 
75% healthy. they are deep cleaning the school to give the kids a 
chance to recover before finals next week 

0:47 12/19/14 11:15p 
health and 

medical 

>>> the heaviest part of the flu  season is between now and  
february. right now it is in half the  country and expected to get  
worse.  children have died from the  flu this season.  the new strain 
is resistant to  the current vaccine.  doctors suggest tamiflu 

0:37 12/19/14 11:16p 
health and 

medical 

>>> if you like caramel apples  there is a warning to tell you  about.  
prepackaged caramel apples have  been linked to five deaths and  
two dozen illnesses in  states. people were sickened by listeria  
which is a form of food  poisoning.  it happened between october   
17th  and november  27 th.  investigators are trying to  identify 
specific brands  identified here.  you are advised not to eat  pre-
packaged caramel apples  until they know more 

0:29 12/24/14 11:12p 
health and 

medical 

a lab error at the centers for disease control may have exposed 
several workers to ebola. an atlanta lab worker may have come in 
contact with the deadly disease as well as other staff who had 
contact with the lab room. health officials say in this case the risk of 
contracting the virus is low. the lab tech is being monitored as a 
precaution. at least workers have taken antibiotics because of a lab 
error 

0:28 11/19/14 11:07p immigration 

tonight we are getting a  look inside the oval office and  what youre 
about to see is  president barack obama moments  before he made 
his speech on  immigration. the two men with the president  are his 
senior speech writer and  the director of speech writing.  minutes 
later the president said  he was using executive action  for a plan 
that will allow up to  million undocumented  immigrants to apply for 
a  program protecting them from  deportation 
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0:27 12/2/14 11:31p immigration 

we learned there are a lot  of questions about ab  , the  law that will 
allow undocumented  immigrants to apply for a  drivers license on 
january nd.  more than ,  people called in  tonight.  we worked with 
our sister  station. hundreds left messages and well  be going 
through those and  continuing to answer yourquestions on the air 
and online.   

0:43 10/1/14 11:16p lifestyle 

we have amazing video  tonight of two men.  you might say, getting 
up close  and personal with a hammerhead  shark off our coast. 
want to see something cool? the man says he was out in a  kayak 
fishing with a friend a  mile and a half off new port  beach when the 
shark bumped into  them a couple of times. 

0:28 10/1/14 11:32p lifestyle 

you cant use the bathroom  if you are pregnant and you  cant wait. 
this woman said it happened at a  phoenix starbucks.  she asked 
an employee to unlock  the door but they refused unless  she made 
a purchase.  under pressure, she raced over  and used the one 
over at the  subway. the starbucks manager who  happens to be a 
woman apologized  and said she would have allowed  the woman 
to use the restroom.   

0:26 10/2/14 11:33p lifestyle 

one night to save dogs. thats the goal of the third annual wags and 
walks dog rescue fund-raiser. their mutton but love gala took place 
tonight in beverly hills emceed by our own nbc s robert kovacik. 
funds are used to save at-risk dogs from the streets and high kill 
shelters. last years event raised more than $40,000  , which helped 
save more than dogs 

0:23 10/6/14 11:34p lifestyle zamperini died but family will represent him at rose parade. 

0:25 10/7/14 11:34p lifestyle clown creeping around town in wasco 

0:24 10/9/14 11:16p lifestyle 
moving vietnam wall is in temecula. More than 58,000 americans 
who lost there lives are on that wall. 

0:27 10/10/14 11:17p lifestyle thousand oaks haunted house ranked top ten in america 

0:24 10/13/14 11:16p lifestyle 

the boy who suffered a shock after a birthday party is conscious 
tonight. his parents posted this picture after he woke up just hours 
before his tenth birthday. although he is still congested he is 
breathing on his own and will continue treatments to clear his 
lungs. 

0:40 10/13/14 11:33p lifestyle free pulse point app aims to save lives 

0:27 10/13/14 11:34p lifestyle reunited parrot now speaks spanish. 

0:45 10/14/14 11:33p lifestyle 
lady who found the missing parrot may be the reason why it speaks 
spanish now.  

0:26 10/15/14 11:33p lifestyle 
bilingual parrot's original owner decides to give him back to second 
family 

0:38 10/16/14 11:32p lifestyle vanguard awards. Rev. al sharpton award honoree 

0:24 10/16/14 11:33p lifestyle message in a bottle. Man finds message from little girl dated 2010 

0:28 10/16/14 11:33p lifestyle 
riverside county animal services rescues 3-month old kitten from a 
10-foot metal pole 

0:37 10/17/14 11:33p lifestyle 
nbc entertainment chairman robert greenblatt honored at 10th 
annual glsen respect awards 

0:42 10/21/14 11:05p lifestyle 
the giants are one game up in the world series. and bryan stow 
says he couldnt be happier. tonight, espns shelly smith sat down 
with stowe giving us our first look at his recovery 

0:34 10/21/14 11:32p lifestyle 

it is official we have a new queen. rose queen, that is.   
congratulations.   madison triplet was crowned tonight. she was 
chosen from among the seven members of the royal court. as 
queen with all those princesses, she'll make about a hundred 
appearances     
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0:44 10/22/14 11:33p lifestyle 

the west hollywood city  council awarded nbc an award  tonight in 
its disability service award it was part of our life  connected series 
that is unique  to nbc . every sunday we bring you  stories about 
how our lives are  intertwined. if you have an idea go to our  
website, www.nbcla.com.  

0:22 10/22/14 11:34p lifestyle pink hotdogs celebrates 75 yrs with 75 cent hot dogs from nov 7-13 

0:44 10/23/14 11:33p lifestyle 

have you to be careful when  you come up with something  unique 
for halloween, often you  can cross the line of good  taste. thats 
how a neighborhood in  dallas texas feels about the  homeowner 
who took a cue from  the headlines and the ebola  virus.  he 
surrounded his yard with  containers of hazardous waste  and put 
up tape that said  quarantine. he did it just for fun.  

0:31 10/23/14 11:33p lifestyle 
the breaking bad bad doll drama takes another turn tonights. 
People are going online to slam toys r us for pulling the dolls off the 
shelf 

0:21 10/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 
> the salvadorian american  leadership education fund held  the 
public service station of  the year award.  this is given for the work 
nbc does 

0:55 10/27/14 11:15p lifestyle 

the owner of a neon  halloween house is pulling the  plug on his 
extravagance and  complaints from his neighbors.  this house is 
such an attraction  that people are parking their  cars in a park 
across the  street, on the street, blocking  driveways of neighbors to 
get a  good look and hear what is going  on.  neighbors say they 
didnt like  the music that was coming from  the light show.  the 
owner has decided to turn it  off for now to keep everybody  happy 

0:25 10/27/14 11:33p lifestyle 

imagine you are on a highway  and along the side of the road  you 
see bags stuffed with  $120,000 and its all cash.  what would you 
do?  an off duty highway patrol  sergeant found just that last  month 
and he immediately turned  it in.  the rightful owner was  identified 
and thanks to an  officer who did the right thing,  got his cash back, 
all of it 

0:36 10/27/14 11:33p lifestyle 

>>> travel and leisure magazine  has the list of the snobbiest  cities 
in america, los angeles  is third.  the reason?  we have a lot of 
trendy  restaurants and the possibility  that you could run into a  
celebrity or two. 

0:28 10/28/14 11:15p lifestyle 

what does ten hours of street harassment look like? just a sample 
of what one woman dressed in jeans and a t-shirt experienced in 
ten hours walking through the streets of new york city. her 
experience was filmed and edited 

0:31 10/28/14 11:16p lifestyle 

we live in a time where people try to get as many likes as possible 
online. some selfies are taking it too far. they are taking selfies with 
bears, the real thing. this happened at visitors center in south lake 
tahoe. it is getting so bad that the u.s. forest service is threatening 
to close down the area. they fear someone will get attacked. so far 
there has been no reported bear attacks.   on purpose, right?   bad 

0:51 10/28/14 11:33p lifestyle 

> a guy delivering beer in oklahoma is a hero tonight. check out this 
surveillancevideo. he took down a suspect who was robbing a 
convenience store. the boy was only  14 years old. didnt see brock 
who was stocking beers in the back room. she tried to stop him 
before calling to the beer man for help 

0:22 10/29/14 11:33p lifestyle 
we are looking at the new skyline observatory. the reopening is 
extremely important. Will open sometime next spring 
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0:33 10/30/14 11:18p lifestyle 

all right.  are you ready for stylish and  spooky? the west hollywood 
halloween  carnival will shut down streets  tomorrow. it could very 
well be the  largest halloween street party  in the world. half a 
million people are  expected to fill santa monica  boulevard.   

2:35 10/31/14 11:03p lifestyle 

also happening right now,  the rain is going to be moving  in for the 
next several hours,  but it cant dampen one of the  biggest 
halloween parties of  them all, where half a million  people in west 
hollywood have  been in character now for hours  now. we were 
over west hollywood in  the last hour, and as you can  see, the rain 
isnt slowing the  party down. robert covasek is live in the  middle of 
it all for us.   

0:47 10/31/14 11:16p lifestyle 

, a woman born  on the side of a san diego  freeway reunited with 
the police  sergeant who delivered her three  decades later.  treen 
dency says theres two  reasons she wanted to see the  man who 
played such a big part  at her birth.  this now retired sergeant said  
he remembers that night all too  clearly.   that made my day.  got 
the baby out and the cord  was wrapped around the babys  neck 

0:30 10/31/14 11:17p lifestyle 

on this halloween, a toll  Toluca lake neighborhood turned  into its 
own spooky attractionj.    we were there tonight as  hundreds of 
trick-or-treaters  hit the streets.  take a look, from graveyards to  a 
zombie wedding, a two-block  area of toll uka lake went all  out. 
they were decked out.  this neighborhood does it every  year.  
organizers say they had enough  candy for about up to 2000 
people 

0:19 10/31/14 11:17p lifestyle 

lets go live back to west  hollywood and the big halloween  party. 
the worst of the rain, well  check with fritz, apparently  hasnt hit yet.  
this means that these people  should be fine, because the  party is 
supposed to break up at  midnight.    supposed to is the operative  
word there.    lets find out when the rain  will hit them 

0:30 10/31/14 11:32p lifestyle 

and we have new video  showing whats happening with  the lava 
flow threatening homes  on the big island of hawaii.  using a gopro, 
an nbc news crew  got close to the action.  i dont know that i would 
do  this. on the cool and hardened lava.    not that hard yet.    were 
told the lava did not  advance today, but that doesnt  mean homes 
are out of danger.  kill wauea is still very active.    

0:46 11/3/14 11:33p lifestyle 
> they couldnt make it to the  hospital in time and so that  meant 
the dad stepped in to  deliver the baby with coaching  from the 
operator.     

0:18 11/5/14 11:34p lifestyle rescued baby sea otter has a new home in chicago 

2:24 11/7/14 11:03p lifestyle 

it is a story that one pet owner simply isnt buying. his dog vanished 
and the airline says the dog chewed its way out of its kennel, but is 
that what really happened. we talked with the dogs owner and has 
more on the search at l.a.x. and beyond 

0:40 11/7/14 11:33p lifestyle 

>>> pinks hot dogs in hollywood was selling its famous chili dog for 
just  75 cents tonight. >> declare this to the city of los angeles.>> 
there you have it. tonight was the first of seven nights. this is a little 
tricky. you can get a  cent chili dog every night  

0:47 11/7/14 11:33p lifestyle 

as far as surprise reyun ups go, this one in the inland empire is 
right up there with the very best of them. >> well, as you can see 
there were hugs and tears of joy. Little boy reunited with marine 
dad 
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0:29 11/10/14 11:11p lifestyle 

new tonight, you may have noticed flashlights in the south bay this 
evening. san pedro just wrapped up a walk for neighborhood 
watch. its an effort to return the neighborhood watch to its original 
purpose, to meet neighbors face-to-face.   people walked from their 
homes to the corner store tonight. the neighborhood watch group 
wants to be the eyes and ears of the community. 

0:20 11/10/14 11:34p lifestyle deer had plastic pumpkin on head. Spent at lleast six days stuck 

0:51 11/11/14 11:32p lifestyle 

from the land of high-tech a new social trend is happening in 
california, women are getting   together for egg freezing parties. 
women are attending an   information cocktail hour hosted by a 
doctor. some young women want to focus   on their careers right 
now. so freezing their eggs will let   them make the family decisions   
later in life. 

0:22 11/13/14 11:01p lifestyle 

rain, it is a rare sight in southern california whenever it happens. 
news chopper was over canoga park tonight with some showers 
there, and we have video just in from the simi valley where its not 
much more than a drizzle. and because we get so little rain, rain 
can become a social media phenomenon. we have some video 
from the usc-cal game tonight at the coliseum downtown 

0:43 11/13/14 11:18p lifestyle 28 hrs anc counting in the al rokerthon 

0:34 11/13/14 11:33p lifestyle 

>>> a young woman with cerebral palsy has been without her 
wheelchair since it fell off the family car on the  freeway. well, 
tonight all of that changed. when chino police learned what had 
happened they raised the cash and got her a brand new one 

0:36 11/14/14 11:33p lifestyle 
boxing fundraiser. The fight for life fundraiser. Lapd v.s la county 
deputies 

0:21 11/17/14 11:33p lifestyle 
>>> los angeles city council  member mitch englander is  helping 
north valley families.  he passed out more than turkey dinners to 
needy families  

0:11 11/18/14 11:06p lifestyle 
 buffalo man captured the  calm before the storm in this  time lapse 
video shot today from  his office window 

0:09 11/18/14 11:06p lifestyle 
and on social media, pictures  continue to come in.  someone 
carved out a fridge from  all the snow sitting on his  front door 

0:18 11/19/14 11:22p lifestyle 
people should know you were  busy tonight.  you were out there at 
the  drought community event in  alhambra.  hundreds of people 
were on hand  to learn conservation tips out  there tonight.   

0:30 11/20/14 11:33p lifestyle 

a little rain tonight didnt stop usc from holding its pep rally ahead of 
the big showdown with ucla this weekend. uscs song girls led the 
way but the main event was the fireworks here followed by a 
bonfire. at the center of all of this the ucla mascot. this of course 
the biggest game of the year if youre into southern california 
rivalries and college football 

0:26 11/21/14 11:07p lifestyle 

a fundraiser is wrapping up in the san gabriel area for the family of 
a slain police officer. his name shaun diamond. he is the officer that 
was shot and killed while serving a search warrant to a gang 
member. the fundraiser had such a big turnout that the line went 
out the door. officers from many departments came to show their 
support. 

0:33 11/21/14 11:33p lifestyle 

if you ever struggled to find a parking space in runyan, you are 
going to love this. valet curb stand will park your car. use an app to 
tell them when you are on the way back. it is available this 
weekend from  9 until 4  it will cost you $ 5. but only in l.a. can you 
valet park your car when you go on a hike.  

0:58 11/25/14 11:17p lifestyle k9 shot on Sunday now headed home 
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0:40 11/26/14 11:16p lifestyle 

volunteers wrapped up  hours of cooking for the mission on skid 
row. this is the th year of serving the food to needy angelenos.   
pounds of mashed potatoes.   pounds of candied yams and   
pumpkin pies. 

0:27 11/27/14 11:14p lifestyle 

well, for those who wanted a side of funny with their holiday meal 
the laugh factory hosted its th annual thanksgiving dinner in 
hollywood. the event was free and everyone there was treated with 
a few jokes along with the grub. comedian dane cook was also on 
hand to help out. he says the event is the best way to give back 
and give thanks because after all, everyone just wants to have a 
great meal and a few laughs. 

0:27 11/28/14 11:16p lifestyle 
the l.a. zoo bringing holiday lights back to griffith park. it features 
lasers, l.e.d. lights and projections. the last year of the parks 
popular festival of light was  

0:22 12/2/14 11:32p lifestyle 

sea world san diego is  celebrating the birth of a baby  killer whale.  
park officials say she gave  birth this afternoon.  the ten-year-old 
carried her  calf for  17 months and was in  labor for an hour.  park 
officials dont know its  sex just yet and it has not been  named 

0:34 12/2/14 11:33p lifestyle 

lets talk about christmas.  in all this rain cant stop the  california 
capital christmas try  lighting ceremony and a southern  california 
girl kicked it off  tonight.  nine-year-old kimmie metcalfelet  lit the 
tree tonight.  she is from chino and in  remission from a rare form of  
leukemia and cerebral palsy. 

0:30 12/4/14 11:11p lifestyle 

tonight a los angeles couple is back here at home after spending 
the past two years trying to convince authorities in the middle east 
they did not kill their adopted daughter. the couple faced criminal 
charges in the death of their 8-year-old, who was adopted from 
africa. you can see the relief from family and friends in this photo 
they posted tonight. the huangs said their daughter suffered from 
medical problems complicated by unusual eating habits from years 
of deprivation in africa. an autopsy showed the cause of death was 
dehydration. 

0:19 12/4/14 11:18p lifestyle 

with the rain comes the runoff. los angeles county department of 
public works is reminding subbers and others who go out to the 
beach to avoid storm discharge areas, which typically are full of 
debris and bacteria not only during the storm itself but also for a 
few days afterwards. so watch out. 

0:22 12/4/14 11:34p lifestyle fritz holiday lighs. Will be at the americana at brand 

0:47 12/5/14 11:20p lifestyle 

fritz's holiday lights. my only responsibility is the honorary mayor of 
taluca lake is to light their lights every there is our six-foot tree. but 
what was fun about it, heres one of our residents, a lovely guy. and 
there is santa. but the chamber of commerce made a lovely 
donation to toys for toys for tots. there are all sorts of barrels to 
make those toy donations. we will be promoting toys for tots next 
thursday and friday.  

0:16 12/5/14 11:31p lifestyle 
remember the west covina police canine shot in the line of duty? he 
is out of the hospital. georgia non-profit donates k9 first aid kts to 
west covina pd 

0:20 12/5/14 11:32p lifestyle 
>>> bands, dancers and colorful floats. crowds gathered in 
lynwood for the rd annual candy cane parade. carlos alvarez was 
the grand marshall. it featured holiday floats and dance groups. 
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0:36 12/5/14 11:32p lifestyle 

you know when kids go to meet santa claus. we asked you to send 
us your pictures. here are some of them. we love to share these 
photos. so many can relate to taking our kids to see santa and 
winding up with a photo like these 

0:50 12/5/14 11:33p lifestyle 

fritzs holiday lights at americana at brand tonight. a gorgeous 
arrangement there every year. and nbc made a donation of $ 5,000 
to the glendale humane society. comes from the fred roggin 
philanthropic association. and a $5000  donation to toys for tots 

0:22 12/5/14 11:33p lifestyle 
one more photo before we leave. this is fritzs smallest but biggest 
fan 

0:38 12/8/14 11:05p lifestyle 

wasnt just the drivers affected. , christmas gifts for seniors 
destroyed. gifts were soaked when sprinklers went off in an 
adjacent building housing department of aging part of the secret 
santa exchange, project care 

0:28 12/8/14 11:09p lifestyle 

now new night, the los angeles couple held in the middle east in 
qatar for nearly two years. wrongfully accused of killing their 
daughter is suing the company that sent them overseas in the first 
place. "los angeles times" is reporting matt and grace wong are 
suing mwh global, saying they didnt receive security or training 
before they left. the couple returned to southern california last week 
after being cleared of all charges 

0:44 12/8/14 11:18p lifestyle 

hundreds of people came together in san bernardino. really all day 
long. to support wounded officer, garbriel garcia. they teamed up 
with mexico cafe to announce fight on gabe. the officer and his 
family. after a man shot him in the head in the line of duty in august 

0:31 12/9/14 11:09p lifestyle 

you may remember this story. a college student died last summer 
after being hit by a lightning strike at venice beach. now his parents 
are using that tragedy to help others realize their dreams, much like 
their son was about to do. just days after nick fagnano was killed, 
their parents started a scholarship fund at usc in nicks name. he 
was about to start school there at usc. its been four months, and 
already $100,000 is in the memorial fund, donated by more than 
people.  

0:48 12/9/14 11:16p lifestyle 

a newborn is going to have quite the story to tell about how his dad 
helped his mom bring him into the world in the parking lot of a  7-
eleven. orange county fire authority dispatcher michelle richards 
calmly walks the dad through the delivery. now, the reason she was 
so calm, this was her 13th delivery in  years as a dispatcher. there 
was, though, a scary moment when the boys cord wrapped around 
his neck. however, paramedics got there in time to clamp the cord 
and let the dad cut it. we talked with a hospital staff tonight. as you 
can see from these photos, the family is doing just great.   

0:49 12/9/14 11:17p lifestyle 

heres one for you, chuck. what do you put down on the birth 
certificate for place of birth when youre born on a 737 at 30,000 
feet? theres a new mom somewhere in los angeles tonight after 
unexpectedly giving birth on her flight out of sfo early this morning. 
now, the plane took off from san francisco 

0:21 12/9/14 11:33p lifestyle 

hiv activists unveiled plans for a memorial in west hollywood. the 
city is donating the land for the memorial in west hollywood park. 
thats near the citys library. and clearly a lot of people excited 
tonight, including the mayor of west hollywood and half the city 
council who came out to show their support 
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0:41 12/10/14 11:16p lifestyle 

a special delivery. and the southern california newborn who just 
couldnt wait. mom goes into labor at the san diego county home. 
dad drives to the hospital. but the baby has other plans. and was 
delivered in the driveway of an escondido hospital. and the 
hospitals administrator jumped in to help 

0:49 12/10/14 11:16p lifestyle 

time is running out for a dog stranded in a mid-city wash for more 
than a week. this dogs been trapped in the canal there. and of 
course with the major storm moving in tomorrow night that could 
mean big trouble for the animal 

0:45 12/10/14 11:33p lifestyle 

burbank police tonight made it extra special -- made it an extra 
special evening, actually, for about kids from the boys and girls 
club. take a look. officers gave each of the kids a $100 gift card to 
target to spend on their families and of course on themselves. look 
how excited they are. all part of targets heroes and helpers 
program. the officers involved tonight say this was a special event 
for them as well.  

0:21 12/10/14 11:34p lifestyle 
weve got time for one more. a dog tracks down a man who may 
have been peeping into windows. 

0:16 12/11/14 11:14p lifestyle 

making the best of a bad situation and taking advantage of the 
storm. this woman on a street just north of san francisco on a 
kayak. doing a good job. and she might as well use it if shes got it. 
and well have more of these pictures throughout this broadcast 

0:20 12/11/14 11:17p lifestyle 

we want you to take a look at this picture right now. no, its not 
southern california. not even hawaii. this is not even an ocean. this 
is lake tahoe today. absolutely gorgeous picture there. at the center 
of it all you see a surfer on lake tahoe. by the way, temps in the s 
there. so suffice it to say its pretty chilly 

0:19 12/11/14 11:33p lifestyle 

tonight we’ve shown you some pretty interesting pictures from the 
storm throughout the broadcast all throughout the state. but nothing 
beats a cannonball in a safeway parking lot. were calling this the 
supermarket splash 

0:31 12/11/14 11:33p lifestyle 
that its that time again for fritzs holiday lights, and we want to talk 
about this tonight because we gave away a check to a very 
deserving organization food foward 

0:28 12/12/14 11:05p lifestyle 

oak tree crashing down during a break in the storm. talk about 
being in the right place at the right time here. this is in the front yard 
of a home in woodland hills. we are told the tree is about  years old. 
good reminder that the ground is sat rated. check the trees on your 
property. 

0:11 12/12/14 11:05p lifestyle 
 one more image, a water spout. of newport beach. nearly two 
inches of rain festival in orange county.  

0:20 12/12/14 11:09p lifestyle 

now lets look at one of the biggest stories of this storm, snow. and 
this is wrightwood, where six to eight inches of snow fell. and right 
now, mountain high is getting ready for the skiers. its website says 
they are planning to open on sunday morning if not earlier. the 
resort will make a formal announce member sometime 
tomorrow.>>>  

0:29 12/12/14 11:33p lifestyle 

>>> the huge fire that destroyed an apartment complexion plex that 
was under construction in downtown los angeles is not going to 
slow down the holidays for thousands of seniors in need. heat from 
mondays fire set to have sprinklers inside a building next door. and 
that water destroyed tom  2,000 gift bags from the department of 
aging. the mayor garceti campaign to raise money for new gifts 
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0:24 12/12/14 11:33p lifestyle 

we wanted to see how much rain water was captured today.  1.7 
billion gallons is actually enough to fill  , 2600 olympic sized 
swimming pools. the amount of rain captured enough to serve 
42,000 people for an entire year 

0:28 12/12/14 11:34p lifestyle 
fritz at victoria gardens to donate money to the mobile fresh 
program 

0:30 12/15/14 11:33p lifestyle 

dozens of military veterans are part of a town hall meeting in 
westwood. they got an ear full from people who served from 
vietnam to afghanistan. on the table they talked about 
homelessness, health care in general, land use plans for v.a. 

0:41 12/16/14 11:17p lifestyle 

>> santa should not be smoking anything at all. thats really bad. >> 
this shop is also illegal because it doesnt fall under proposition d. 
now is it up to the city attorneys office and the lapd to decide 
whether or not to close it down 

0:27 12/17/14 11:16p lifestyle 

this is something you  havent seen before.  a photographer has ten 
cameras  set up to watch the wildlife.  this is what he got.  he set up 
this santa claus in  front of one of the cameras.  and on monday 
this black bear  decided to have fun with it.  he knocked it over and 
played  with it and got bored and the  photographer says he hadnt 
seen  the bear in two months 

0:27 12/17/14 11:17p lifestyle 

the new port beach christmas  boat parade and ring of lights  
kicked off tonight.  this years theme, deck the  hulls with bows of 
jolly.  its the longest lighted boat  parade in america.  this runs 
every night through sunday and its  spectacular to see.  

0:41 12/17/14 11:32p lifestyle 
if you are counting, one  week until santas big night.  and st. nick 
made an appearance  at the lapd rampart station.  santa arriving in 
fashion on a  fire truck.  its all part of operation shoes  from santa 

0:26 12/18/14 11:18p lifestyle 

>>> a bridal portrait fail. this south carolina woman is taking a 
photo on the beach when shes offered a horse. you can see what 
happened. the horse has an entirely different idea of what theyre 
supposed to do. she got on and the horse took off, leaving the bride 
face down in the sand. the photographer said the bride is just fine 
and they all apparently had a good laugh about it 

0:26 12/18/14 11:33p lifestyle 

were just one week away from santas big day but some kids in the 
inland empire got a sneak peek. today the big guy in red visited the 
highland police department for toys with santa. toys donated from 
the officers and the community are headed out to about  300 
families and the children got to take a picture with everyones 
favorite, santa claus 

0:26 12/18/14 11:34p lifestyle fritz holiday lights in santa ana. Gave away a donmation 

0:51 12/19/14 11:14p lifestyle 

a billboard for a gun range  showing santa look menacing  armed 
with a gun.  that billboard is turning heads  in one california town.  
here he is, he is loaded on the  side of the highway just  outside 
chico.  no smile here.  he is also wearing sunglasses  and he is 
packing.  then of course theres the tag  line, we build ars for santa.  
the co-owner of down range  indoor training center says its  all in 
good fun. 

0:40 12/19/14 11:17p lifestyle 

it is the season of giving  and a woman learned that today.  in a 
good way.  >> in october someone stole her  car and with santas 
little  helpers at work she got the keys  to a new one.  air express 
tow had a used car  they wanted to give away to  someone who 
needed it 
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0:30 12/19/14 11:33p lifestyle 

tis the season of giving  and the spca is hoping to get  food 
donations for hundreds of  animals.  their food supply is 
dangerously  low. on average they use   40,000  pounds of pet food 
a year and  they are take in more animals  than ever before.  if you 
want to donate unopened  food we have locations on our  website  

0:24 12/19/14 11:34p lifestyle fritz holiday lights at huntington beach 

0:26 12/22/14 11:16p lifestyle 
the l.a. city attorney is taking an app to court claiming its illegal and 
works around prop d. the app owners say they are reducing the 
number of pot dispensaries. they hope to expand their business. 

0:17 12/22/14 11:16p lifestyle 
an interesting idea the county hopes will work, the county accepting 
apple pay for a building permit. this move is seen as an innovative 
tool to make dealing with customers a lot more efficient. 

0:25 12/22/14 11:32p lifestyle 

elementary and high school students got the chance to play with 
the pros tonight in santa monica. it is all part of music without 
borders which lets children of immigrant parents connect through 
music. they practice weekly at school but had the chance to show 
what they could do at this special holiday concert 

0:36 12/22/14 11:32p lifestyle 
it was a special dinner for about homeless men and women and it 
happened in glendora. officers served dinner to the homeless. the 
police chief says its important for their jobs and spirit 

0:25 12/22/14 11:33p lifestyle 

the military launched an anti-grinch firewall to a santa tracking site. 
they will be monitoring the fire wall for any threats. go to 
www.nbcla.com on christmas eve. we will have a link to the site. 
just search norad 

0:55 12/23/14 11:13p lifestyle 

> it has been a tradition in one neighborhood for eight years but 
this year a holiday display is in real jeopardy. some homeowners 
got warning letters from the county telling them they are violating 
an ordinance to hang up lights on public property. today was the 
day to take the lights down. residents say they dont think this is 
necessarily about safety 

0:58 12/23/14 11:32p lifestyle 

christmas came a few days early for thousands of children in watts. 
each child who showed up walked away with at least one gift from 
santa. kendrick lamar surprised the crowd with a free concert. 
community leaders say worries of violence would have prevent this 
from happening several years ago. but violent crime is now 
dramatically down 

0:46 12/23/14 11:33p lifestyle 

here it comes the ultimate stocking stuffer. millers childrens hospital 
continues a tradition of bundling the newborns in holiday stockings. 
babies are going to be wrapped up and delivered in this little -- 
thats a christmas sock.  its a stocking 

2:15 12/24/14 11:13p lifestyle 

this is video of an aspiring film maker giving a homeless man $100 
. it was a social experiment. as hetty chang reports, what happened 
next surprised a lot of people. when lynn follows thomas to the 
liquor store you can almost hear the disappointment in his voice. 
but as the owner describes what thomas bought was anything but. 
he bought bags of bread, juices and soda. he brought it all to the 
counter with a smile 

0:41 12/24/14 11:16p lifestyle 

neighbors on wakefield court have been joining forces for years 
now to turn their street into an extravaganza of lights. its popular 
especially with the kids. >> i look at their faces and i mean the 
yelling and the screaming and its all kids in like a play yard at 
nighttime. and it is like disneyland to hear them. > 
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0:57 12/24/14 11:32p lifestyle 

a homeownerer spends christmas eve digging through mounds of 
mud. the backyard is filled with six feet of rocks and debris. 
homeowner got some help with the cleanup from a u.s. marine she 
had been sending care packages to in afghanistan through the 
adopt a soldier program 

0:19 12/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 
tonight is the night. santa claus is coming to town and right now we 
just got an update. he is over canada 

0:19 12/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 
santa is going to have help in los angeles. the lindbergh beacon will 
be used to guide him into the city. the light capped the city hall in . 
the light is rarely used. but tonight is special 

0:47 12/25/14 11:09p lifestyle 

new tonight, the laugh factor in west hollywood is serving up a 
christmas feast and holiday cheer. comics and celebrities got 
together to provide a turkey meal with all the trimmings. anyone 
who might be lonely, hopeless, in need of a warm meal or just a 
hug and a laugh was welcome to join the party. comedians 
performed live showse following four separate meals all afternoon 
long in to the evening 

0:22 12/25/14 11:15p lifestyle 

bringing christmas cheer to hospitalized veterans, the jewish war 
veterans organizatn has been doing it since just after world war ii 
and today marked the groups the annual gift for a yank event. gift 
bags were delivered to veterans at  va hospitals all across southern 
cali other community groups and volunteers also joined in to help 

0:17 12/25/14 11:18p lifestyle 

as the holidays wind down, you’ll need a place to recycle your tree. 
curbside pickup is ane  option. if thats not available, we have a full 
list of fire stations and drop-off sites all across southern california. 
head over to our search tree recycling.  

0:15 12/25/14 11:18p lifestyle 
those dreaming  of a whiter christmas in the sierra nevada got their 
wish. the mountains got more snow overnight from christmas eve 
into christmas morning 

2:16 12/26/14 11:04p lifestyle 

if you have been outside at all tonight you know why people were 
layered up and headed out for a good reason. well show you what 
that reason was. were live in pasadena where even the 
temperatures cant stop the shoppers 

0:20 12/26/14 11:14p lifestyle 
police officers will be among the , uniformed officers in new york for 
the funeral. they tweeted this picture thanking jetblue airways to 
take them to new york at no charge 

0:35 12/26/14 11:17p lifestyle 

a holiday light fight in a neighborhood that is now taking on a city. 
and the christmas lights have been turned off. homes there 
received citation notices for issues like light cords running across 
the sidewalk. the homeowners we talked with said the fines were 
just $100 last year but this year they jumped up to $583 . most of 
the homes staged a blackout in protest and others are just taking 
down their lights.  

0:36 12/26/14 11:32p lifestyle 

the theme for this years rose parades, inspiring stories. and the 
marshall is a late soldier who inspired the book and film 
"unbroken." he passed away several months ago. his family will 
ride in the car behind a riderless horse.  

0:25 12/26/14 11:33p lifestyle 
and pranksters used tape to paint clark griswold on this sign. that 
was the name of chevy chases character in national lampoons 
vacation movies. it normally reads clark and westfield 

0:52 12/29/14 11:17p lifestyle 

a local homeless man who  became a viral sensation for  giving 
back to others is getting  the makeover of a lifetime and a  shot at 
starting over. a local homeless man who  became a viral sensation 
for  giving back to others is getting  the makeover of a lifetime and 
a  shot at starting over.  
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0:22 12/29/14 11:33p lifestyle 

pasadena is a busy place for  the next couple days.  Volunteers are 
working hard to  get everything in place for the  rose parade and 
bowl game for  new years day.  we were at the rose bowl today  
and there is a lot to be done  before the big game between  oregon 
and florida state.  the winner going on to the  national 
championship 

0:23 11/17/14 11:34p religion northern california church starts offering drive-thru prayers 

0:28 12/3/14 11:15p religion 

>>> a $ 20 million gift from an  anonymous source to the crystal  
cathedral. its the largest donation ever  received by the roman 
catholic  diocese of orange.  plans are now underway to reopen  
this sanctuary.  they still need to raise  millions more.  the diocese 
purchased the  property after the  ministries declared bankruptcy 

0:19 12/16/14 11:33p religion 
>>> tonight is the first night of hanukkah. the eight-day holiday 
commemorates the victory over the syrian army in  165 b.c 

0:22 12/23/14 11:08p religion 
controversy tonight over a church nativity scene that deprotects a 
homeless virgin mary at a bus stop in clairemont. last year the 
church depicted trayvon martin in a manger. 

0:33 12/24/14 11:16p religion 
christmas celebrations are underway at the cathedral of our lady of 
the angels together. catholics gathered at 7:00 . the choir will lead 
the congregation in christmas carols followed by christmas mass 

0:22 12/25/14 11:15p religion 
pope francis gave his christmas day address in front of tens of 
thousands of people  

0:18 10/10/14 11:05p safety lapd chopper emergency landing in south la 

0:22 10/10/14 11:16p safety fire officials reactivate air tankers 

0:53 10/22/14 11:15p safety 

> the largest air bag recall  ever. so why are millions of  california 
drivers not getting  the notice?  the national highway traffic  safety 
administration told us  the notices are only going out  to owners 
who live in areas with  high humidity because they say  humidity 
makes the defect even  worse. the air bag can spray metal  chard 
that have been connected  to the deaths of people.  all cars with 
the takata air  bags should be recalled.  

3:56 11/12/14 11:13p safety 

an aging and corroding  network of pipes the result of  water main 
breaks almost every  day here in los angeles.  if aging pipes can 
rupture on a  typical day imagine what would  happen in a major 
earthquake.  the los angeles department of  water and power 
shows us a pipe  that could survive even when the  big one hits.    
this is one of the most  important if not the most  important thing we 
could do.     

3:04 11/14/14 11:13p safety 

here in southern california we tend to spend more time behind the 
wheel than just about any place. for some, it can be a dangerous 
ride and not just because of hazards on the highway. it may be 
hidden inside your car 

5:06 11/17/14 11:13p safety 

dangerous sidewalks here in  los angeles they are considered  
some of the worst in the  country, causing thousands of  injuries 
and tonight how the  city is avoiding fixing them and  worse, 
avoiding paying for  injuries when you fall and hurt  yourself.>> 
even if you are not hurt  seriously who has not tripped.  joel grover 
is here with more 

0:33 11/18/14 11:15p safety 

and that large recall with  air bags may be getting bigger.  air bags 
from takata company are  expected to be recalled  nationwide.  it is 
mainly affecting areas  with high humidity.  sometimes it can shoot 
small  pieces of metal.  if takata and the auto companies  dont 
agree, they will use legal  powers to get the recall. million vehicles 
have been  recalled over concerns with the  air bags. 
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0:28 11/21/14 11:17p safety 

toyota recalling nearly , lexus models because they could leak fuel 
and catch fire. it covers the ls, gs and is between and  . toyota says 
the ceiling on the fuel lines can cause a leak. so far there is no 
report of fires or anyone being hurt 

0:36 11/26/14 11:09p safety 

>>> with black friday deals about to drive people to the malls, 
crooks know the potential that the marks are going to be almost 
everywhere. what can you do? the lapd says put personal items out 
of sight. the best place, lock them in the trunk of your car. but do it 
before you get to the store. thieves may be watching and theyll 
know where to hit 

0:23 11/28/14 11:32p safety 

the fbi predicts this black friday is expected to set a one-day record 
for firearms background checks. today the background check 
system was handling an average of three requests a second. 
officials estimate about  ,  of the  ,  checks will not be completed 
because of insufficient information. 

0:48 12/5/14 11:16p safety 

a community in orange county has found an interest weigh to 
protect and look after their neighbors. when crooks broke into a car 
in the driveway she first called the police and then she logged on to 
the anaheim hills buzz facebook page detailing what happened to 
her and warning others 

1:57 12/8/14 11:05p safety 

flames downtown were seen for miles across the night sky and 
caught the attention of seismologist lucy jones. nbcs robert kavasik 
has the story. starting with partially rebuilding thousands of 
structures. wood frames like this one that killed people during the 
northridge earthquake need to be fixed. older concrete buildings 
within 30yrs 

0:11 10/1/14 11:03p severe weather 
in less than an hour, a red  flag warn willing go into  effect. fire 
officials are moving extra  fire engines and crews into the  angeles 
national forest where  the fire danger is very high 

0:29 10/2/14 11:15p severe weather 

the heat is on tonight, and believe it or not, its going to get even 
hotter as we head into the weekend. football fans at a high school 
game were sweating it out in glendora tonight but the crowd didnt 
seem to mind. some say this is just the way they like it 

0:31 10/2/14 11:31p severe weather 

it is the october scorcher. dangerous heat stretching from the inland 
empire to the beaches. and a health alert is going out tonight.  plan 
accordingly to minimize their exposure to hot temperatures. 
particularly think about elderly people that might have chronic 
diseases and the young and take extra measures to protect them 
so theyre safe during the next couple days.  we are tracking the 
extreme heat and santa ana winds. what you need to know before 
starting your day tomorrow morning on "today in l.a." 

0:23 10/3/14 11:03p severe weather 

our october heat wave will peak this weekend but it is still 75 
degrees in downtown l.a. right now. tonight but that didnt stop   fans 
from showing up or dodgers   fans where it was nearly degrees at 
first pitch 

0:56 10/3/14 11:18p severe weather 

thousands are flocking to beaches to cool off. but life guards warn 
about the   high surf and dangerous rip  currents. l.a. county fire 
tells us today   alone they had more than rescues. a southerly swell 
is producing swells of to feet. theyre not the biggest waves they've 
seen this summer but enough to drum up those   dangerous 
currents. they are warning beach goers to   know their limits 

0:20 10/13/14 11:16p severe weather 

severe weather in northern alabama right now. trees were snapped 
bringing down power lines, leaving tens of thousands of people 
without power. a tree fell on a womans home and killed her. the 
storms will head east through the night and into tomorrow morning. 
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0:25 10/16/14 11:07p severe weather 
tropical storm watch in effect for hawaii. As tropical storm ana 
approaches. Flash floods and high surf 

0:39 10/17/14 11:07p severe weather gonzalo hits bermuda. Winds reach 75 mph 

0:36 10/17/14 11:07p severe weather 
hurricane ana next to hawaii. Will remain close to shore. Will slow 
down over the next few dyas 

0:17 10/31/14 11:06p severe weather 

> while its raining around  here, we just got this video in  from the 
mountains north of  sacramento, where the snow is  coming down.  
snow will continue to fall at  higher elevations during the  overnight 
hours.  a great sight for skiers who  want to get started on the  
season early 

0:22 10/31/14 11:15p severe weather 

the windy city is living up  to his name.     miles an hour winds 
pushed  water over the barriers onto  lake shore drive in chicago.  
traffic backed up for miles as  you can see here.  even a power 
pole fell.  guess what, wont get much  better tomorrow. chicago 
could see waves, they  say, up to 23 feet.  

0:29 10/31/14 11:16p severe weather 

rain could cause a problem in  los angeles and orange county.  
glendora residents on alert for  possible mud flows.  and families 
are being advised  to pack up their belongings     miles south of 
silverado.  the rain could cause flooding  and mudslides in the area 
burned  by this fire east of red canyon  road. the red cross has 
opened  santiago community college in  orange for anyone who 
needs a  place to stay 

0:15 11/17/14 11:02p severe weather 
this video just in from --  late tonight.  the red flag warning remains 
in  effect until 4:00  a.m.  fritz has the conditions along  with a frost 
advisory.  he will be along to update us in  ten minutes. 

0:32 11/18/14 11:05p severe weather 

there is a lot to talk about  in parts of new york after one  of the 
worst snowstorms in four  decades.  at least four people have died  
in the northeast after more than  three feet of snow and its not  over 
yet.  some areas are expecting nearly  six feet before warmer  
temperatures move in.  also a big issue is the wind  causing 
whiteout conditions and  first responders are trying to  rescue 
drivers trapped in their  cars since this morning.   

0:34 11/19/14 11:18p severe weather 

you want to see bad weather?  it is 30 degrees and yet another  
snow warning tonight in buffalo,  new york.  seven people have 
died as a  result of this epic storm with  six feet of snow on the 
ground.  the area is now bracing for  another  to  inches in the  next  
hours.  it is so severe they are not  plowing the roads in many 
areas.  soldiers are in buffalo, new  york to help out.  this will be a 
long night for  thousands of people in western  new york state 

0:47 11/20/14 11:16p severe weather 

>>> right now it is degrees in buffalo, new york. and as you can 
see, they have a lot of snow. inches of snow on the ground there. 
at least people have been killed as the area prepares for even 
more severe weather tomorrow 

0:10 11/21/14 11:18p severe weather 
you know, last night we were tracking the rain for you. tonight were 
getting new pictures of hail. a viewer sent these photos from san 
dimas 

2:22 12/1/14 11:01p severe weather 

the mudslide fears have many racing to protect their homes tonight. 
this is a fear all too familiar for some residents in the san gabriel 
valley. gadi schwartz is live where preparations are going to 
continue right through night. 
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1:47 12/1/14 11:16p severe weather 

there are a lot of prayers and preparation is going on. shovels and 
sandbags in use. nbc  s beverly white is live where people are 
really bracing for this powerful storm. the city of los angeles 
believes it is being proactive tonight. property damage can be 
averted by the proper location of sandbags. they know that mud 
from hillsides could come down once the rain starts and 
preparedness beats the need for emergency response 

2:33 12/2/14 11:00p severe weather 

and two more storms are  headed our way.  and we start with 
beverly white  who is in camarillo springs.  thats where there was a  
recent wildfire and danger of  mudslides. hree hours of  steady rain 
equals a wracking  night tonight.  the hillsides nearby could equal  
mudslides in the future.  drizzle and quiet tonight where  crews 
used every tool to deflect  runoff and clear storm channels  in the 
daylight hours 

0:14 12/2/14 11:03p severe weather 
the rain made it difficult  for southern california drivers  as well.  
firefighters pulled this cab  from the thick mud after the car  was 
stuck on a slope off museum  drive in l.a.  no one was hurt 

0:25 12/2/14 11:04p severe weather 

>>> and we have this video.  this video just in tonight from  south 
los angeles.  this is part of an apartment  complex that was flooded 
after  the rains.  the residents tell our partners  that they pushed for 
repairs to  their building but nothing  happened.  most did not have 
renters  insurance.  

1:37 12/2/14 11:05p severe weather 

for us in a glendale  neighborhood where flood fears  are very real 
tonight.  >> reporter: this is one of the  main diversion channels 
through  glendora. this is where it passes under  the street and this 
is where  crews are staging.  thats a backhoe where they are  
dredging underneath to make sure  mud and debris stays clear of  
that drainage point.  its every single drainage point  all along the 
burn scars that  are being watched tonight. 

0:26 12/2/14 11:08p severe weather 

streets. it slowed down the drivers out  there who knew better than 
to  speed through the water.  the next round of heavy rain is  
moving the tomorrow morning.  well have the latest on how  that 
will effect your commute  and the new storm  

0:22 12/2/14 11:17p severe weather 

there is significant snow in  northern california tonight.  this is the 
sierras where  resorts have been stocking up on  artificial snow.  
but tonight theyre knee deep in  the real stuff.  and thats not the 
case,  however, in big bear.  they have a lot of artificial  snow there. 
a bit too warm for real snow  tonight.>>>  

2:14 12/3/14 11:00p severe weather 
its not just the rain   that has been falling. mud and lots of it.from 
shovels to tractors, homeowners using whatever they can to dig out 
tonight. in riverside several homes are a mess right now 

0:16 12/3/14 11:02p severe weather 

and orange county has been   seeing some of the heaviest rain   
tonight. and you know what it is like to   navigate a freeway at night 
in   these conditions.   voluntary evacuations have been   extended 
for the silverado   canyon area where there were   wildfires this 
year.    
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2:31 12/3/14 11:16p severe weather 

>>> a lot of rain in a short  period of time creating big  concerns in 
neighborhoods here  and across the state.  in glendora, residents 
still  nervous and watching the area  left bare by the colby fire last  
january.  robert kovacik has an update on  the threat of flooding 
there. .  a car plunged   feet off an  onramp tonight, killing one and  
injuring three others.  investigators trying to confirm  if wet weather 
was the cause.  the heavy downpour blamed for  this sinkhole in 
san francisco.  a womans car was consumed by a  wall of water but 
the driver  managed to wade to safety.  in southern california, a  
mudslide that closed pch could  be cleaned up soon and cal  trans 
is hoping to have it  reopened tomorrow night.   

0:16 12/4/14 11:10p severe weather 

also we have this new video of a flooding mess in riverside county. 
in fact, this was sent to us by a viewer in san jacinto. you can see a 
lot of mud, a lot of water and debris on the roadway there. heavy 
rain triggered flash floods and stranded more than three dozen 
people, most of them city employees 

2:37 12/10/14 11:04p severe weather 

>>> and happening right now, a monster storm moving in hitting 
the bay area. as you can see right now. this storm could be the 
biggest rainmaker people in that region have seen in years. schools 
and some businesses already plan to shut down tomorrow, 
anticipating problems with the big storm. and of course southern 
california isnt far behind. nbc s robert kovacik live in seal beach 
with preparations on what they expect there 

0:33 12/10/14 11:07p severe weather 

this damage in washington state from that same storm slammed 
the bay area. beach erosion swallowed two homes along the coast. 
rivers and roads are flooded. and tens of thousands of people are 
without power up near seattle, washington. and this could, they tell 
us now, get a lot worse because the evergreen state is forecast to 
see inches of rain before the end of the week. you know, you can 
always stay ahead of the storm with our nbcla weather app. thats 
where you can have radar, the forecast and whats happening in 
your area. right now in the palm of your hand 

2:33 12/11/14 11:00p severe weather 

underwater in northern california. boats brought in to rescue people 
trapped by rising water. and the mega storm is moving south, 
forcing people to move to higher ground. >> were tracking the 
storm tonight and some mandatory evacuations right now. in fact, 
in the next few hours its going to be critical. the rain expected to be 
relentless into your morning commute.  shes live in glendora, where 
homeowners are evacuating.  

0:17 12/11/14 11:05p severe weather 

so you can see it is here. but we want you to take a look at this 
video just into our newsroom from east san jose. the rain too much, 
forcing the supermarket roof to collapse there. one person inside 
the store was hurt. nothing serious. firefighters say it is fortunate 
that everyone else got out okay. 

0:27 12/11/14 11:05p severe weather 

the flooding in redwood city happened so quickly people in a mobile 
home park found themselves stranded until the fire department 
brought in boats to get them out. some say its the worst flooding on 
their street in more than a decade. glad to have the rain but not this 
much this fast. some families told our nbc bay area station they 
couldnt afford a hotel tonight, so theyre waiting it it out and hoping 
the water recedes. 
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2:36 12/12/14 11:00p severe weather 

twister touches down and tears through the neighborhood. beverly 
white is live in south los angeles tonight where many are still 
rattled. the debris trail is behind us. parts of south l.a. still looks like 
tornado alley like kansas and texas, thats because the winds that 
struck this area were in excess of miles per hour. caroline is one of 
many with stories and pictures of todays tornado touchdown 

1:07 12/12/14 11:03p severe weather 

i want to talk about one of the people in beverlys report. the windy 
chaos, many were running for cover but one man captured these 
images of this rare tornado almost accidental. he is jamie mena 
and he likes the rain. with his cell phone he recorded some of the 
most staggering video of this ferocious weather 

0:45 12/12/14 11:08p severe weather 
people in the foothills of ado you za back to sleeping in their own 
homes tonight. mudslide warnings have been lifted 

0:24 12/15/14 11:02p severe weather 

>>> in the meantime, this video of heavy showers in camarillo 
springs, they are still cleaning up mud and rocks that flowed in last 
week. about a dozen homes were red tagged. neighbors hope not 
to see a repeat here. if there is a mudslide overnight we will cover it 
tomorrow night on today in l.a.  

2:04 12/16/14 11:01p severe weather 

has been out in it tonight and checking out the effects of the 
heaviest downpours all evening. >> he is in torrance tonight. you 
can see there is flood water out here. this is a pallet floating 
around. the sump pumps could not keep up tonight. torrential rain, 
trickling traffic as one by one, drivers in torrance follow each other 
into the water and one by one they make it out. but earlier those 
werent so lucky 

1:05 12/16/14 11:04p severe weather 

were going to news chopper  where the rain is affecting traffic at 
this hour. >> not a great night for flying over north hollywood where 
it is pouring.>> this is a live look at a downpour in north hollywood 
in the burbank area. far short time we were unable to liftoff. 
torrential rain moving through the valley in the better part of the last 
hour or so. heavy rain and low visibility. for a short time, visibility 
over burbank airport was down a mile at times or less. you see how 
heavy that rain is as we make our way over the   where traffic is 
heavy. at the   there is a rollover accident being worked on at 
sherman way. traffic in the southbound lanes starting to back up as 
you make your way towards the  . its a good night to stay indoors. 
reporting live, nbc  news 

0:26 12/16/14 11:05p severe weather 
we have new video just in from redondo beach, the storm churning 
up the surf. you can expect waves around 5 to 6 feet in the early 
morning hours 

0:15 12/16/14 11:18p severe weather 
>>> quite a downpour in long beach in the past hour or so. a little 
bit less than that. a second round of the rain making it hard to see. 
we saw some street flooding by but no major problems yet 

0:13 12/22/14 11:01p severe weather 
heavy fog is rolling in tonight. this is video from carson. we have 
seen heavy patches from long beach to l.a.x. to hollywood. there is 
a fog advisory in effect  

0:16 12/22/14 11:17p severe weather 

.>>> a high tide warning for the california coast, king tides happen 
around the winter solstice. this warning is in effect through tuesday. 
and the high tide comes as waves are expected to reach feet in 
some areas. 

2:25 12/25/14 11:03p severe weather 
also new tonight, a blast of winter winds across southern california 
downing trees and power lines overnight as you see here. and 
forcing crews to work around the clock to clear up there mess 

0:41 10/9/14 11:08p technology space shuttle endeavour has a new look.  
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0:25 10/9/14 11:32p technology 
apple suppliers push back plan for new ipad with bigger screen to 
next year 

0:33 10/10/14 11:17p technology new pics of space shuttle endeavour with payload 

0:40 10/14/14 11:17p technology 
airforce space plane still in orbit despite reports it could have 
landed tonight. Can do almost anything 

0:25 10/20/14 11:32p technology 
apple launches the new apply pay. Only on the iphone 6 and 6 
plus. 

0:28 10/21/14 11:33p technology 

a northern california company developed a hover board like a 
magic carpet you stand on. the magnetic field pushes it inches off 
the ground. if they can make one large enough, it could go under a 
house 

1:15 10/28/14 11:03p technology 

a mission to the international space station takes an unexpected 
and explosive turn tonight. were getting our first look at the launch 
and the magnitude of the blast that occurred.   three, two, one.   
night launches are usually quite dramatic and this one at  : tonight 
went beyond that. barely clearing the tower, six seconds after liftoff, 
it did this.  pounds of supplies aboard the unmanned rocket were 
vaporized. the explosion at the wallops island launch site was 
scene from north carolina up to maine and a man flying in a single 
engine cessna who caught this on his smartphone 

0:35 10/30/14 11:17p technology 

we have new information  tonight about the unmanned  rocket that 
exploded about six  seconds after it lifted off from  a launch site in 
virginia.  tonight we learn that the  operator of that rocket hit the  
destruct button just seconds  after they realized that there  was a 
problem with this launch.  orbital sciences, which built  the rocket, 
says the launch pad,  despite what it looked like  after the 
explosion, was not,  they found, significantly  damaged. there you 
see the explosion.  the rocket was carrying  5000  pounds of 
supplies up to the  international space station  including a science 
project from  students at san marino high  school.  

1:39 10/31/14 11:14p technology 

we have new video tonight of  the crash of virgin galactic  
spaceship two.  want to show it to you on the  monitor. the 
associated press was able to  send in a photographer and  brought 
back this video.  its the only ground video of  the crash site in the 
mojave  desert. the wreckage here is spread over  a wide area, 
about a mile.  thats going to make it much  more difficult for the 
ntsb team  as they begin to investigate  what went wrong.  and 
richard branson is expected  to arrive there as well tomorrow  
morning.   

0:21 11/4/14 11:18p technology 

we are learning tonight   about a new app that aims to   keep 
college students safe.   usc has developed what they call   live safe 
and it turns any cell   phone into a personal blue light   emergency 
phone.   students can report any   emergency through the phone 
with   a call, text, photos or video.   the app will be available on   
november 17th.    

0:28 11/13/14 11:10p technology 

we are now getting our first look at pictures from a spacecraft sitting 
on a comet miles away from earth. and the images show trouble. 
scientists believe the probe actually landed in a shaded area and 
that means the craft is getting a lot less sunlight than they had 
hoped for, and because its solar powered that puts the battery life 
in jeopardy. the craft took off from earth ten years ago and is the 
first ever to rendezvous with a comet.  

0:21 11/14/14 11:09p technology 

the first landing on a comet tonight has become a race against 
time. the lander drilled into the comet and rolled itself around to 
allow the solar panels to catch more sunlight. they say the 
spacecraft has now fallen into idle mode. 
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0:28 12/3/14 11:33p technology 
orion will carry astronauts into  deep space and the first mission  to 
mars.  tomorrows mission is a test run  unmanned.  liftoff is set for :  
a.m. our  time. well have all the details on  today in l.a.  

0:45 10/13/14 11:08p transportation 

tense moments for passengers on board a plane leaving san 
francisco today when part of the interior wall of the cabin cracked 
and started coming loose. the american airlines flight took off 
around :  headed for dallas but turned around midair and made an 
emergency landing in san francisco 

0:50 10/27/14 11:14p transportation 

everything is back to normal  at l.a.x. after a terror scare.  
passengers on a plane looked for  a wi-fi connection what popped  
up was the al qaeda free terror  network. it was misspelled.  but 
when a passenger reported it  to a flight attendant, the  flight crew 
took it seriously  and the plane sat on the tarmac  for three hours 
and the airline  delayed the flight for a day out  of abundance of 
caution. 

0:20 10/27/14 11:34p transportation windowless planes. Walls would be thinner and stronger 

0:27 10/29/14 11:18p transportation 
t is going in the right direction finally. gasoline prices that continue 
to drop 

2:35 10/30/14 11:01p transportation 

the traffic, as you can see,  stretches well into san diego  county. 
and in fact could spill into  your morning commute.  at this hour a 
crane is still  blocking all of the northbound  lanes and crews are 
out there  right now working to move a huge  crane and to clean up 
the fuel  spill. >> so once again, this backup is  on the golden state 
freeway near  avenida pico 

0:33 10/30/14 11:33p transportation 

im robert kovacik with an  update on our breaking news.  a crane 
accident blocking the    freeway north in san clemente.  if you know 
someone in that  backup, let them know we have  progress. the chp 
tells us this crane will  be off the freeway by  1a.m.  this morning 

0:20 11/3/14 11:07p transportation 

southwest airlines facing a  lawsuit from the federal  government 
over repairs that did  not meet safety standards.  it is seeming to 
enforce $  million in civil penalties.  the government says a 
contractor  hired to work on the skin of planes failed to use proper  
procedures. 

0:24 11/7/14 11:07p transportation 

get ready for more traffic than usual on the 91 freeway this 
weekend. the  is going to be down to two lanes in each direction 
between central avenue and th street. this will also affect merging 
traffic from the   and  connectors. they will be working on a train 
crossing 

0:24 11/11/14 11:16p transportation 

if you make the rush hour drive home on thursday you are   part of 
the slowest drive times   in los angeles. according to three 
companies who   are studying traffic pattern,   drivers spend about  
minutes every hour just sitting in traffic. and its not just on 
thursdays. wednesday afternoons are also   sluggish.    

0:28 11/14/14 11:16p transportation 

toll lanes havent really done all that much for traffic, but they are 
extremely profitable. thats why more and more will become toll 
lanes. because toll roads generate about $ 18 million in revenue 
just last year. metro is studying expanding the pay as you drive 
lanes. metro expects to wrap up its study by june 

0:29 11/18/14 11:11p transportation 

if you were on the  freeway tonight in grand terrace  you probably 
noticed a  considerable backup because  caltrans closed all of the 
lanes  to demolish this wall that was  damaged in a building fire last  
night.  you can see the debris on the  freeway here.  all of the 
southbound lanes are  back open on the northbound  side, one 
lane and the barton  off ramp are still closed for all  the cleanup out 
there.   
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0:31 11/21/14 11:09p transportation 

are you surprised about this? l.a. will have the worst traffic in 
america for thanksgiving. according to inrex, the worst problem will 
be on wednesday afternoon between  3:00 and  5:00  p.m. those 
two hours will look like this. if you are lucky the traffic will be 
moving. the worst, the eastbound 91, eastbound 10, the 5 from 
east l.a. to the orange county line and 405 the  from l.a.x. to 
sepulveda pass 

0:27 11/26/14 11:17p transportation 

the northeast was pounded with rain and snow, causing a lot of 
delays, cancellations and heart aches. the thousands of flights 
were delayed today. thats according to flight tracker. more than   
were cancelled outright. yesterday   were cancelled before the 
storm hit. the roadways are a mess if you eventually land at your 
destination.  

0:20 11/27/14 11:09p transportation 

and a small plane lands safely at an orange county park after 
experiencing engine troubles. fire crews say the cessna with two 
men on board was heading from long beach to palomar airport. 
thats over in carlsbad. the pilot landed the plane on a runway that 
used to be part of the marine corps air station, el toro. authorities 
say the men were not hurt.  

0:21 11/27/14 11:34p transportation 
finally, its not what you want to see when youre flying thousands of 
feet in the air. Bolt lodges into plane window 

0:19 12/2/14 11:03p transportation 

>>> this is what rush hour  looked like tonight.  the backup went on 
for miles on  the   freeway with a stream of  headlights and 
taillights.  this is video from a viewer  tonight. the commute on the  
freeway as  they inched through the mess as  well. 

0:33 12/2/14 11:07p transportation 

most flights at burbank bob  hope airport come in and out at  
terminal a and thats where the  lights went out tonight.  the outage 
happened during the  downpours. passengers had to go over to a  
much smaller screening area in  terminal b 

0:15 12/2/14 11:32p transportation 
we have one trouble spot  right now.  avoid wilshire and fairfax  
because there is a sinkhole  forming there.  stay out of the area.   

0:20 12/4/14 11:09p transportation 

happening right now, gilman springs road, thats in san jacinto, is 
now open again. the mudslides trapped more than a dozen people 
inside five vehicles. there you see one vehicle right there. through 
the morning no one was injured. mud reached to within a couple of 
inches of the rooftop of at least one or two cars. crews were able to 
get in there and move the mud out.  

1:15 12/11/14 11:04p transportation 

>>> and a warning tonight in advance of your morning commute. its 
already coming down pretty hard. the rain is actually falling 
somewhat sideways. you can see that because of all the wind. 
now, where were at right now, this is the 101 . and you can see 
traffic is moving. but imagine what its going to look like tomorrow  

0:10 12/23/14 11:10p transportation 
> i want to give you a live look from l.a.x. flights here experiencing 
few delays. they are operating on time as we head to christmas eve 

0:20 12/25/14 11:08p transportation 
we learned a delta air lines flight to lax from atlanta to be divert 
tonight 
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   

TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 
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ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program hosted 
by Maria Bartiromo who has been 
covering financial news for over 15-years.  
The program gets inside the best minds 
in business with high-profile newsmakers, 
high-powered debates and high-priority 
issues.  There is a what’s new segment 
featuring top newsmaker interviews on 
the upcoming week’s most pressing 
financial news stories.  Also, there is a 
“personal journal” segment where viewers 
will learn and be able to take away 

important information on 401K news, 
taxes, retirement, investing and career as 
well as views of top money managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 
 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 
time

Mon 9/29/14 Tue 9/30/14 Wed 10/1/14 Thu 10/2/14 Fri 10/3/14 Sat 10/4/14 Sun 10/5/14
start 
time

5:00a
Hybrid Proven F (Paid 

Program) 
The Better Memo (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a
Black Enterprise Business 

Report [94R]
5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a Astroblast 8:00a

8:30a The Chica Show 8:30a

9:00a Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201440]
9:00a

9:30a Cp 2 V.1/Cr (Paid Program) 9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p
Notre Dame Football Pre-

Game 
12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p 2:00p

2:30p 2:30p

3:00p On the Money jip [#1671] 3:00p

3:30p NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p 4:00p

4:30p Open House [#5268] 4:30p

5:00p 5:00p

5:30p 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

7:00p Extra [#21019] Extra [#21020] Extra [#21021] Extra [#21022] Extra [#21023]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201440]
7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4711] Access Hollywood [#4712] Access Hollywood [#4713] Access Hollywood [#4714] Access Hollywood [#4715]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7409]
7:30p

8:00p Bad Judge (The Wire) 8:00p

8:30p A to Z (The Wire) 8:30p

9:00p Bad Judge 9:00p

9:30p A to Z 9:30p

10:00p The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood (10:01p) Saturday Night Live 
Dateline NBC (The House on 

Sumac Drive) 
10:00p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look 1st Look 

Destination: Seattle [#3249] 
(1:02a)

1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#7408] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Metamorphosis B (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Viviscal Month (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Ellen [#12017]

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100114]

Steve Harvey [#3026]

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV093014]

Steve Harvey [#3022]

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100314] (2:07a)

Ellen [#12020]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#12016]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1056]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV092914] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3001R]

Today Show (concert 
series: Lady 
Antebellum) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1057]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV092914]

Steve Harvey [#3011]

Steve Harvey [3004R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1058]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV093014] (2:07a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100114] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3009R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1059]

NBC4 News at Noon

Ellen [#12018]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100214] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3010R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives jip 
(1:08p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100214]

Steve Harvey [#3030]

Ellen [#12019]

NBC4 News at 5p

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100314]

Steve Harvey [#3029]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Biggest Loser

Dateline NBC (The 
Wire) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [3012R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1060]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Voice

Saturday Night Live 
(Sarah Silverman & 

Maroon 5) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W943] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 
National Pro Grid 

League 

NBC Sports Special FLW 
Forrest Wood Cup (Fishing) 

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Notre Dame Football 
Stanford 

Extra Weekend 
[#21024]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Horse Racing Road to the 
Breeders Cup (1:57p)

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Cincinnati 

Bengals @ New 
England Patriots 

(5:20p)

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p
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start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/6/14 Tue 10/7/14 Wed 10/8/14 Thu 10/9/14 Fri 10/10/14 Sat 10/11/14 Sun 10/12/14
start 
time

Cp 2 V.1/Cr (Paid Program) 5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [111R]

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

Today Show jip (8:28a) The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201441]
9:00a

Lazytown Lazytown org sch 10/4 [#101] 9:30a

Poppy Cat
Poppy Cat org sch 10/4 

[#118] 
10:00a

Noodle and Doodle
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

10/4 [#107] 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game 

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1672] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

Open House [#5269] 4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21025] Extra [#21026] Extra [#21027] Extra [#21028] Extra [#21029]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201441]
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4716] Access Hollywood [#4717] Access Hollywood [#4718] Access Hollywood [#4719] Access Hollywood [#4720]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7410]
7:30p

Bad Judge (While She was 
Sleeping) 

8:00p

A to Z (While She was 
Sleeping) 

8:30p

Bad Judge The Challenge (8:48p) 9:00p

A to Z NBC4 News (9:17p) 9:30p

The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC (Capsized) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Bizarre Bites 
[#3250] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7405] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Murad V311 (Paid 

Program) 
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1061]

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [#3027]

Ellen [#12023]

NBC4 News at 5p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1062]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101014]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100814]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Bastille) 

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#3014]

Ellen [#12021]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100614] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3021R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100614]

Steve Harvey [3025R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1063]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100714]

Steve Harvey [#3013]

Ellen [#12022]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100814] (2:07a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100714] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3019R]

Today Show (concert 
series: Fleetwood Mac) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1064]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV100914]

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Steve Harvey [#3036]

Ellen [#12024]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Dateline NBC (While 
She was Sleeping) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV100914] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3018R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1065]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101014] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3020R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special World 
Gymnastics 

Championships 

Steve Harvey [#3015]

Ellen [#12025]

NBC4 News at 5p

Golf PGA Tour: Year 
in Review 

NBC Sports Special 
World Gymnastics 

Championships 

The Mysteries of Laura

Saturday Night Live 
(Bill Hader & Hozier) 

new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W944] (1:32a)

NBC4 Movie Sarah's 
Key (2:32a)

Notre Dame Football 
North Carolina 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

The Mysteries of Laura

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21030]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New York 

Giants @ Philadelphia 
Eagles (5:20p)
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* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/13/14 Tue 10/14/14 Wed 10/15/14 Thu 10/16/14 Fri 10/17/14 Sat 10/18/14 Sun 10/19/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

Power Pressure (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 
Report [99R]

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201442]
9:00a

Meet the Press Remembers: The 
First Ladies 9:30a

Lazytown org sch 10/18 
[#103] 

10:00a

Poppy Cat org sch 10/18 
[#101] 10:30a

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
10/18 [#104] 

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1673] 3:00p

Time Life-Wolfg (Paid 
Program) 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W945]

4:00p

Open House [#5270] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21031] Extra [#21032] Extra [#21033] Extra [#21034] Extra [#21035]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201442]
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4721] Access Hollywood [#4722] Access Hollywood [#4723] Access Hollywood [#4724] Access Hollywood [#4725]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7411]
7:30p

Marry Me (The Carrollton 
Plot) 

8:00p

About a Boy (The Carrollton 
Plot) 

8:30p

Marry Me Bad Judge The Challenge (8:54p) 9:00p

About a Boy (9:31p) A to Z NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Saturday Night Live 
Dateline NBC (The Beauty and 

the Beast Mystery) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Best BItes 
[3243R] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7409] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King V9 (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Murad V311 (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Today Show (7:32a)

Today in LA 5am

Dateline NBC

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1066]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101314]

Steve Harvey [#3023]

Ellen [#12026]

Steve Harvey [3011R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1067]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Steve Harvey [#3003]

Ellen [#12027]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101314] (2:07a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101414] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3022R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101414]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1068]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101514]

Steve Harvey [#3033]

Ellen [#12028]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101514] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3026R]

Today Show (concert 
series: Ylvis) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1069]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Steve Harvey [3030R]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1070]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101614]

Steve Harvey [#3028]

Ellen [#12029]

NBC4 News at 5p

Ellen [#12030]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The 
Carrollton Plot) 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101614] (2:07a)

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Cycling UCI Road Cycling 
World Championships 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV101714]

Steve Harvey [#3016]

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV101714] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3029R]

Saturday Night Live 
(Chris Pratt & Ariana 

Grande) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W945] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

NBC Sports Special 
Red Bull: Romaniacs 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Cape Fear 

NBC4 News

The Mysteries of Laura

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football San 

Francisco 49ers @ 
Denver Broncos 

(5:20p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21036]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/20/14 Tue 10/21/14 Wed 10/22/14 Thu 10/23/14 Fri 10/24/14 Sat 10/25/14 Sun 10/26/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

Women of Power [#1] 5:00a

Open House [#5235] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Today Show Tree Fu Tom 9:00a

Today Show (9:31a) 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

NBC News Special Report Seattle 
School Shooting (1:15p) 1:00p

Days of Our Lives (1:17p) 1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1674] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 10/25 
[#104] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 10/25 
[#102] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
10/25 [#102] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21037] Extra [#21038] Extra [#21039] Extra [#21040] Extra [#21041]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201443]
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4726] Access Hollywood [#4727] Access Hollywood [#4728] Access Hollywood [#4729] Access Hollywood [#4730]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7412]
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p) Bad Judge The Challenge (8:50p) 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Constantine Saturday Night Live 
Dateline NBC (Two Shots 

Fired) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Dress Me Up 
[#3251] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7410] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King V9 (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Today in LA 5am

Steve Harvey [#3043]

Ellen [#12035]

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 
series: Neil Diamond) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1071]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102014]

Steve Harvey [#3031]

Ellen [#12031]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102014] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3014R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1072]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102114]

Steve Harvey [#3035]

Ellen [#12032]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1073]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives 
(1:03p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102214]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102114] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3013R]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102214] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3027R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1074]

Steve Harvey [#3044]

Ellen [#12033]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102314]

Steve Harvey [#3046]

Ellen [#12034]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102314] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3036R]

Grimm (Mystery in Orange 
County) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1075]

NBC4 News at Noon 
(11:55a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102414]

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W946] (1:32a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102414] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3015R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Soccer Major League 
Soccer: Seattle vs LA 

(11:32a)

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Mystery in 
Orange County) 

Meet the Press

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

NBC4 News

The Mysteries of Laura

Constantine

Saturday Night Live 
(Jim Carrey & Iggy 

Azalea) new 

Extra Weekend 
[#21042]

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Green Bay 

Packers @ New 
Orleans Saints (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix Skate 

America 

Football Night in 
America

Today In L.A. 
Weekend
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 10/27/14 Tue 10/28/14 Wed 10/29/14 Thu 10/30/14 Fri 10/31/14 Sat 11/1/14 Sun 11/2/14
start 
time

Women of Power [#2] 5:00a

Open House [#5271] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201444]
9:00a

Lazytown
Poppy Cat org sch 11/1 

[#103] 
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

Motor Sports F1 
Countdown 

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102914]

2:00p

The Meredith Vieira Show jip 
[MV102914] (2:20p)

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1675] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21043] Extra [#21044] Extra [#21045] Extra [#21046] Extra [#21047]
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201444a]
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4731] Access Hollywood [#4732] Access Hollywood [#4733] Access Hollywood [#4734] Access Hollywood [#4735]
Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7413]
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p) Bad Judge 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z The Challenge (9:24p) 9:30p

The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Constantine Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC (Deadly Denial) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Miami [#3252] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7411] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk21027Laov (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Murad V501D (Paid 

Program) 
Total Gym Fit - (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102814]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102714] (2:07a)

NBC Sports Special 
Rugby: US Eagles vs 

All Blacks 

NBC4 News

NBC Sports Special 
Breeder's Cup 

NBC4 News (6:08p)

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W947]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1076]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV102714]

Steve Harvey [#3039]

Ellen [#12036]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1077]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [3023R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102814] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3003R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1078]

Steve Harvey [#3041]

Ellen [#12037]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#3024]

Ellen [#12038]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV102914] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3033R]

Steve Harvey [#3038]

Ellen [#12039]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1079]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV103014] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3028R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV103014]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:36a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1080]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV103114]

Steve Harvey [#3037]

Ellen [#12040]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV103114] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3016R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Motor Sports F1 
Qualifying Race 

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Secret 
Lives) 

Grimm (Secret Lives) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Baltimore 

Ravens @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers (5:20p)

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live 
(Chris Rock & Prince) 

new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W947] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21048]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing 

Motor Sports F1 Post 
Race 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/3/14 Tue 11/4/14 Wed 11/5/14 Thu 11/6/14 Fri 11/7/14 Sat 11/8/14 Sun 11/9/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

La Ota 11/14 (Paid Program) 5:00a

Women of Power [#3] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201445]
9:00a

Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 
Program) 

9:30a

Motor Sports F1 
Countdown 

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1676] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 11/8 [#107] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 11/8 
[#104] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
11/8 [#101] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21049] Extra [#21050] Extra [#21051] Extra [#21052] Extra [#21053]
Wonder Years 5 (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4736] Access Hollywood [#4737] Access Hollywood [#4738] Access Hollywood [#4739] Access Hollywood [#4740] Open House [#5272] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me Bad Judge The Challenge (9:08p) 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z NBC4 News (9:36p) 9:30p

The Blacklist
NBC News Special Election 

Coverage Chicago P.D. Parenthood Constantine Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC (Swept Away) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look The Icons 
[3247R] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7412] 1:30a

2:00a

Frk21027Laov (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Viviscal Month (Paid 

Program) 
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Today in LA 5am

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110414] (2:07a)

Ellen [#12042]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1081]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110314] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3031R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110314]

Steve Harvey [#3054]

Ellen [#12041]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110414]

Steve Harvey [#3056]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3035R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today ShowToday Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1082]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1083]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110514]

Steve Harvey [#3058]

Ellen [#12043]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1084]

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [#3053]

Ellen [#12044]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110514] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3044R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110614] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3046R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110614]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1085]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV110714]

Steve Harvey [#3052]

Ellen [#12045]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV110714] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3043R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Soccer Major League 
Soccer: Playoffs 

(11:32a)

Action Sports Red Bull: 
Dreamline 

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Someone 
Was Out There) 

Grimm (Someone Was 
Out There) 

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Chicago 

Bears @ Green Bay 
Packers (5:20p)

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

Saturday Night Live 
(Bill Hader & Hozier) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W948] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Formula 
One Racing (10:29a)

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21054]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night in 
America
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/10/14 Tue 11/11/14 Wed 11/12/14 Thu 11/13/14 Fri 11/14/14 Sat 11/15/14 Sun 11/16/14
start 
time

Mypillow Mpbogo (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [#4] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201446]
9:00a

Lazytown
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

11/1 [#124] 
9:30a

Poppy Cat
Noodle and Doodle org sch 

11/15 [#112] 
10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game 

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1677] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21055] Extra [#21056] Extra [#21057] Extra [#21058] Extra [#21059]
Best of Ed Sull (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4741] Access Hollywood [#4742] Access Hollywood [#4743] Access Hollywood [#4744] Access Hollywood [#4745] Open House [#5273] 7:30p

8:00p

The Challenge (8:44p) 8:30p

Bad Judge 9:00p

A to Z 9:30p

The Blacklist Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Constantine Saturday Night Live 
Dateline NBC (The Killing in Cobb 

County) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Not Growing 
Up [#3253] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#7413] 1:30a

2:00a

Midl1112Frk2 (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cp 2 V. 1 /Newd (Paid 

Program) 
Total Gym Fit - (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111214] (2:07a)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at Noon

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1086]

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111014] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3039R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111014]

Steve Harvey [#3017]

Ellen [#12046]

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111114]

Steve Harvey [#3055]

Ellen [#12047]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111114] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3041R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1088]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1087]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3024R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111214]

Steve Harvey [#3050]

Ellen [#12048]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Voice

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111314] (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1089]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111314]

Steve Harvey [#3048]

Ellen [#12049]

Steve Harvey [3038R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1090]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111414] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3037R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
Ironman World 
Championship 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111414]

Steve Harvey [#3049]

Ellen [#12050]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The Root 
of All Evil) 

Saturday Night Live 
(Woody Harrelson & 
Kendrick Lamar) new 

Notre Dame Football 
Northwestern 

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Grimm (The Root of All 
Evil) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W949] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Motor Sports Global 
Rallycross 

NBC Sports Special 
Spartan Race 

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (The Mystery on 

Bridle Path) 

Extra Weekend 
[#21060]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 

Patriots @ 
Indianapolis Colts 

(5:20p)

NBC4 News (9:06p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/17/14 Tue 11/18/14 Wed 11/19/14 Thu 11/20/14 Fri 11/21/14 Sat 11/22/14 Sun 11/23/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

La Ota 11/14 (Paid Program) 5:00a

Women of Power [#5] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201447]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

Notre Dame Football Pre-
Game 

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1678] 3:00p

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21061] Extra [#21062] Extra [#21063] Extra [#21064] Extra [#21065] Open House [#5265] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4746] Access Hollywood [#4747] Access Hollywood [#4748] Access Hollywood [#4749] Access Hollywood [#4750]
LXTV: First Look Sick 

Desserts [#3254] 
7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p) Bad Judge The Challenge (9:04p) 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z NBC4 News (9:32p) 9:30p

State of Affairs Chicago Fire Chicago P.D. Parenthood Constantine Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC (The Promise) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Sick Desserts 
[#3254] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5265] 1:30a

2:00a

La Ota 11/14 (Paid Program) 
(2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Go Chef / Mdg (Paid 
Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1092]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111814]

Steve Harvey [#3061]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112014] (2:07a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111914] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3058R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111914]

Steve Harvey [#3062]

Ellen [#12053]

NBC4 News at 5p

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1091]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111714] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3054R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV111714]

Steve Harvey [#3063]

Ellen [#12051]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Voice

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV111814] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3056R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1093]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#12052]

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3053R]

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1094]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112014]

Steve Harvey [#3064]

Ellen [#12054]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1095]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112114]

Steve Harvey [#3065]

Ellen [#12055]

Steve Harvey [3052R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Dateline NBC (Mystery on the 
Early Shift) 

Grimm (Mystery on the 
Early Shift) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112114] (2:07a)

Saturday Night Live 
(Cameron Diaz & Mark 

Ronson and Bruno Mars) 
new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W950] (1:32a)

Notre Dame Football 
Louisville 

Going Roggin (4:07p)

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Major League 
Soccer: Playoffs 

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Dateline Saturday Night 
Mystery (A Sister's Search) 

State of Affairs (A Sister's 
Search) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21066]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ New York 
Giants (5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 11/24/14 Tue 11/25/14 Wed 11/26/14 Thu 11/27/14 Fri 11/28/14 Sat 11/29/14 Sun 11/30/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

Power Lift 08 R (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [1R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC News Special Report Chuck 

Hagel Resigns (8:09a) Astroblast 8:00a

Today Show (8:20a) The Chica Show 8:30a

Today Show Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201448]
9:00a

NBC News Special Report 
Michael Brown's Family Press 

Conference (9:28a)
9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

On the Money [#1679] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 11/22 
[#109] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 11/22 
[#122] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
11/22 [#113] 4:30p

NBC Sports Special NFL 
Pre-Game Show 

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams jip (6:35p)

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential Statement (7:07p) Extra [#21068] Extra [#21069] Extra [#21071] Open House [#5252] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4751] Access Hollywood [#4752] Access Hollywood [#4753] Access Hollywood [#4755]
LXTV: First Look 1st Look - 
Eating Competition [3248R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p)
Roggin’s Heroes 

Thanksgiving (8:47p)
The Challenge (8:52p) 9:00p

About a Boy NBC4 News (9:17p) NBC4 News (9:20p) 9:30p

State of Affairs Chicago Fire Dateline NBC Constantine Saturday Night Live Dateline NBC 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5266] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Total Gym Fit - (Paid 

Program) 
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112414]

Bayou Classic 
Southern vs. 
Grambling 

NBC Specials The Making of 
Peter Pan Live (1:03a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1096]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon+G60317 

(11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112414] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3017R]

Today Show

Today Show (10:04a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1097]

Steve Harvey [#3060]

Ellen [#12056]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112514] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3055R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112514]

Steve Harvey [#3040]

Ellen [#12057]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1098]

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Specials The Making of 
Peter Pan Live 

Saturday Night Live 
Thanksgiving 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112614] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3050R]

Today Show

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112614]

Steve Harvey [#3045]

Ellen [#12058]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112714] (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3048R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Macy's Thanksgiving 
Day Parade encore 

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ San 
Francisco 49ers 

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1100]

The Meredith Vieira Show 
[MV112814] (2:07a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

National Hockey 
League NY Rangers 

@ Philadelphia 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show [MV112814]

Steve Harvey [3001R]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

National Dog Show 
Presented by Purina 

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3049R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Ellen [12025R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Death in 
the Driveway) 

Grimm (Death in the 
Driveway) 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W951] (2:02a)

NBC Specials The Making of 
Peter Pan Live (3:02a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Red 
Bull: District Ride 

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Action Sports USSA: Aspen 
Winternational 

NBC4 News

National Dog Show

Saturday Night Live 
(Chris Rock & Prince) 

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Football Night in 
America

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21072]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Denver 

Broncos @ Kansas 
City Chiefs (5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/1/14 Tue 12/2/14 Wed 12/3/14 Thu 12/4/14 Fri 12/5/14 Sat 12/6/14 Sun 12/7/14
start 
time

Cp 2 V.1/Cr (Paid Program) 
Mypillow Mpbogo (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Women of Power [#6] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201449]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1680] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 11/29 
[#110] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 11/29 
[#117] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
11/29 [#125] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21073] Extra [#21074] Extra [#21075] Extra [#21076] Extra [#21077]
Best of Ed Sull (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4756] Access Hollywood [#4757] Access Hollywood [#4758] Access Hollywood [#4759] Access Hollywood [#4760] Open House [#5274] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p) The Challenge (8:53p) 9:00p

About a Boy NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

State of Affairs Chicago Fire Constantine
Dateline NBC (Mystery in 

South Beach) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look 1st Look - 
Opulent NYC [#3255] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5267] 1:30a

2:00a

Nutribullet Rx (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Proactiv 14 V. (Paid 

Program) 
Total Gym Fit - (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Grimm

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Action Sports USSA: 
Birds of Prey 

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge 

(11:33a)

Action Sports USSA: 
Birds of Prey 

NBC4 News

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1101]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3063R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#3051]

Ellen [#12059]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1102]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3047]

Ellen [#12060]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Christmas in Rockefeller 
Center

Saturday Night Live 
Christmas 

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1103]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3062R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#3057]

Ellen [#12061]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials Peter 
Pan Live 

NBC4 News at 11p

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1104]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3059]

Ellen [#12062]

Murray Saves 
Christmas

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3064R]

Today Show jip (7:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1105]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3065R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3004R]

Ellen [#12063]

NBC4 News at 5p

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W952] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Swimming AT&T Winter 
National Championships 

Golf PGA Tour: Hero 
World Challenge 

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Saturday Night Live 
(James Franco & Nicki 

Minaj) new 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21078]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football New England 
Patriots @ San Diego 

Chargers (5:20p)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/8/14 Tue 12/9/14 Wed 12/10/14 Thu 12/11/14 Fri 12/12/14 Sat 12/13/14 Sun 12/14/14
start 
time

Body Beast 010 (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [2R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a
NBC News Special Report CIA 

Torture Report (8:15a) Astroblast 8:00a

Today Show (8:19a) The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201450]
9:00a

Lazytown
Nutribullet Rx (Paid 

Program) 
9:30a

Today Show 10:00a

NBC News Special Report CIA 
Statement (10:45a) 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1681] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 12/6 [#111] NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 12/6 
[#119] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
12/6 [#121] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21079] Extra [#21080] Extra [#21081] Extra [#21082] Extra [#21083] Open House [#5275] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4761] Access Hollywood [#4762] Access Hollywood [#4763] Access Hollywood [#4764] Access Hollywood [#4765]
LXTV: First Look 1st Look - 

Bizarre Bites [3250R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

Marry Me (9:01p) Bad Judge The Challenge (8:57p) 9:00p

About a Boy A to Z NBC4 News (9:21p) 9:30p

State of Affairs
NBC News Special Unbroken: 

The Real Story Chicago P.D.
NBC Specials Blake Shelton's Not 

So Family Christmas Constantine
Dateline NBC (12 Minutes on 

Elm Street) 
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look 1st Look - 
Bizarre Bites [3250R] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5268] 1:30a

2:00a

Hv300-21:Lifejd (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Today in LA 4am 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 
(Paid Program) 

Larry King Omeg 
(Paid Program) 

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live 
(Martin Freeman & 

Charli Xcx) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W953] (1:32a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3068]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5amToday in LA 5am Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1106]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3066]

Ellen [#12064]

Steve Harvey [3060R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1107]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3040R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1108]

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [#3067]

Ellen [#12065]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3045R]

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3070]

Ellen [#12066]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Mysteries of Laura

Today Show

NBC4 News Special Report 
Amber Alert Standoff 

Access Hollywood Live 
jip [AHL1109] 

NBC4 News at Noon

Law & Order: Special 
Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3034]

Ellen [#12067]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1110]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Grimm (Poison) 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3025R]

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

NBC4 News

NBC Specials Peter 
Pan Live 

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3001R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Ellen [#12068]

Dateline NBC (Poison) 

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Dallas 

Cowboys @ 
Philadelphia Eagles 

(5:20p)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Action Sports Dew 
Tour 

Golf PNC Father/Son 
Challenge 

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21084]

Meet the Press
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/15/14 Tue 12/16/14 Wed 12/17/14 Thu 12/18/14 Fri 12/19/14 Sat 12/20/14 Sun 12/21/14
start 
time

The Better Memo (Paid 
Program) 

Open House [#5261] 5:00a

Women of Power [3R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Obama Statement on Cuba Tree Fu Tom

NBC4 News Conference 
[#201451]

9:00a

Today Show jip (9:24a) 9:30a

10:00a

On the Money [#1682] 10:30a

NBC News Special Report 
Presidential News Conference 

(10:51a)
11:00a

NBC4 News Special Report 
[AHL1115] (11:45a) 11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1682] 3:00p

Lazytown org sch 12/20 
[#313] 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 12/13 
[#120] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
12/13 [#120] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21085] Extra [#21086] Extra [#21087] Extra [#21088] Extra [#21089] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4766] Access Hollywood [#4767] Access Hollywood [#4768] Access Hollywood [#4769] Access Hollywood [#4770] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

The Challenge (9:02p) 9:00p

NBC4 News (9:22p) 9:30p

State of Affairs
Dateline NBC (Who Killed the 

Radio Star?) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Taste of 
Korea [#3256] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5269] 1:30a

2:00a

Larry King V9 (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) 
Nutribullet Rx (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3075]

Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#12069]

NBC4 News at 5p

Steve Harvey Special – 
Young Men, Big Dreams

Ellen [#12071]

NBC4 News at 5p

Christmas at Radio City with 
Michael Buble

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3072]

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip (7:26a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1111]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3051R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1112]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [#3076]

Ellen [#12070]

NBC4 News at 5p

Elf: Buddy's Musical 
Christmas

Steve Harvey [#3074]

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3047R]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live jip 
[AHL1113] (11:08a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3057R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1114]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

The Sing-Off

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3059R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Steve Harvey [#3073]

Ellen [#12072]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 5p

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC (In the 
Dead of the Night) 

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC Specials People 
Magazine Awards 

NBC Specials The 
Sound of Music 

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3004R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Golf Remax Long 
Drive 

Ellen [#12073]

Saturday Night Live 
(Amy Adams & One 

Direction) new 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W954] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W954]

Action Sports USSA: US 
Grand Prix 

Figure Skating ISU 
Grand Prix of Figure 

Skating 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Straight Rhythm 

NBC4 News

Operation Smile

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Seattle 

Seahawks @ Arizona 
Cardinals (5:20p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21090]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/22/14 Tue 12/23/14 Wed 12/24/14 Thu 12/25/14 Fri 12/26/14 Sat 12/27/14 Sun 12/28/14
start 
time

Body Beast 010 (Paid 
Program) 

5:00a

Women of Power [4R] 5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

Astroblast 8:00a

The Chica Show 8:30a

Tree Fu Tom
NBC4 News Conference 

[#201452]
9:00a

Lazytown
LXTV: First Look Taste of 

Korea [#3256] 
9:30a

Poppy Cat
Nutribullet Rx (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Noodle and Doodle 10:30a

Nutribullet Rx (Paid 
Program) 

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1683] 3:00p

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 
Program) 

NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Poppy Cat org sch 12/20 
[#108] 

4:00p

Noodle and Doodle org sch 
12/20 [#116] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21091] Extra [#21092] Extra [#21093] Extra [#21094] Extra [#21095] Open House [#5255] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4771] Access Hollywood [#4772] Access Hollywood [#4773] Access Hollywood [#4774] Access Hollywood [#4775]
LXTV: First Look Destination 

Miami [3252R] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

State of Affairs
NBC Specials Kelly Clarkson's 

Cautionary Music Tale 
Christmas in Rockefeller 

Center
Saturday Night Live 

Dateline NBC (In the Middle of the 
Night) 10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 
Miami [3252R] (1:02a)

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Christmas Liturgical Joy to the 
World (1:26a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Open House [#5270] 1:30a

2:00a

Op. Smile Osvzc (Paid 
Program) (2:32a)

2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Resurgence V501 

(Paid Program) 
Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Saturday Night Live 
Christmas 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3038R]

Ellen [#12074]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3066R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1116]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC Specials Michael 
Buble's Christmas in NY 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1117]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3009R]

Ellen [12041R]

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3067R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1118R]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials One Direction: 
The TV Special 

Steve Harvey [3070R]

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3058R]

Ellen [12001R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Movie of the 
Week It's a Wonderful 

Life 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1119R]

Christmas Eve at St. 
Peters Basilica In 
Rome (11:34p)

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3011R]

Ellen [12014R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Murray Saves 
Christmas

Elf: Buddy's Musical 
Christmas

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [#3201]

Ellen [12031R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3034R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1120R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3068R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

NBC Sports Special 
World Series of 

Fighting 

Action Sports Red 
Bull: Rampage 

NBC4 News

WWE Tribute to the 
Troops

Caught on Camera with 
Nick Cannon

Dateline NBC
The Mysteries of Laura

Saturday Night Live 
(Martin Freeman & 

Charli Xcx) 

Access Hollywood 
Weekend [W955] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 
Weekend

Meet the Press

Soccer Barclay's 
Premier League 

Action Sports World of 
Adventure 

NBC Sports Special 
Dew Tour 

NBC Sports Special Grand 
Slam of Show Jumping 

Meet the Press

Football Night in 
America

NBC Sunday Night 
Football Cincinnati 

Bengals @ Pittsburgh 
Steelers (5:20p)

NBC4 News (9:07p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 
[#21096]

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 4th Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3427

Updated: 01/07/15

start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 12/29/14 Tue 12/30/14 Wed 12/31/14
start 
time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

The Meredith Vieira Show 2:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 
LAPD News Conference (2:33p)

2:30p

Steve Harvey [3014R] 3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 3.9 
Earthquake - San Pedro (3:44p)

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 
Williams

6:30p

Extra [#21097] Extra [#21098] Extra [#21099] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4776] Access Hollywood [#4777] Access Hollywood [#4778] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

State of Affairs Chicago Fire
NBC's New Year's Eve with 

Carson Daly
10:00p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(1:37a) 1:30a

2:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 
(2:32a)

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Today in LA 5am

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1122R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

State of Affairs

NBC4 News at 11p

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1121R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

State of Affairs

The Meredith Vieira 
Show (2:07a)

Steve Harvey [3072R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [3052R]

Ellen [12027R]

Chicago Fire

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Tonight Show Starring 
Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Late Night with Seth 
Meyers (12:37a)

Steve Harvey [3076R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 
[AHL1123R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Ellen [12033R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC's New Year's Eve 
with Carson Daly

The Tonight Show 
Starring Jimmy Fallon

Late Night with Jimmy 
Fallon (1:32a)

Steve Harvey [3074R] 
(3:02a)

Days of Our Lives

The Meredith Vieira 
Show

Steve Harvey [3061R]

Ellen [12004R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special A 
Toast to 2014 
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